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ABSTRACT

The Hudson Bay Lowrand - often referred to in fur-trade
records as the rrow country, - has been the subject of much

research within the naturar sciencesl however, research
pertaining to the regionrs human history and ecology is not
as well advanced. This study employs ethnohistoricar
methodology integrating ethnographies, exploration
literature, fur-trade records, archaeological data, and
Native advisor consultations in an atternpt to elucidate
curture history and patterns of Native occupation within the
Lowland region.

Hudsonts Bay Cornpany fur-trade journals, reports, and
maps indicate that within the Lowrand the rndian popuration
harvested fish at ttfishing stations, where rweirs, were
constructed, naintained, and operated. Fur-trade records in
conbination with inforrnation provided by Native advisors
illustrate that fishing stations were operational on a
year-round basis and that fish played a significant rore
within Native economic strategies. Based upon an 1g15

severn District report and acconpanyincJ rnaps, recorded
fishing station locations were identified on the shamattawa
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River and at the southern junction of spruce Lake and the
North washagami River. Activity areas at these fishing
station locations yielded evidence of substantial occupation
over tine and space and they provided insight into economic
strategies and adaptations.
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CHAPTER ONE

AN INTRODUCTTON TO THE PROBLEM AND RESEARCH STRATEGY

Our understanding of the past is dependent upon theintesration of aiveise-'Jpiro."n"r (;;;; 1e83:3) .

:.. if ethnohistory is itselfit is one whicfr naies-use-or amethods (Gadacz t982: 150).

a method or technique,
number of other

Fundamental to the study of Native history is the
researcher's perspective on what constitutes history and
historical data. The two are interrerated in that history
is based upon the interpretation of historical data and
one's view of history determines the type of data to be
studied; the sources of data, in turn, are the limiting
factors in historicar rnethod and anarysis. As such, it is
prudent to delineate this studyrs predisposition toward
history which is a view of history firmly anchored in an
anthropological foundation.

rn the context of this study, Arnerindian history is
not rimited to that portion of the past documented by
written sources of data (see discussion in Dyrmond



2
L974rso-74) and it rejects the notion that prior to European
contact the Amerindian was "without history, (see discussi_on
in Trigger r9B7:6; wolf r-982). Native history is concerned
with the events, structures, and processes inherent
throughout the entire past and the European presence is
viewed as a graft on to what calvin Martin (L987:L2r has
called an rolder history. r Given the premise that
Anerindian history not only includes but predates a European
presence, then al0ng with written data, archaeol0gical data
and various other sources of information have significant
roles to play in the interpretation and understanding of
Native history. This diversity in the use of historical
resources is inherent in, and fundamental to,
ethnohistorical methodol0gy within an anthropol0gical
context.

rn Axtell's (L982:5, 15) terrninol.gy, ethnohistory is
a brending of history and anthropology into a ,distinctive
hybridtt with the purpose of producing the r... diachronic
dinensions of history and the synchronic sensitivities of
ethnol0gy. rr The salient characteristic of ethnohistorical
nethodology is its reliance upon a diversity of data sources
(Axtell 1982:8; schwerin Lg76:327; spores 1980 .576r. Trigger
L978:L9 , r982:,L6, 19g5a:34) , such as written documents,
ethnographic and archaeorogical data, oral history, and
linguistics. when these sources are measured and integrated



under an historiographical umbrella they contribute to aholistic anthropological synthesis of cultural
reconstruction and explanation.

Much ethnohistory, as noted by Trigger (J-978:1-8,
L982:2 ' L9g5a:23, 1985b: r-66, 198 6:257) , has focused uponwritten documents and oral traditions in analyses intendedto elucidate culture change since the tirne of European
contact. Archaeological rnethods and techniques, however,are of equal value to ethnohistorical methodol0gy asarchaeol0gy is fundarnental to studies of curtural continuity
and change during the initial years of European contact (seediscussions in Morantz L984.72i Trigger J.978:2I, l9B2:L3,
L984:20, 1985a:2g, 19g5b:i.L6, 11g, 163 , L7!_J.72t 1986 :260),to understandingr the course of Nati-ve history prior toEuropean records, and. to providing concrete or real evi_denceof past human behaviour as compared to the ralways suspectaccountsr furnished in written documents (Morantz 1gg4:6g).with respect to the last point, and similar to the viewpertaining to the value of ethnographic fieldwork withinethnohistorical studies expressed by Rogers and Black Rogers(1982iL69-r7o), archaeorogical data provide comparative

rnaterial and contexts for the interpretation of written
documents.

within the ethnohistorical rnethod, archaeol.gy -including those rnethods subsurned under the title of



4
ethnoarchaeol0gy (for discussions and views on ethno-
archaeologicar method, theory, and practice see Binford
1978b; charrton 1981; Gould 1980; Hodder L9821 Janes J-983;
Kent L9g7; Kolb 19851 Kramer LgTg; stiles Lg77; yerren Lg77)

is not anci-llary to more 'traditionail forms of historical
data, but archaeological data is fundarnental to an under_
standing of Native history within its own context (for a
discussion of culturar context and archaeorogy see Hodder
1986:77-LO2, 119-146, L9g7) .

Ethnohistory, therefore, is a rnethodol0gy that seeks
to integrate the techniques of history and anthropol0gy.
Ethnohistorians recognize the inherent weaknesses of written
documents begotten through the observations of foreigners;
thus, with a mind-set acknowledging the dynamic nature of
Native cultures throughout tirne, the methodol0gical
advantage of using diverse sources becomes axiomatic. As
Trigger (1995b:166) points out, ethnohistory is a rrset of
techniquesr the integration of which is necessary for
reconstructing and explaining the l0ng-terrn history of those
who did not leave written records of their own past.

This study ernploys ethnohistorical_ methodology
integrating ethnographies, exploration literature, fur-trade
records, archaeol0gical data, and Native advisor
consultations in an attempt to elucidate curture history and
patterns of Native occupation within the Hudson Bay Lowrand



region of northern Ontario (Figure 1).
The Hudson Bay Lowland _ often referred to in

fur-trade records as the frlow couDtryr _ has been the
subject of much research within the natural sciences (for
extensive bibliographies refer to Haworth et al. 1978;
Norris et aI. 1968; Sims et al . L979); however, research
pertaining to the region's human history and ecol0gy is notas well advanced. The invaluable records of the Hudsonrs
Bay conpany provide a wealth of data pertaining to
Native-European relations, Native demography, and Native
social and economic adaptations, but to date historical
research addressing such issues within the Lowland has beensparse' As werl, Hudson,s Bay company records relating tothe Lowland region remain largely unpublished apart from afew noted rnanuscripts by such writers as James rsham Q949)and Andrew Graharn (1969) . sirnilarly, ethnographic studies

among Lowland Natives have not been extensive although
significant contributions have been provided through fieldstudies conducted arnong the Attawapiskat cree (Honigmann
L956, L961), the Fort severn cree (Hurrich 1976) , the Fort
Albany cree (skinner 191r-), and the winisk cree (Trudeau
1966). Archaeological studies conducted at fur trade sites,
such as Fort Albany (Kenyon 1986) and Fort severn
(christianson 1980; pi10n 1987), have assisted in the
documentation of the fur trade period, but the pre_European
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Figure 1

Hudson Bay Lowland

Physiographic zones are taken frorn coombs (1954).
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7period remains sketchy. Northeastern ontario archaeor.ogicar
research in general has not been extensive (see overview of
research in Dawson 19g4 r' Noble Lg72, 19g2a) and in
particular archaeol0gical research within the Hudson Bay
Lowland is a relatively recent endeavour. Therefore, the
current picture of the Lowland's cultural_chronol0gical
history is far from cornplete (for a cultural_chronorogical
seguence of the height of land region to the south see Noble
t e82b) .

prior to the findings of relatively recent
archaeol0gical research (post-1972) the general thinking
among historians and anthropol0gists was that the region waslargely devoid of a hurnan presence during the pre_European
period (Bishop 1972:66; Dawson 1983:55; Ray 1984 z7_81 Rogers
L967a:84; Wright L972a:33). Evidence of pre_contact
occupation within the Lowland was linited to the isorated
finds of two Blackduck cerarnic rirn sherds found at the rnouth
of the Nelson River by Dr. Robert Bell 0f the Geol0gical
survey of canada (wright 1968:56) and to one selkirk cerarnic
rim sherd found at the rnouth of the Hayes Ri_ver by Kenneth
Dawson (Dawson L976at7g). fn 19G2 and L966 the first
archaeol0gical surveys within the Lowland were conducted by
Dawson (L976a.7g) al0ng the l0wer reaches of the Albany and
the Hayes Rivers. However, with the exception of the
selkirk ceramic ri-m sherd found at the mouth of the Hayes
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River, Dawson located no evidence of pre-contact settrernent.
A L976 northern Manitoba survey conducted by wood and Trott
(wood et aI. L976) along the Tyrrell sea Beach between the
churchill and the Nerson Rivers also uncovered no evidence
of pre-European occupations, and based upon their negative
data the Lowland was labelled a rdemographic vacuumrl

(r976:41) - Dawson (r-983:55) concurs with this opinion by
stating that the Hudson Bay Lowrand *... appears to have
been virtualry unoccupied in prehistoric tines..., arthough
he would agree - based upon an earrier paper (!g7ilaz79) -
that the region may have been subjected to seasonal vlsits.

In this vein, it is argued by Bishop (1972:66,
L984:31), Dawson (1976a:79), and Ray (t984:7) that specific
resources, such as g'eese that were seasonally concentrated
in the coastal region, were exploited during the summer

nonths with the foragers noving to the nore shertered and
resource secure shield uplands for the winter period. rn
these arguments the interior region of the Lowland - that
area between the coastar zone and the shierd (Figure 1) is
treated as a wasteland to be avoided apart from the need to
traveL through it in order to rrget somewhere elserr (wood et
al. L976:34). The assunption that the Lowland was a harsh
environment with resource paucity infruenced the view that
the region was unattractive for occupationr or at best its
appeal was seasonal. The adaptive strategy was altered, it
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is argued, with the establishment of European trading posts
on the Hudson and James Bay coasts: Native hunters were
enpl0yed by the Hudsonrs Bay company during spring and fall
geese migrations and the need to take futl advantage of this
resource on the traders, behalf prol0nged the Natives,
annual stay in the coastal region which infruenced a change
in the pre-contact adaptive strategy and led to the perma_
nent occupation of the Lowland (for a discussion of rela-
tionships that developed between the Natives and the trading
posts see preston 1g75a:327-330 and Russell r-975) .

A najor breakthrough came with Tomenchuk's and
rrving's (L974) 1,972 investigation of a rate pre-contact
site located west of cape Henrietta Maria on the western
bank of the Brant River in the Lowlandrs coastal zone. This
site, which is referred to as the Brant River site Number 2,
included lithic, ceramic, and faunar- remains and on the
basis of recovered goose bones the site is considered to
represent a warm-weather occupation. The Brant River site
Number 2 represents the first significant evidence of
pre-European occupation in the Lowland.

rn L974, the inventory of sites was substantiatry
increased by the important work of pollocl< and Nobre
(Pollock L974; porlock and Noble LgTs), working within
Porar Bear provinciar park, along the sutton River, and at
Hawley Lake a totar of seventeen pre-European and
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post-European sites were uncovered. The ratest sites were
located within polar Bear provincial park and along the
sutton River- one site, located within the park and
referred to as the cache site, is attributed to the late
pre-European period whire lwo sites, situated along the
sutton River, date to the post-1900 A.D. period. Hawrey
Lake (Figure 1) situated within the sutton rnrier - was
the source of the remaining fourteen sites. The Hawrey Lake
sites a1l date to the pre-European period and it is these
sites that first established evidence of more than casuar
pre-European occupations within the Lowland.

In addition to the significant number of
Pollock and Nobre were also able to furnish the
radiocarbon dates for the Lowrand establishing a

cultural-chronorogical seguence beginning by the end of the
first millenniurn A.D. From a charcoal sample the Hawley
Lake site yielded a date of 9r.5 A.D. + 1oo. Taking into
consideration the nature of the rithic remains and the
absence of ceranics the site has been attributed to the rate
shierd Archaic tradition. The cowell site yielded two
dates: L41o A.D. + 95 and r24o A.D. + 80. The materiar
remains, which include five ceramic sherds attributed to
earry selkirk or late Blackduck traditions, indicate a rate
pre-European Algonkian representation. Finalry, the cache
site, rocated within porar Bear provinciar park and

sites found,

first
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comprised of six subterranean caches, produced a date of
r'590 A'D. + go suggesti-ng a late pre-European occupation
(!i.c. Noble personal communication 1996). with these sites,
and especially due to the acquisition of four radiocarbon
dates, pollock and Noble were able to formulate a curturar_
chronol0gical seguence for the Hawley Lake area thereby
pr'oviding a foundation for future work in the Lowland as a
whole.

Julig (L982) ' in r-981-, conducted an archaeol0gical
survey a10ng the l0wer reaches of the Albany River and he
wasi convincingly successful in documenting pre-European
occupations. His work, therefore, effectivery refuted the
results of Dawson's earlier survey. From a totar of 2L
sites, Julig recorded four Archaic, two rnitial woodland,
oner Terminal woodland, fifteen unknown pre-European, and.
sev'en post-contact components. The Archaic components v/ere
identified on the basis of diagnostic rithic artifacts. The
woodland cornponents were identified on the basis of ceramic
attributes with nine raurer--rike ceranic sherds (rnitiar
woodrand) and one undifferentiated Terminal woodland sherd
represented. unfortunately, Julig was unable to support his
identifications with radiocarbon dates; nevertheress, his
findings on the lower Arbany River provide evidence of pre_
European occupations in an area where it was previousry
sugrgested no such evidence existed.
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rn the more northerry regi-on of the Lowrand, during
the summers of r-981, tgg2, and 1993 piron (Lgg7) conducted
extensive archaeological surveys along the rower severn and
sachigo Rivers. A total of 20 sites vrere discovered
representing 14 post-European and L7 pre_European

components. On the basis of typology, stratigraphy, and
radiocarbon dates, pilon constructed a cultural-
chronorogicar seguence for the lower severn River that
includes late shield Archaic, rnitial woodrand, Terrninal
woodland, and post-European manifestations with the seguence
commencing around the beginning of the first rnillenniurn A.D.
seven charcoal samples subnitted for radiocarbon analysis
dated associated cornponents to the post-Looo A.D. period;
components assigned to the first mirrennium A.D. were
determined by reference to typorogy and stratigraphy. rn
addition to pre-European lithic, bone, antrer, and native
copper artifacts a srnalr sanple of ceramic sherds
representing Laurel and Brackduck traditions were recovered.

On the basis of faunal remain analysis pilon
explicates a settlement pattern along the lower severn River
that was oriented to the movements of caribou: warm-weather
rnonths were spent in the coastar zone taking advantage of a

variety of resources including caribou - whereas for the
cold-weather nonths of the year foragers rnoved inland
forlowing the caribou i.nto their interior Lowland winteri.ng
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grounds. ,At the inrand sites caribou remains dourinate the
faunar asJemutages which, in piron's view, indicates a
correlation between inland sites, cold-weather occupati_ons,
and an emphasis ,yl:" caribou as a focal resource.

Since tor"rJrxl. 
"rra iiving, s L972 woir at Brant

River archaeological research has made significant
contributions to our understanding of Lowland history
disperling the region,s irnage as a pre-contact rdemographic

vacuum. rf By furnishing evidence of pre-European adaptations
that were more substantial and dynarnic than previousry
recognized archaeol0gical findings have forced a

reassessment of the Lowlandrs role in Native history.
fn order to provide focus for a research strategy

oriented toward furthering our understanding of Hudson Bay
Lowrand ethnohistory two hypotheses were formulated out of
which developed this study's nethodological approach.

The first hypothesis is founded on the resurts of
previous research and states that further archaeological
fieldwork in the Lowland wirr show a hurnan presence in both
the pre-European and post-European periods. This hypothesis
negates the view that the Lowland was unoccupied during the
pre-European period and suggests that through additional
archaeological efforts evidence will arise to support and
strengthen previous findings.

The second hypothesis addresses the nature of Native
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adaptation and is forrnulated in a settrement pattern model
that is based upon the notion that efficient foraging is
dependent upon the ability of foragers to make knowledgeable
decisions regarding resource availabirity and dependabirity
for a given time of year and prace. These decisions are
based upon personal experience within a given environment
(see Feit 1983 ztL-L2; winterhalder Lg77:551-553). The
nature of the environment where harvests can be variabLe -
due to spatial movenents, ternporar perturbations, and row
visibility of resources - underscores the need for foragers
to have extensi-ve knowledge of specific tracts of land
referred to as rrpassive territoriesrr or rhome rangesrl
(winterharder L977 : 283) . Resource knowledge empowers

foragers to make decisions that concentrate their attention
toward specific resources that can be optirnally harvested
(Feit L9B7z7B-79). rn other words, foragers wilr be abre to
evaluate success in one area of the home range relative to
expectations for success in other areas (Ifinterharder
1981a:28) so that decisions can be made to ensure the
foragers naintain the r... highest possibre net rate of
energy capture while foragingr (winterhalder 1983:zo2).

with reference to the Eastern cree, preston (1975a:
325' 1980:44-46) describes cree foragers as maintaining
ttportabre" conmunities and based upon resource knowledge
extend foraging energy within areas where specific resources
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are efficientry captured (for a discussion of culturar
transformations that have resulted due to the twentieth
century transition from traditional foraging to more
village-oriented living see preston Lg79, 1986). These
areas and the resources sought will vary depending upon the
tirne of year: in the Low1and, for instance, foraging
activities may be focused upon the coastar region during
geese migrations, upon known river crossings during caribou
migrations, and upon appropriate rivers and rakes during
fish spawning periods. This knowredge of resource
availability as it relates to the environment and the tirne
of year is the result of a r...rong term accumulation and
integration of experience by cultural meansr (winterharder
198La:17) .

For specific areas during particurar times foraging
plans focus upon a focal resource; however, Lhe availabirity
of other resources arso receives careful consideration.
This strategy is recorded among the waswanipi cree (Feit
L987:78-79) , as wer] as among the Muskrat Dam Lake cree
(winterhalder tg77:489). This strategy is also the basis of
winisk cree thinking and it is the context for the forrowing
statement by John Michael Hunter (personar communication
1985) :

ft has never occurred to the
sets out to any area without

people that no one
planning ahead of
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time what is going to take place and what he isgoing to need and whicn parlicular .r". h" isheading toward to make sure that he already knowswhat he is going to get and what he is qoiig Co -plan_or depend upon as a food supply or any othersupplies he rnay need during ttre iinler for hisfamily.

Within the chosen foraging area, fish are a

significant resource emphasized by the winisk cree. when

compared to other resources, fish, as noted by winterhalder
(L977:501, L9BLbz79) , have the highest reriabirity and the
winisk cree indicate that fish can be depended upon more
that any other resource. Although a variety of resources
would be sought, in relation to other species the harvest of
fish is seen as most re1iable.

on the basis of this moder the second hypothesis
states that pre-European Native adaptation in the Hudson Bay

Lowland was based upon a diverse economy within which fish
played an important rore. Relying upon extant archaeologi-
cal evidence of warm and cord season occupations in concert
with the characteristics of the foraging moder the view that
a pre-European Native adaptation was not linited to a

seasonar orientation is inherent within the second

hypothesis.

This study's methodorogicar approach developed
directry out of the second hypothesis by rnaking the
inference that significant fishing rocations were/are
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revisited through tirne; therefore, areas around fishing
locations may tend to exhibit lengthy occupation histories.
rt became axiomatic, therefore, that archaeological
investigations needed to concentrate upon historically known

fishing locations. rt was felt that known fishing rocations
held potential for testing both hypotheses. A fieldwork and
research strategy based upon the above hypotheses lends
itserf to ethnohistoricar methodology integrating
archaeological, ethnographic, and historical sources of
data. Archaeological data are necessary for addressing both
hypotheses and archaeologicar data could rend support to the
historical identification of the study areas. Data from
ethnographic fieldwork in combination with information from
historical docurnents and previous ethnographies serve to
illuminate relativery recent adaptations which can be

compared and integrated with the archaeologicar evidence.
The identification of an appropriate study area

within the Hudson Bay Lowland was furnished by an 18L5

report (HBCA B.r-98 /e/L) pertaining to the Hudson's Bay

company's severn District. The report - penned by the
Master of severn House, James swain sr. - discussed the
Districtts boundaries, river navigation, resources, climate,
posts, company men, trade, cultivation, and Natives. rt
also included three maps (HBCA c.Ll33 | c.L/34 , c.1/35)
rrtaken down frorn rndian information, detailing the
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District's lakes and river systems (Figures 2, 3, 4t. The
maps are accurate to the degree that major river systems and
lakes can be identified with reference to current
topographical maps. rn a north-south axis the rnaps provide
greatest detail to the rand between the Ekwan River in the
south and the severn River in the north. rn the west,
severn Lake - a major body of water in the severn River
system - is incruded as is the sachigo and Littre sachigo
Lakes that drain into the severn River by way of the sachigo
River.

rn addition to rivers and lakes the maps detair the
positions of rapids, fa1ls, portages, and distances between
water bodies. Many of the lakes arso bear captions expound-
ing their virtues as productive fishing areas. As werl,
swain's rndian advisors pin-pointed the rocations of fish
frwei.rsrr which are marked on the rnaps with singre straight
rines drawn at right angles across the rivers. The rnaps,

therefore, provided the desired geographical data specifying
historically known fishing locations and in order to
effectivery test the above hypotheses it was considered
necessary to investigate at least two of the locations
marked.

Two weir rocations south of the winisk River, ds

narked on swain's eastern rnap (HBCA G.Ll33; Figures 2 and

5), were chosen for archaeological investigation: one weir
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Figure 2

Map of severn District raid down from rndian rnformation by
James Swain.

Date: 1815

Source: HBCA C.Ll34
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Figure 3

Map of severn District laid down from rndian rnformation by
Jarnes Swain.

Date: L815

Source: HBCA G.L/33
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Figure 4

Map of severn District laid down from rndian rnformation by

James Swain.

Date: 1815

Source: HBCA c.L/35
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Figure 5

Map of severn District raid down frorn rndian rnformation by
Janes Swain.

Detail of Map HBCA G.L/34 with the addition of arrows
indicating the locations of the two study areas and their
associated fish trap-weirs.

Date: 1815

Source: HBCA G.L/34
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was marked on the sharnattawa River north of shamattawa Lake
and the other weir was shown to be at the southern junction
of the North washagani River and spruce Lake (Figure 1).
These two locations were considered appropriate since the
specific locations for both weirs could be accuratery
identified on their respective river systems and the 40.5
kilometre distance between the two areas was reasonable from
the point of view of logistics. As werr, both rocations are
isolated from the Lowlandrs najor river/transportation
channers: to support the notion of an occupied Lowrand
entrenched within the posited foraging moder, evidence from
the more isorated reaches of the region is requisite. sites
from the Brant River and the sutton rnrier - due to their
rocations removed from major rivers - provide supporting
evidence and it was anticipated that positive results from
the shanattawa River and spruce Lake regions wourd render
additional strength to the position that the Lowland was

subjected to more than seasonarly-based occupations.
with the hypotheses formulated and the study area

isorated, the summer of Lgg| was spent investigating the two
fish weir locations. rn addition to the archaeorogicar data
recovered, ethnographic field data lrere collected during the
winter of 1985 through directed interviews with winisk cree
elders, who on the basis of experience and rnernory, offered
their insight into resource utilization and technology.
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The final point of introduction pertains to the
remaining structure of the study. chapter Two presents a
brief discussion of the Hudson Bay Lowland environment
furnishing an environrnental context to human adaptation
within the region. chapter Three relates to the historical
context of the two study areas and through the integration
of historical and ethnographic data the chapter deverops a

synthesis of fish ,weirr technorogy and use in the Hudson
Bay Lowrand and adjacent areas. chapter Three concludes
with a discussion pertaining to the position of fish in
Hudson Bay Lowland foraging patterns. chapters Four and
Five present the description and anarysis of the
archaeological remains recorded and recovered from the
shamattawa River and North washagani River-spruce Lake study
areas respectively. chapter six concludes the study with a

criticat review of the methodology that directed the
researchr ds well as a sunmary of the evidence that was

found to sustaj-n the hypotheses.



The long winter, although it is always co1d,is not, however, equally so at ill tines. There areoften, in truth, excessively cord days on which onedoes not venture out of doois witnout-paying ror- -
it.... rf r had to choose between winter and summerin this country r do not know which r should p.;i;;;for, in summer, besides the scorching heat, thefrequent changes frorn extreme heat t6 extreme co1d,and the rarity of three fine days on end, there areso many- mosquitoes or black flies as to make itr-mpossr-bre to go out of doors without being coveredand stung on ar1 sides. These flies are morenumerous here 1''g_ stronger than in canada. Add thatthe woods are fur-r of witer and that there is nogoing far into them without going ;p i; the waist(Father Gabriel Marest, york-rac[oi] ,- tegd, inTyrrell 1931 :L26-L27) .

CHAPTER TWO

THE HUDSON BAY LOWI,AND ENVIRONMENT:

PHYSIOGRAPHY, CLIMATE, VEGETATION, AND FAUNA

the Hudson platforn

The regionrs physical

Introduction

The Hudson Bay Lowland is an ecorogicarly distinct
area representing the terrestrial portion of one of Canada's
major geological regions known as

(Stockwell et aI. LgTO:137-145).

25
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boundaries are delineated by the coasts of Hudson and James
Bays to the north and east respectively, and by precambrian
bedrock to the south and west. situated between 50 and 6o
degrees of ratitude, the Lowland involves 324,ooo sq[uare
kilornetres of territory (sins et al. L9z9:2) extending from
the Nottar^/ay River at the bottom of James Bay in euebec
through ontario to the churchirr River in Manitoba. The
area has a maximum east to west width of s23 kirometres
(conbs 1-954:L) with a configuration that roughly follows the
contour of its Hudson Bay and James Bay boundaries.

Physiography

To the extent of one hundred and fifty mires intothe interior the general surface of the country is adeep Morass with i tough rfoating-M"=;; srnallelevated spots and ridles witho"€ ;;;; or regurarityare numerous and covered with brushy pine and Larch(HBCA B. 1e8 / e/ L: 3d) .

The geological sequence underrying the Hudson Bay
Lowland is comprised of a precanbrian rock basement
blanketed by phanerozoic strata referred to as the Hudson
Pratforrn (stockwell et al. L97ozL37). The precambrian rock
basement is an extension of the canadian shield whichr o.
the basis of structure and folding differences, is divided
into seven structural provinces (stockwerr et ar . Lgzoz44).
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Two structural provinces of precarnbrian rock - the superior
and the churchill extend beneath the Lowlandrs phanerozoic
strata but border the Lowland's inrand boundaries (sanford
et aI. L96822; stockwerl et a1 . L97o:t37) . The churchill
Province in the north and the superior province in the south
share a boundary that runs in a southeasterry direction from
the Nelson River to at reast the sutton Lake area before
turning to the northeast across James Bay (sanford et, ar.
J-968:2). Both structural provinces emerge from the
Phanerozoic rock branket in the sutton rnrier - a narrow
bert of precambrian rock outcropping on the cape Henri-etta
Maria Arch (Bostock Lg6g,ZOg; Hawley L926:2).

The cape Henrietta Maria Arch - an upward thrusting
basement of precambri-an rock extending in a northeasterry
direction across the width of the Lowland - separates two
basins of relatively flat layers of phanerozoic strata
(Norris and sanford 19G9:169). The Moose River Basin to the
south is comprised of rocks belonging to the pareozoic and
the Mesozoic ages (sanford et ar. 1958:17-38). The
Paleozoic rocks of sandstone, shale, rimestone, dolomite,
and evaporite are rargery marine in origin and represent
ordovician, sirurian, and Devonian ages. The Mesorithic
rocks of Lower cretaceous age are non-marine clastic rocks
that were rikery derived from underlying Devonian age
sedirnents (Norris and sanford tg6gzL73; whitrnore and Liberty
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r-968:555-556). rn the northern part of the Lowland the
Phanerozoic sequence belongs to the larger Hudson Basin
which is situated predominantly beneath Hudson Bay with only
a srnall section of its area present on the mainland. The
mainr-and Hudson Basin seguence is restricted to the
Paleozoic age. of sinilar cornposition to the paleozoic
rocks in the Moose River Basin, rocks of the Hudson Basin
are marine in origin and represent ordovician, siluri_an, and
Devonian aqes (Norris and Sanford 1969:173).

Durj-ng the Quaternary, the phanerozoic strata were
overlaid with pleistocene deposits of gracial and
non-glacial sediments (shilts L984:L20-L23; Terasmae and
Hughes 1960:1--3). Throughout the pleistocene, the Hudson
Bay Lowland was subjected to a reast six rnajor glacial
events identified by glacial till sheets and intertirl
waterlaid sediments (shilts 1984 :r20-L23). The glacial
advances hrere i-nterrupted by a major intergracial period
marked by the Missinaibi Forrnation - a fornation of
non-glaciar organic sedinents situated between deposits of
glacial ti11 (shirts 1984:L2o-L2t). The last glacial event
over the area of the Hudson Bay Lowland was the advance and
retreat of the Laurentide rce sheet during the Late
wisconsinan glacial stage. The origin of the Laurentide rce
sheet has been the subject of nuch debate (see prest
L984:24; shilts 1994:119-120) and current thought identifies
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three sectors of ice dispersal - Labradorean, Keewatin, and
Foxe-Baffin sectors - that converged to form a singre ice
MASS.

During and following the corrapse of the Laurentide
rce sheet, which on the basis of radiocarbon dated marine
sherls was complete in the Hudson Bay area by about 7,ooo
B'P' (craig 1969 270) , extensive areas of Quebec, ontario,
and Manitoba were inundated by the Tyrrell sea. Fed by
Atlantic waters the Tyrrerl sea spread over the Hudson Bay
Lowland due to the downwarping of the earthrs crust during
the glacial period (Lee 196g:5L4). post_glacial uplift
following deglaciation caused the Tyrrerl sea to recede
leaving silt and clay marine deposits branketing both
glacial tilr (Lee 1968:516) and western and southern fringe
lacustrine sediments deposited by proglacial lakes
Bar10w-ojibway and Agassiz (craig Lg6g:67-68; shilts
L984:123) . Rates of isostatic rebound have differed through
tirne and over space (Andrews 1969 , Lg70); however, in the
cape Henrietta Maria area, webber et ar . ..970:325) have
determined that over the past 1,ooo years the Lowland has
rebounded at a rate of L.2 metres per century. The
renaining relic of the Tyrrell sea is represented by Hudson
and James Bays.

The southern and western boundaries of the Hudson Bay
Lowrand roughly coincide with the extent of the Hudson
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Platforrn and the linits of the Tyrrell sea (Hustich Lgs724r.
Extending through the Lowland frorn sources in the
Precambrian upland, ten najor rivers drain into Hudson and
James Bays: Harricanaw' Moose, Arbany, Attanapiskat, Ekwan,
winisk, severn, Hayes, Nelson, and churchill. Dividect by
the cape Henrietta Maria Arch the river systerns refrect the
Moose River and the Hudson phanerozoic Basins (cumming
L969:148) .

The Lowland is characterized as a relatively frat
plain noted for its gentle s10pe: between Big Trout Lake
and the coast the Lowland dips at an average rate of 75 cm
to l-00 cm per kirometre (Ri1ey 19822544). The resurt is
poor drainage and extensive wetl_ands:

over the, greate-r part. of its surface there occurs apatchworl 
:t_lakes, riversr-.ni-strearnsr dS well asextensive areas of swarnp and rnuskeg, t."rritirrg in awatery panorama coveri"; ;;;"filarrv the whole of theplain. For the most p.itl-ari-i".u is at a premium,occurring only in the- form oi'rJ...ne or beachridges, and in tne uetter-aiii"Ja regions-noia"rirrgthe numerous lakes, riveis, -uiJ-=treams. 

Thesemoraines."ng-ridges_ureai in"- iorrotony of an almostcompletely flat iurface CC""rf=-1954 :2_3) .

Riley ('-992..s44) refers to the Lowrand as a ,seni_continuous
peatrand' since much of the wetland area is covered with
accumurations of over 30 crn of peat. The topographic
appearance of the Lowland, however, is not uniform and based
upon clirnate, drainage, and geological history, Coombs
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(1954:4-15) has divided the region into four physiographic
zones (Figure 1): (A) a Dry zone, l0cated in the south, is
comprised of a 30:30:40 percent division between muskeg and
swamp, Iakes and rivers, and dry land respectively; (B) a
Muskeg and smal1 Lake zone, l0cated in the central section
and covering over 50 percent of the totar Lowland area, is
characterized by a ,soggy sphagnurn-coveredrr surface with
numberless srnall lakes and ponds; (c) a Marine clay zone,
l0cated north of the severn River, is comprised of a
Itcomplex network of sluggish dendritic streams, and prone to
extreme flooding due to a rfwidespread mantle of marine crayrl
cornbined with permafrost and annuar freezing; and (D) a
coastal zone is characterized by tidal flats and, with the
exception of storm beaches, its terrain is generally
featureless.

Clinate

on and near the sea coast the commencement of springis observable often =or" 
-ti;; 

il..il;;ii". forrnighrof May, on some late v.i." not befor.-in" beginningof June. .. . The Cornmlncen"nt of thaw is equatlyuncertain and precarrious some years great thawprevairs in rhL !:gin{ri;t_ "r-apiir-It'"tner rimesscarcelv anv is peiceivaile ueiore ine-lniaale ofMay'...- rnl rari of-[h;-ieaf commences from thefifteenrh ro the tweniv-riir; ;ililG;ber. rhesetting in of winter 
"6tn.lr.r"s takes prace as Earrvas the Tenth of.october, o" some extriordinary 1at6seasons not until the lniali" of November. The
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conmensement of Winter more frequently happens
between the twentieth and latter ena ot ollober (HBCA
B. 198 / e/ Lz5) .

Following degraciation, a warming trend beginning
between 61000 and 5,500 years B.p. covered the eastern
Arctic and lasted to between 2r5oo and 2rooo years B.p.
after which the clinate deteriorated (Andrews 19g5 2443-44s;

Andrews et a1. 1981:165-166). rn the Hudson Bay Lowrand

this sequence is recorded in a porlen diagram constructed
from a lake core taken in the sutton rnlier (McAndrews et
a1. L982') . The presence between 6,500 and 3,ooo years B.p.
of Najas fl-exiris - an aquatic prant located 3oo kirometres
north of its current range suggests a hypsithermar
intervarr' after 2r5oo years B.p. a cooring trend ensued

marked by an increase in sphagnum and a decrease in tree
macrofossils. The region has arso experienced minor
climatic perturbations; as exarnple, dn analysis (Balr 19g5)

of clirnatic data from fur trade records indicates that
around L75o A.D. the crinate in the area of york Factory was

affected by a shift in the Arctic Frontal zone which

resuLted in moving york Factory frorn a Tundra zone to a

Boreal zone. currently, the clirnate of northern ontario is
classified as nodified continental with sunmer temperatures
urodified by Lake superior and Hudson Bay (chaprnan and Thomas

in Hutton and B1ack L}TS:13).
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The clinate of the Lowland is greatly influenced by

prevailing winds and by the cold waters of Hudson and James
Bays (Thompson 1968 :26s-267) . During winter, row_pressure
areas that pass berow Hudson Bay in their counter_crockwise
f10w around a row-pressure vortex l0cated over northern
Baffin rsland induce strong arctic north-to-northwest winds
across the Bay (Thompson 196g z26s-266). rn the winter
months, the Lowland and much of northern ontario are
engulfed within the Arctic air strearn (Roya1 conmission on
the Northern Environrnent 1985: plate 5). During the summer
months, the Arctic Frontal zone retreats to the northern
side of the Lowrand (Roya1 comrnission on the Northern
Environment r,985: plate 5) and northward routed row_pressure
areas create winds and storms hailing frorn the west and
southwest (Thornpson 1968 2266). The result of prevailing
wind patterns in combination with the lack of protective
rnountain ranges means that r... Hudson Bay lies exposed to
cold outbreaks from Arctic regions during alr seasons, and
to occasional thrusts of warm air from the south in summerrl
(Thonpson 1969:266) . Although the west and southwestern air
masses carry warm winds the ice and cold waters of the Bays
have the greatest influence on the region,s summer air
temperatures (Thornpson 196g 2267). Hudson Bay is not crear
of ice until August and ice again begins to forn by
mid-october (Danierson L}TL). As a resurt, the rong_rasting
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ice and the incessant cord water retards spring and promotes
early winter. Much of the Lowland is arso affected by
permafrost with a continuous zone stretching a10ng the
Hudson Bay coast followed by a discontinuous zone and then
scattered patches as latitude decreases (Hutton and Brack
L975: Map 3, Bog and permafrost). rn the Lowrand,
temperatures undergo a gradient rise frorn the arctic
conditions on the Hudson Bay and northern James Bay coasts
to temperate borear conditions in the south (sims et ar.
1979:4; Thornpson 1968,267). Roughly 52 degrees latitude
rnarks the border between the southern Arbany clirnatic Region
and the northern patricia clirnatic Region (ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources 19g5: Map 3). The shanattawa Ri-ver and
the spruce Lake-North washagami River study areas are
located within the patricia Region. rn comparison to the
Arbany Reqion, the patricia Region has corder mean dairy
maximum and rninimurn temperatures, fewer frost free days, a
shorter growing season, and ress mean annuar precipitation
and mean annuar snowfalr (ontario Ministry of Naturar
Resources 1985:33). rn the study area, the mean daily
temperatures to the nearest isotherm for January and Jury
are -24 degrees c and 13 degrees c respectively (Royal
cornmission of the Northern Environment 1985: plate 7). The
study area experiences between z0 and g0 frost free days
(consecutive days with minirnum ternperatures above o degrees
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c) and a growing season (the nurnber of days with an average
temperature above 5.6 degrees c) of ress than 140 days
(Roya1 commission on the Northern Environment 1985: plate
7). Mean annuar precipitation for the study area equars
betvreen 558 mm and 610 nm (Royar cornmission on the Northern
Environment 1995: prate g). Mean annuar snowfarr equars
between 2,032 nm and 2r43g rnn with a mean maximum depth of
635 nn to 762 nm (Royal cornmission on the Northern
Environment r-985: plate 8). As shown by clirnatic data
entered in fur trade records the annuar dates of first
snowfarl in the Lowland exhibit wide variety (catchpore and
Ball 1981). At Fort Albany - in the Albany crimatic Region
- between 1705 and 1869 the dates of first snowfarr ranged
between the third week of August and the second week of
November. At york Factory - in the patricia crirnatic Region
- between LTL1 and 1940 the dates of first snowfarl ranged
between the first week of August and the third week of
Novernber. As such, in the study area, the dates of first
snowfalr are expected to range between earry August and
nid-Novernber.

Dates of freeze_up and break_up are of prime
inportance since in purery practicar terms these periods
mark a change in travel nethods. rn the study arear o'
average, rakes freeze-up in early to rnid-Novenber and
break-up after nid-May (ontario Ministry of Natural
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Resources 1gg4 225). Riversr o,, the other hand, tend to
freeze rater and break earlier. Hydrometric records
(Environment canada) pertaining to the dairy discharge of
the shamattawa River indicate that within the 1968 to r_984
period ice conditions formed between the rast week of
october and the last week of Novernber (median = second week
of November) and dissipated between the second week of April
and the third week of May (rnedian = second. week of May).

Vegetation

our astonishrnent at the delightful prospects of HillRiver f!{ayes Riverl, ,.=-in proportion to thestrength of our -preiudices agaiirst itre imaginedbarrenness and dlsoiation-of this 
"orrrrt.y. . . . A]ongthe bank at the waterrs 

"dg"., ttre popiirs are ranged,now in the t"gil.s. yelrow t;r; "i-";iil;; bur sritrtinged with rrigf,t-or..t"'"t the ,,r*ii=. The larchis interspersed-amo"; r;;r; -i."--trr"-irn;i 
green hue ofspring, which it preierves'to the 1;;i; and behind,the talr dark_winlry pine [spruce] lifts its headabove all, it: y"gl,iniing i"iiig"'a"iiiig atike rhewintrv brasr and the J"*i".'s h6ar ai;;a Ls74:27).

The Hudson Bay Lowland is a wetland of
and tundra interrningled with forested banks of
streams. Riley (LgB2:559_553) has divided the

bogs, fens,

rivers and

Ontario
section of the Lowland into four wetrand regions _ Midboreal
wetland, High Borear wetrand, Low subarctic wetland, and
High subarctic wetland - on the basis of changes in dominant
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vegetation types. rn terms of latitudinar zones, the
Lowland extends over four fl0ristic divisions (Riley
L98o:47, 103) sandwiched between the Boreal Forest on the
Precanbrian upland and the Hudson and Jarnes Bay coasts.
From south to north the floristic divisions include Boreal
Muskeg (High Temperate), open Wetland/Muskeg (Low
subarctic), wooded Tundra/open wetland (High subarctic), and
a coastal zone of Maritime Tundra (Low Arctic).

The coastar Maritirne Tundra zone is a narrow strip of
land that roughly para11els the Hudson and James Bay coasts.
The zone widens to i-ts broadest section at cape Henrietta
Maria and narrows to its thinnest section al0ng the irames
Bay coast. Al0ng the coast of Hudson Bay the Maritine
Tundra zone is within a corridor of conti-nuous permafrost
(Hutton and Black Lg75: Map 3, Bog and permafrost) and the
zone's vegetation is characterized by sparsery vegetated
salt marshes, tundra heath with lichen-doninated beach
ridges, and coastar fens with peat plateaus (sirns et ar.
L979:2L). within the James Bay Maritime Tundra zone where
permafrost ranges from discontinuous to scattered patches
(Hutton and Brack Lg75: Map 3, Bog and perrnafrost) the
vegetation is doninated by wi110w (sa1ix) thicketsl denser
vegetated sart and freshwater marshesl and treed fens,
swamps, and ridges (Sirns et al . LgTgz2L).
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Further inland the wetrands are dominated by peat

bogs and fens' Bogs are dependent upon atrnospheric moisture
for nutrients (sj6rs 1959:3; sparling 1973:5) and display a
rerativery poor vegetation cover characterized by black
spruce (Picea nariana), shrubs such as reatherleaf
( ), bog mosses, and lichens (Sparling
L973:6-9) . Fensr orl the other hand, receive water from
mineral soilsr €rS well as precipitation (sj6rs 1959:3;
sparling L973:5-6). As a result of their greater
nutritional base, fens support a ri-cher vegetation cover,
such as grass and sedge meadows and shrub thickets of w1110w
(Salix) , alder (Alnus) , and sweet gale (L{yr:[_qa_@Iel .
wooded upland vegetation has greater prominence in the drier
Borear Muskeg zone adjacent to 10wer James Bay (sirns et ar.
L979:32), within the sutton rnlier (sj6rs r_96r. z6-z), and
along the banks of rivers and streams frowing through the
Lowland (Hustich L}ST:29_32) .

superior drainage conditions arong river and rake
edges support a relatively dense vegetation growth incruding
willow (salix), balsam poplar (@), and
white (Picea grauca) and black spruce (@) before
beingr replaced by the ubiquitous fen and bog terrain a short
distance inland (Baldwin Lg62:20-2t; Hustich L957:29_32) .
The river drainage characteristics are largery responsibre
for extending the distribution of such trees as trernbring
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aspen (Popurus tremul0ides), balsam poprar (populus
tacamahaca), white birch (@), northern white
cedar (Thuia occidentalis) , balsarn fir (@) , and
white spruce (picea qlauca) into the Lowr_and area (Hustich
L957 zL7-27) . The forested cover of the river banks provides
stark contrast to the more widespread wetrands and for river
traverrers the wooded enbankments concear the barrenness of
the i-nrand terrain. During a journey down the Hayes River
in 1-819, Robert Hood (L974:26) referred to the ,spacious
lawnsrr beyond the trees. Sirnilarly, reporting on an
inspection trip down the churchilr River in i.9o7, rnspector
E' A' Pelletier (1908:134) of the Royar canadian Mounted
Police arso referred to this characteristic of river bank
vegetation:

A11 arong the churchill fair-sized tinber is to behad anywhere. one can hardly-conceive the state ofbarrenness of the inland wnei one rorlows thewerl-timbered and shelterea-.r.ii"y of the churchirlRiver' The river is furl of isranas, and thesei-slands are a mass of beautirrti-gr"en timbei or goodsize, and this arr the r;t-e;;; to abour nine or tenmiles from the mouth of iir"-ri""r.

As defined by Riley (Lg82:551-552), the sharnattawa
River and spruce Lake-North washagami River study areas lie
within the Low subarctic wetland Region which is
characterized by open fen throughout, peat plateaus in the
coastward half, and fire-rer.ated bog and peat prateaus in
the west. situated within coomb's (1954:6-10) Muskeg and
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small Lake physiographic zone, the study areas are l0cated
in the southern portion of the High subarctic floristic
division (Riley L980247, 103) labelled as woodland
Tundra/open wetland. The well-drained river margins of the
shamattawa River study area support a black spruce (picea
mariana) dorninated forest with balsarn poplar (populus
tacamahaca) and shrub thickets of sweet gale (uglca _qale),
sage-leaved willow/hoary wi'low (@), and red
osier dogrwood (cornus stolonifera). The ernbankments of the
spruce Lake - North washagami River study area are dominated
by brack spruce (picea mariana) and balsarn poplar (popurus
tacamahaca) with a shrub cover that includes red osier
dogwood (Cornus stolonifera), willow (@l
and/orgreena1der/mountainaIder(@),high-bush

cranberry (viburnum triloburn), and creeping juniper/creeping
savin ( ) (Deborah Metsger personal
comrnunicati.on 1994),

Fauna

of the provisions that can be obtained therel:. u v_ariety, and consisi of Venison, wild Geese andother Waterfowl, partridges fwifiow- itarmiganl,Rabbits & Fish. venison-is 6n1y o' Ln"-coast duringthe summer season, more inland it-i=-ii .rr"s veryplentiful both sunmer ano winiei. -wiii 
ceese arevery nunerous in the Spring and Fall Seasons.Partridges are very numerous, and some winters many
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Thousands can be taken with nets on the coast ofHudson's Bay- Rabbits aie numerous and after fiveseasons are to be found more or ress in arl the woodvparts of this Country (HBCA 8.L98/e/1:4_4d)

Mammalia

The Lowland is horne for a variety of manrnar species
ranging frorn snaIl insectivores to rarge carnivores. Tabre
1 rists the species of economic varue that are hunted and
trapped for food and/or raw materials. The rnajority of the
species listed (n=21, 87.50?) are widely distributed
throughout the Lowland: five species (20.83g) range over
the complete area while sixteen species (66.672) range over
the total region with the exception of the Hudson Bay
Maritirne Tundra zone. Three species (L2.soe") have lirnited
distributions: the polar bear - when not hibernating - and
the arctic fox are generarly found within the Hudson Bay
Maritiure Tundra zone and the northern range of the
white-tair-ed deer incrudes only the Lowlandrs extreme
southern end- over the past hatf century the range of the
white-tailed deer has expanded northwardl however, the
popuration density to actuarly reach the Lowland is
insignificant (Banfield Lg74:394; cumming and warden L97o:
5) ' rn addition to the species of econornic varue, six
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Table 1. Terrestrial Mammalian Species. *

Common Nane Scientific Name Distribution

American Red Squirrel
Northern Flying Squirrel Glaucomvs sabrinus

Snall Sized Herbivores

B

B

Snowshoe Hare

Woodchuck

Ameri_can Beaver

Muskrat

American porcupine

Woodland Caribou

Moose

White-taited Deer

Arctic fox
Red Fox

Arnerican Marten

Fisher

Errnine

Least Weasel

Ondatra zibethi_cus

Mediun Sized Herbivores
Lepus americanus

Marrnota monax

Castor canadensis

Large Sized Herbivores

Alces alces

Alopex lacropus

Vulpes vulpes

Martes americana

Martes pennanti

Mustela errninea

Mustela rixosa

Erethizon dorsatum

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

c

Mediurn Sized Carnivores

D

A

B

B

A

B
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Table 1. Continued.

Common Name Scientific Name Distribution

American Mink

Wolverine

Striped Skunk

River Otter
Lynx

Wolf

American Black Bear

Polar Bear Ursus maritimus

A Generar distribution incruding the Hudson Bay MaritirneTundra zone.

B fi#ffi*""ffi:Ii:"::;:.wth the exceprion of rhe Hudson Bay

c Distribution is restricted to the extrene southernregion.

fl*:liii:.i:1":: ?:ffi:"t.y resrricted ro rhe Hudson Bay

(Banfield Ig74; Macpherson L968)

Mustela vison

Gulo crulo

Mephitis rnephitis

Lutra canadensis

Lynx canadensis

Large Sized Carnivores

Canis lupis
Ursus americanus

B

A

B

B

B

A

B

D

D

insectivores, such

the star-nosed mole

as the nasked shrew (Sorex cinereus) and
(Condvlura cristata) and two srnall
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bog lenrming (@) - also share the Lowland
region (Banfield Lg74; Macpherson 196g).

The abundance and distribution of mammal speci.es have
fluctuated in response to natural alterations and human
derived pressures, such as animal population cycles, forest
fires, and the fur trade. Due to disease the popuration
density of the snowshoe hare oscillates with mode popuration
peaks spaced at nine or ten year intervals (Banfield Lg74:
82-83). As the snowshoe hare population fluctuatesr so arso
do the popurations of its predators, such as the red fox and
lynx' Fire, started by J-ightning or by human intervention,
in the short term makes the burned areas inhospitable;
therefore, the native animal populations of the areas are
temporarily decimated (Feit 1969:88_89) .

Folrowing European contact the trade in furs greatly
stressed the populations of fur bearers reducing the numbers
of marten, fisher, worverine, otter, rnink, lynx, and beaver
(MacPherson 1958:484-485) . During the nineteenth century
the decline in beaver populations prornpted the Hudsonrs Bay
conpany to instigate conservation measures (Frances and
Morantz 1993:128); however, in the severn District the
conpany's attempt to lirnit the kill of beaver was not
entirery successful as the Native population argued that the
beaver was needed for both food and crothing (HB.A
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B-L98/a/ 71:8). rn the lands west of Hudson Bay the decline
in the beaver population marked an increase in the denand
for muskrat fur (Bishop L974236; Ray 1974:121; Thistre
L986:77) .

rn a June L773 entry, the severn House Journar (HB.A
B - L98 / a/ L7 :43) recorded ,thousand,sr of caribou naking a
northward crossing of the severn River. rn the earry
nineteenth century, based upon information provided by york
Factory residents, Richardson (LBzg:250) also reported the
occurrence of large herds crossing the Nelson River:

r have been inforrned by severar of the residents atyork Factory that tl" tcariuout herds are sornetinesso large 1=_!" require several hours to cross theriver in a crowded phalanx

Through excessive kirls, however, caribou popurations were
greatly reduced and during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries these large-scale caribou migrations lrere
virtually erininated (Banfield 1961:85; Bergerud Lg74). The
extensive lichen growth within the Hudson Bay Lowrand
provides excellent caribou habitat (Ahti and Hepburn
L967:49-51), but within the ontario portion of the Lowrand
the caribou population is currentry rimited to an estinated
population of between 3,362 and 5,485 animars (Thornpson
n.d.:30).
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with respect to moose, peterson (Lg78245-49) argues

that much of northern ontario was devoid of moose until
their relatively recent entry into the area during the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This hypothesis
is supported by prebre (1902:43) who learned from Hudson Bay
conpany officers that at the turn of the century moose wereItformerly alrnost unknown, in the oxford House areap however,
at that time they were extending their range toward Hudson
Bay' Although James rsham (Lg4g:154) and Andrew Graham
(L969:16-17) - who were writing from the Hudson Bay coast
during the eighteenth century - complicate the rnatter
slightly by referring to a numerous inrand population of
moose to the south, the expansion of moose range at least
into the Hudson Bay Lowland area appears to be a
late-contact period phenomenon.

rn addition to terrestrial narnmars, rnarine rnamrnars
including bearded seal (@), harbour sear.
(Phoca vitulina) , ringed seal (pbgca trispiaa) , white whale
(Delphinapterus reucas), and to a lirnited extent warrus
(odobenus rosmarus) frequent the Hudson Bay Lowland coast
(Banfield Lg74). Arthough white whales and seals were
numerous during specific periods of the year, rsham (L9492
L66-r67 ) and Graharn (1969:r.15-L18) indicate that these
species were not of najor significance to the rndian
economy.
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Aves

The Hudson Bay Lowland is an important region in the
life cycles of various species of nigratory waterfowr.
Table 2 lists the major species of waterfowr currentr_y known
to use the Lowrand for nesting and/or migratory staging
purposes. The coastal region of Hudson and James Bays
serves as spring and fall migratory staging areas for geese,
as welr as spring and falr concentration areas and summer
nourting areas for ducks (ontario Ministry of Naturar
Resources 1985: Maps L4 and 15). Arong with waterfowl,
additionar nonpasserine bird species that share the Lowland
include the Anerican bittern ( t; spruce
and ruffed grouse ( and Bonasa
umbellus) ,. willow ptarrnigan (Laqopus lacropus); shore birds,
such as the greater yellowlegs (@) and
conmon snipe (capella gallinacro); the herring gull (Larus
arcrentatus) and arctic tern (@l; owls, such
as the great horned owl (Bubo virginianus) and short_eared
owl (Asio flamrneus) ,' diurnar birds of prey, such as the
goshawk (Accipiter gentitis) and osprey (@l;
and woodpeckers, such as the black-backed three-toed
woodpecker (picoides arcticus) and the northern three_toed
woodpecker (picoides tridactvlus) (Godfrey 1966; peck and

also include a variety of
James 1993) Lowland bird species
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Tab1e 2. Avian Species: Waterfowl.*

Conmon Name Scientific Name

Swan

Whistling Swan olor col_umbianus

Common Loon

Arctic Loon

Red-throated Loon

Canada Goose

Brant

Snow Goose

Rossts Goose

White-fronted Goose

Mallard

Black Duck

Pintail
creen-winged Teal

Blue-winged Teal

American Widgeon

Northern Shoveler

Loons

Gavia inuner

Gavia arctica
Gavia stellata

Geese

Branta canadensis

Branta bernicla
Chen caerulescens

Chen rossii
Anser albifrons

Surface Feeding Ducks

Anas platyrhvnchos

Anas rubripes

Anas acuta

Anas carolinensis

Anas discors

Anas americana

Anas clypeata
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Table 2. Continued.

Common Name Scientific Name

Greater Scaup

Lesser Scaup

Common Goldeneye

Bufflehead

Oldsquaw

Common Eider

King Eider

White-winged Scoter
Surf Scoter

Hooded Merganser

Common Merganser

Red-breasted Merganser

Diving Ducks

Avthva rnarila

Avthva affinis
Bucephala clangula

Bucephala albeola
Clanqula hvernalis

Somateria mollissima
Sornateria spectabilis
Melanitta decrlandi

Mergansers

Lophodytes cucullatus
Mergrus merganser

Merqus serrator

* (Godfrey 1966;
1985; peck and

Ontario Ministry of Natural ResourcesJames 1983)

passerine, or perching species, such as the horned Lark
(Erenophila alpestris), tree swallow (@),
gray jay (perisoreus canadensis), conmon raven (corvus
corax) ' borear chickadee (@), ruby-crowned
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kinglet (Regurus calendula), conmon redpoll (Acanthis
flammea), and white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia
albicollis) (codfrey 1966).

with respect to the economic strategy of the Lowrand
Native popuration, waterfowr represents an irnportant
resource with canada geese and snow geese forming the bulk
of the current harvests (ontario Ministry of Naturar
Resources 1985:102). The taking of waterfowr has
undoubtedly been a significant pursuit throughout the human
history of the Lowrand although the harvests likery
increased substantiarly in the historic period with the
introduction of the shotgun (Honigmann t_956 :32) . The
trumpeter swan (cvgnus buccinator) was arso an important
resource prior to elimination fron its eastern range _ a
victin of overhunting in the pursuit of sr/an skins for the
European rnarket (Alison LgTs; Lunsden 19g4). rn addition to
waterfowr, the wilrow ptarnigan is highly inportant. During
the eighteenth century, Janes rsharn (L94g:!23-L24) reported
that I'willow partridges'r were the r...chiefest provision we
have in the winter fresh. . . . r They occurred 1n such
quantities that over the period of one winter on the severn
River, Andrew Grahan (1969:109) wrote that upward of ten
thousand rfwirlow partridgesrr vrere caught with nets.
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Osteichthves

The Hudson Bay Lowrand exhibits a network of rakes,
rivers, and streams supporting a fish population that has
played a rnajor role in human subsistence patterns.
currentry, Lowrand fish resources are exproited for Native
food, sport, and commerciar enterprises (ontario Mini.stry of
Naturar Resources 1985:85). of these three activities,
Native food harvests produce the greatest yearry yield with
lake whitefish and suckers representing the bulk of the fish
species caught (ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 19g5:
95). Tabre 3 rists the distribution and respective spawning
periods for the major fish species known to inhabit the
Lowlandrs water systems.

rn addition to those fish species listed in Table 3,
the Lowland supports a variety of less economically varuable
species, such as the northern redbelry dace (chrosomus eos),
finescale dace (chrosomus neogaeus), rake chub (couesius
plunbeus), fathead minnow (@), longnose
dace ( ), pearl dace (Semotilus
marqarita), shorthead redhorse ( ),
burbot (Lota lota), brook stickleback (@),
threespine stickleback ( ), trout_perch
(Percopsis omiscomavcus), yellow perch (@),
johnny darter (Etheostoma nigrun), rogperch (percina
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Table 3. Major Osteichthyes Species. *

Fish Distribution Spawning periods

Arctic Char
Salvelinus alpinus
Brook Trout
Salvelinus fontinalis
Lake Trout
Salvelinus namavcush

Cisco
Coregonus artedii
Lake Whitefish
Coreqonus clupeaformis
Northern pike
Esox 1ucius

Longnose Sucker
Catostomus catostomus

White Sucker
Catostornus commersoni

Walleye
Stizostedion vitreun
Lake Sturgeon
Acipenser fulvescens

A s:i::it.il."ili* $1;:::." inland; specifically the

B Coastal streams and rivers and a few lakes
c 

::l::"rlll:;'i"iquatuk Lake, Hawrev Lake, North Rart

D Widespread in larger rivers and 1akes

A FalI

B Fall

c Fal1

D Fall

D Fall

D Spring

D Spring

D Spring

D Spring-early sunmer

E Spring-early sunmer
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Table 3. Continued

Largest rivers
(Ministry of Natural Resources 1985:85-100; Ryder et aI.L964; Scott Ls67; Scott and cros=ri"-igisl

canrodes), and nottled scurpin (@) (Ryder et al.
1964; Scott L967; Scott and Crossman Lg73,t.

within the study area, major fish species known to
occur within shamattawa Lake and spruce Lake include cisco,
lake whitefish, northern pike, walreye, l0ngnose sucker, and
white sucker. Additionar species within shamattawa Lake
include yellow perch, johnny darter, trout-perch, rogperch,
and mottred sculpin (ontario Ministry of Naturar Resources
L985:86-90; Kenneth Abraham personal communication 1983) .

rn summary, the Hudson Bay Lowrand is noted for its
physiological contrasts rangingr fron barren tundra to
forested river and lake edges to inland muskeg. The region
is recognized less, however, for its diversity of resources,
such as timber, shrubs with edibre fruit - dwarf raspberry
(Rubus pubescens) and wild gooseberry (@t _

and variety of marnmar, bird, and fish species. rn this
regard, it is instructive to concrude with a citation fron
claude charres Le Roy de ra potherie (in Tyrrelr 1931.22L)
who in the late seventeenth century refers to the abundance
of the regionrs resources:

E

*
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Although this country is so cold, DivineProvidence has not flited to provide for thesubsistence of its inttiuitants- The rivers arefull of fish. 

- The gil;-i; plentifui.--rn"re aresuch great nunbers 5r p"ii-idge that it wourdappear incredible if r'r"i" to assert that onenight kilr fifteen lo-tw"ity ttrousi"J 
"r them ina year....

ll:_Iltg_?"ese and ducks are so plenrifur insprrng and autunn that the bank.-;; -a;; 
river[Hayes Rivert... are all covered with then....Caribou are io be seen ifmost all.the year, butespecially.in. spring 

"rrd-i,rt.rrrr, in herds ofseven to eight hundied....
There is much,_fine peltry, such as very blackmartens, black toxei, oii"r=, bears, wolves,whose skin is very. fine, -ina, 

above all, beaverswhich have rhe be3t f;;'i"'-uir-6"iIa..]1.
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\

FTSH WErR;

THREE

i FTSH TRAP-WErR

\

Passed a fishing station 
"f .!n-" Crane tribe, wherethev bar up the-niver,-trt":it be;;ii iuo yds across,and have a Basket at """--=ia",-;"-;;i.i'an"y take;:H.i:ii:fi.'" immense numbei ;; ;I;;;eon luaca

The three maps of the severn District (Figures 2, 3
and 4) that accompanied James swainrs r-g15 report are
central to this study's phil0sophical position and
methodorogy. The inclusion of fish rhreir, rocati_ons
correlates with the hypotheses discussed
it was fundamentaL to the identification

1n

of

Chapter One and

the geographical
areas of study.

seventeen weirs are l0cated on the naps and nany of
the weirs are identified according to harvest productivity,
such as trVery Good Fishg Weirr r lrExcellent Fishg Weirr,r frAn
Abundt weir,' and rtrndifferant weir., on some rivers the
seasonal use of specific weirs is noted with captions, such
as 'plenty Fish During sunmer, and ,Excerlent fishg weir surn
& winter. rf prevalent fish species trapped are also
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identified i-n such captions as ,Fine sturgeon weir, and
'sturgeon & succors weir'' swain's attention to detailing
weir l0cations and productivity is significant in the
context of his report wherein he identifies the irnportance
of fish to the Natives, economy: "By fishing and attending
Fish Weirs a great portion of their [the fndiansr]
Sustenance is. . . obtained,, (B .L9e / e/ 1: 8d) .

rn order to appreciate the economic value of weirs it
is necessary to understand their structurar- cornposition and
functional characteristics. swain, however, leaves the
physical attributes of the fish weirs undescribed.
Therefore, with attention to data derived from
ethnographies, exploration literature, prirnary d.ocuments,
and Native advisor consultations this chapter will present a
discussion of fish weir technology that relates to the
eastern subarctic region west of Hudson and James Bays.
This witl provide the background for a conconitant
discussion pertaining to the rore of fish in the Lowland
adaptive strategy.

A fish weir is an obstruction that has little effect
upon the naturar f10w of water but serves to prevent the
passage of fish (oswalt 1976:120; Rostrund Lg52:101). A
weir constructed. across a river obstructs the progress of
fish up and/or down the river, but it does not in itser.f
irnpound fish- Therefore, a weir is often built in



conjunction with a trap; in seeking passage around
fish are guided into a trap where further movement
restricted- A structure that includes both a weir
trap is here referred to as a trap_v/eir.

objects designed to control the movement and/or
capture of anirnals _ terrestrial and marine are termed
facilities (Oswalt tg76:105). A facility, such as a
trap-weir, is composed of technounits and subsistants. A
technounit is defined as r,... an integrated, physically
distinct, and unique structural configuration that
contributes to the form of a finished artifact,, (Oswalt
1976:38). Technounits are individual elements of like
nature that characterize an artifactrs structure. The
structure formed by cornbinations of technounits is termed a
subsistant when the technouni-ts are cornbined to make a
structure that is specificalry designed for the purpose of
obtaining food (Oswalt Lg76:46). Therefore, a weir, which
could be the sum of a number of technounj.ts, is one
subsistant. Likewise, a trap is one subsistant. rn a
trap-weir structure, the weir and trap are designated as
separate subsistants since they are distinct from one
another in the configuration of their structural units
(oswalt Lg76:51).

oswart (1976:50) distinguishes between subsistants
that are complex and those that are sirnple. A subsistant
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the weir,
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and a



58that experiences a change during use in the relationship
between its technounits is considered complex. For
instance, oswart (1976:50) provides the example of a toggle
harpoon head that detaches from the harpoonrs foreshaft
after a seal has been struck. fn this case, the harpoon
head changes its relationship with the harpoon shaft. A
simple subsistant, on the other hand, does not change in
physical form during use. An example of a sinpre subsistant
is a fish weir since it performs its function without a
change in form. rn sum, a fish trap-weir is a facility
composed of two sinple subsistants. rts functi-on is to
control the movernent of fish and while performing its ror-e
the technounits that compose the facilityrs subsistants
retain their physical relationships.

Fish weirs and fish traps have a wide distribution
within the North Arnerican continent (see Birket-srnith L929:
332-333; Rostrund Lgs2:1G9-173) and archaeorogical evidence
suggests that their use has considerable antiquity. For
instance, oD the basis of radiocarbon dates that averagedrrslightry older than 2500 B.c.,r Johnston and cassavoy
(L978r707-708) attribute weir remnants found at Atherley
Narrows, Lake sirncoe, to the late Archaic period.

rn the western subarctic region the use of fish weirs
and traps are reported among a number of Native groups
including the carrier (Harmon Lg57:2481 MacKenzie
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L97L:320-32ri Morice 1895:84-86), rngalik (osgood L9702
226-237) , Tanaina (osgood 1966:99-100), upper Tanana
(McKennan 1959:62) , Han (osgood LgTt:68-69), and chipes/yan
(Birket-snith 1930:27). within the eastern subarctic
recogni-tion pertaining to the use of fish weirs and traps
has been probrernatic. rt is of interest to note that on
Rostlund's (tgs2:292) fish weir and fish trap distribution
map the use of such facilities among the swanpy cree is
labe1led as unknown. rn a similar vein, skinner (r-911) does
not mention Eastern cree use of weirs and traps and among
the Northern ojibway he reports only the use of fish traps
not weirs (1911:J-37). Nevertheless, in the eastern
subarctic region fish weirs and traps have been documented
among the Lake winnipeg saurteaux (Hind L'TL:r-63 , 4go_4g.r,
Northern ojibway (camsell L9L2:93; Mcrnnes Lgrz:134i Rogers
L967at84; Rogers and Black Lg76:7-g), and swarnpy cree (Hanks
L98O279, 108; Honigrmann L956:37; Mason Lg67:33). East of
Hudson and James Bays the use of weirs and traps seem to
have been less intense although stone structures designed to
control the movements of fish have been recorded among the
cree east of Rupert House (crouston 1g63:30) and among the
Montagnais al0ng the northern shores of the Gurf of st.
Lawrence (Le Jeune 1634:309).

To the west of Hudson and James Bays anong the
chipewyan, Lake winnipeg saurteaux, Northern ojibway, and.
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swampy cree fish trap-weirs with two distinct forms of trap
subsistants have been recorded. Both trap subsistents
include ramps or troughs upon which fish ascend. one type
of ramp, however, extends above water rever while the other
type of rarnp rernains berow water leve1 and includes a
box-like extension, or pound. Their methods of operation
also differ representing *tendedrr and ,untended,r facirities
respectively (see discussion be10w; oswalt Lg76:J-05_149).

Among the chipewyan, Birket-srnith (r93o:22) recorded
a fish trap-weir consj-sting of a weir that directed fish
onto a ramp structure. one end of the ramp was bound to the
river bottom while the opposite end reached above the
surface of the water. Fish were scooped off the ramp with a
hand net:

Fish weirs are rnade_ in the forn of a fence ofbranch-work 
1:ug.l"n. oUriqiery from it 

"-"a""p part ofthe river into the-bank,=rtr"i" u-xirrr-or slip isbuitt' This consists 
"i ini"-=i"r="ioJna together,resernbling in form a cone gut down the niddle. Thedevice is placed with ah; rowei, i^;iJ"i end trarnpedfirnly inro the rive; ;;; and bound a; a pair ofposts, the rlop:_. end- being fasten"d i; a ptatformthat is buill over tne suir."" oi-irre-water out ofposts that lie across those of the slip. On thisplatforrn the fisher tares-up-ni="i";iii"" and scoopsup the fish with a kind of racket-consisting of acoarse network of bass stretched in-an-ovar frarnewith a short handle.

In 1959, Henry

weirff west of the Lake

Hind (L97L:163) recorded a ,,fishing
of the Woods and in the same year
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John Frernrning (Hind rgTL:491) - a mernber of Hindrs canadian
Red River Exproring Expedition - described a ,basket' of the
Lake winnipeg saurteaux that was rocated on the ,pike or
Jack-Fish River. r The nature of the subsistants described
by Flernrning are comparable to the chipewyan example:

The one [trap-weir] by which we were fortunatelyenabred to procure a supply of fish .i-tn" pike Riverconsisted of -?-_l:":" 9.r'i-ies, "ii"t"iins frorn oneside of the river ro the orhei;.!n;;-;;r" sroping inthe direction of the current, iike trre-inside of amill-dam, and alrowea itre-waler to piss through butnot the fish. Near the river bankr-on-o." side,there was an openj-ng in ine weir "iori a yard inwidth to arrow the ii."tr aescenai"t-d; river to passinto a rectangur-ar- b;;; ri-ttt u giit"e-bottorn slopingupwards, through which the watei rtowea ana left thefish dry. The-fish verv--seraom enier"r tni= pound indavlighr, bur during trr" "iqhi-'grrlri:ilir"a in grearnumbers. rn order i,o =ecure arl tial-"tr" into thetrap when it ls plep?red-ior- catching fi_sh, an fndiansits beside il ."il ;i;hi ,itt " ,ooa6' marrer in hishand, with which tre s€iirces the rarger fish on thehead to prev"l!_!h:p :urpi"g out. fre i- rept busilyenployed pitching their out on ttre rinr, - 
ana in themorning there is-a large n".p for the ro*"r, to creanand cut up.

Among the weagranow ojibway in northwestern ontario a
fish trap-weir simirar in forrn to the Lake winnipeg
saulteaux and the chipehryan structures is reported by Rogers
and Black (L976:7-9). A description of the trap_weir is not
provided; however, a diagram and photograph clearry depict a
weir of poles with a pole ranp oriented downstrean fron an
opening in the weir. As the fish pass through the weir



opening and onto the ramp the water slides
poles leaving the fish stranded.

rn the headwaters area of the severn River, camserl
(79L2293) reports r.. - the natives have gone to a great deal
of trouble in building weirs across the [cedar] river...,l
and among people identified as ojibway in the headwater
areas of the winisk and Attawapiskat Rivers, Mcrnnes
(L9t2:134) provides a clear description of a trap_weir
consisting of a weir in conjunction with a ramp type of
trap:
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between the ramp

These [trap-weirs] are constructed_of spruce poresdriven in l rine into tne uoiiori ot streams, andinterwoven with twigs so as to fence off the greaterpart of the water, ind force-it-to .r-,r, irr-rrorr..e onlythrough a gate arranged so tnii ttre watei iiJr..gthroush.ll: 
?B""ins {uicriv-Ii"ps away throush theinterstices oi a pia€ro*-lr-pJr"=, leaving strandedalr fish conins a6wn ;iiil ii"'Ji.renr.

A sirnilar fish facility was reported to Honigrmann Q,g56.37)
by the Attawapiskat Cree:

septenber and.october were nentioned as favoritemonths for weir-fishing. 
I-n Uuifaing-Ifr" trap,people firsr made a reice inu[-;;;;;;sJa tor"rd rhecenter of a creek- roi irri=-irr;;";;:x=stakes ofspruce or other availabre wood.-ari;i;g them into thewater bed with rnauls. s"t cr-ose, these stakes werenever lashed together. rn tne aiex--ol-tn" angleformed by the convergi.g-irr" of the fence theworkers set a basket-tr6ujtr nade or trrin pores rashedwith wi11ow bark 1ine.--T;; trap r"""rrrld about threefeet in width.... a sweef... serving to push fish
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into the trap, consisted of a three or four footwi110w pole Lent .t or" end to fgfo, an oval two feetwide' -Here went " riiii"e-"i-rir10w bark rine. Theremaining length "r itr"-=iiJi iioviaea the handte.

Further north, in northern Manitoba, Hanks (L9ao:7g,
L08) documents the historic use of fish weirs in the rsland
Lake District and Mason (1967:33) provides a description of
fish trap-weirs built in the rnid-twentieth century by the
Oxford House Cree. particular note is made of this
trap-weir type for the structure of the trap subsistant
differs from the previ-ous examples. The trap is comprised
of a ramp and a pound. The ramp directs the fish into the
pound where they are held until collected:

A barricade of sticks is "gt in the bed of a shalrowstream leaving only 
" ir"If-oot opening where thecurrent is stronge-t. As the fi;;";in,downstreamthey are directed through the opening, up a narrov,ramp of c10se1y raid brinches, tg-drop into a walledtrap on the rai side.--;;;;,.unabte to jump over thewarrs or ro rerreat ugui"=i'tt;-;;i=Ji 6ag" of rheramp, they rernain hellless untit the fishermanremoves then.

sirnirar to the fish trap-weir type constructed by the
oxford House cree, winisk cree elders - John Michaer Hunter
and John crowe (personar cornmunication 19g5) - provided
descriptions of fish trap-weirs they constructed and used
that also consisted of ranp and pound conponents. During
ice-free seasons a l0cation is chosen where the river



64current is swift. A weir is constructed across the width ofthe river with the exception of an opening left where the
river has a strong f10w. The structure of the weir consists
of closery placed, vertically aligned poles that rest at an
angle against horizontal support beams. The ends of the
horizontal beams are cradred in the apex of crossed poles
that serve to hold the beams aloft. The weir obstructs the
passagre of fish, but it a110ws the water to pass through.
The trap consists of a ramp that angles obtusely from the
river bottorn to a pound si-tuated on the downstream side of
the weir.

John Michael Hunter described the ramp as a series of
long poles that are fastened side by side across flexibr_e
wi110w sticks- The ramp is pushed down between the si-des ofthe weir opening forcing the rarnp to take a trough_rike
form' The weir end of the ramp is secured to the river
bottom and the ramp is angled so that the downstream end is
situated slightty below the water surface. Approxiurately 30
crn of the downstream end of the rarnp overhangs into a pound
which has walls reaching above the level 0f the water. The
size of the pound can vary according to water depth and
builder preference. Brocked by the weir, fish pass through
the only avairable opening onto the trough-like ramp which
channels thern up and over into the pound. The swift current
and the ramp overhang irnpede the fish frorn escaping back
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down the rarnp and the fish remain trapped within the pound
until they are scooped out with a dip net. These structures
capture fish r'rithout human operators although periodically
the fish need to be removed to prevent overroading and
subsequent damage to the trap element. This type of
trap-weir is an untended facility (oswalt .'g76:131_r_49) and,
as such, is efficient in that it atlows the concurrent
pursuit of other harvesting strategies (cf. Driver 1990 :24).

The trap-weirs described above may possess structurar
sirnilarities to the weirs referenced on swainrs maps. As
such, the above descriptions present a background agai-nst
which references to weirs in the records of the Hudsonrs Bay
company can be viewed. References to weirs in the journals
and reports are prirnarily rerated to weir harvest and they
are rarely explicit on the subject of structural
characteristics. The entries evoke a sense of indifference
to physical qualities as if knowledge pertaining to the
nature of such facirities was conmon prace. Even the more
literary company employees, such as Jarnes rshan (Lg4g) and
Andrew Graham (1969) who produced substantial manuscripts
pertaining to the naturar and hurnan history of the Hudson
Bay area, mention weirs onry in passing. Janes rshanr
(L949:1G8) epitonizes the above notion of common knowredge
by liuriting his discussion of weir structures to the
following statement: r...these [sturgeon] are Catchrt, by
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the Natives in Wair/s, _ nade after the same manner as in
other parts' 1 ' ' ' 'tt Although the lack of attention to
trap-weir details creates a chalrenge for reconstructing
structural characteristics, in the context of writing dairy
journars it is not difficult to understand why writers
ignored such discussions in favour of noting the harvests
produced by these facilities.

valuable insight into the nature of structurar.
characteristics, however, can be gleaned from terms that
have been employed to 1abel such facilities. rn journals
from Severn House (HBCA B.L9B/a/g, 60, 7O, 7L, 78, 79, 80,
84,95, gg, go, g2, g4r g6r gg,1O1, 103, 106, 1og), Trout
Lake (HBCA 8.22o/a/ !, 4t 30, 31, 33,34,36,37,39,
43-48) ' Beaver Lake House (HB.A 8.250/a/r, and Merryrs
House (HB.A B-Lzs/a/L) rweirr and its variant spelrings
waire, !i/ear, weire, were, wier, wir, wire, and wires _ are
the dorninate terrns enpl0yed. At severn House (HB.A
8.198/a/8:7d), Andrew Graham also used the tern ,Lock, which
was crearly used as a synonlan for ,wear. r Technicarly,
these terms refer to the weir element; without quarification
they do not inply the presence of a trap although the
writers may have used the terms in a generic sense and the
contribution of the trap is inferred. The opposite
situation arises in journals from Fort Hope (HB.A
8'291/a/L), Martin Farrs (HBCA 8.123/a/%) and cat Lake
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(HBCA B'3o/a/16) - At these posts the writers employed the
terms rfbasket' and rrfish basket.rf The facilities arluded to
in these journars either did not incrude weir subsistants or
weirs were inferred within the term.

clarification of this issue is provided by George
Barnston in the winisk River Journal 0f 1833-1834 (HBCA
B'234/a/L). rn a rare instance of erucidation, on August
27 ' 1-833 Barnston (HB.A 8.234/a/L:7r records passing an
rndian fishing station that was comprised of both a weir and
a basket-like trap (italics are for emphasis and are not
part of the original text):

Passed a fishing station of.the Crane tribe, wherethey bar up the-River, in";:.t uv-iuri iio yds across,and have a Easket at or," =ia",-i"-ifri"i-an"y takesome seasons an irnmense nunbei ;i ;I;;;eon.

On Septenber

Barnston sent

Iake where it

Beads returned

he was getting

30th of the sane year (HBCA 8.234/a/I:11d)
a servant, John Beads, to rnake a lrwearrr at a
was known that whitefish could be taken:

Dispatched John Beads to a srnalr Lake, where it, issaid whitef islr r.y ue iiren in ttre-i"ir. witliaurPeebles and the aoy llebu""i.t", ;;;"il;y hirn, toassist in naking 
-"- ,o.ri, -Urt 

they are to return assoon as it should be finished.

in early October and inforned
few fish. Barnstonrs journal

Barnston that
entry for
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ofoctober 7, 1833 (HBCA 8.234/a/L:11d) refers to Beads, use
a facility composed of both weir and rbasketrf components:

John Beads
that he is
has dammed
Lake, and
draws only

who has just paid me a visit, informsdoing little or nothing where he is.
up the snall Creek, which enpties thefrom the Basket which he has Lhere, he
10 or 15 White fish nightly.

[€,
He

with these three citations, Barnston identifies the combined

use of a weir and trap, and he indicates that his use of the
term rrwearrr irnplies a trap-weir.

AJ-though the writers of the journals were

inconsistent and emproyed loose terrninology this evidence
suggests that it is highry likely that the facirities to
which these various terms referred consisted of both weir
and trap subsistants. As such, it seems appropriate to
forward the notion that in the Hudson Bay company journals
studiedr ds welr as on swain's maps and in his report the
facilities referenced bore sirnilarities to the fish
trap-weirs described above. The term rbasketr is a crear
reference to a trap and it is an appropriate label for the,
basket-Iike characteristics of the ranp and pound

subsistants.

The earriest reference to a trap-weir in the documents

studied was written at severn House on october 3, L766 by

Andrew Graham noting that he received r... 23o fine fish
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carled Tickarneg from a Lock, or wear Made by the rndi-ans...rl
(HBCA 8.199 /a/8:6d). The rnost recent reference was written
in the Trout Lake journar on March 3, 1918 when the writer
noted the rr... Men have been hauring fish fron the wire...rl
(HBCA 8.22o/a/48:164). rn addition to representing
beginning and end dates for references to fish facilities
used in this study, these two citations also represent
contexts that are conmon to the entries. The successes and
failures of fish trap-wei-rs in producing fish is a prevarent
theme and one of crear importance when it is realized that
fish were depended upon for both human and dog consumption.
A ttgoodtt harvest from a ,weirr operated for the benefit of
severn House was noted on January 5, 1g4g: rr... our weir is
Given in r have Got nearly looo succors from it which is
very Good such a year as this when there is no partridges to
be Gotrr (HBCA B.r-99 /a/92:25). However, oD December 26,
l-851, John cromartie at severn House noted the failure of an
rndian operated rfweirerr: ,. . . ther weire has given in or at
Ieast getting little or nothing out of it...r (HBCA

8.L98/a/99220d). Along with harvest references, entries
pertaining to the retrieval or hauling of fish from
trap-weir locations are conmon. For instance, dt Trout Lake
the journal entry for February 14, 1994 noted: n... men

came back from the wire brought home 269 sockers..., (HBCA

B-22o/a/452L2). sirnilarly, at Trout Lake on March L7, Lg62,
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the arrival of fish was recorded in an entry stating: ,...
the Dogs Arived to Day with fish from the wire..., (HBCA

8.22o/al34.22d) .

when the entries are amalgamated fron all of the
journars, references to weirs or fish baskets occur within
every month of the year. However, the references do not
always refer to the operation of these facilities, nor can

it be assumed that the references inply their operation.
Fish were often preserved where they were caught (HBCA

B-22o/a/L:24) i therefore, when reference is made sinpry to
men who returned from the weir with fish (HBCA 22o/a/452r2)
the stock may have represented cached suppties rather than
fish freshly trapped. Nevertheress, when entries indicating
facility operation are indexed onry the months of August and

septernber are without such references. August and

september, however, are included with March, May, June,
July, and october through December as months when trap-weir
construction took prace indicating that the lack of
references to operating facilities in August and septernber
is likery rerated to the rinitations of the historical
record rather than actual custorn.

The journars clearry indicate that fish trap-weirs
were operated during ice-freer ds welL as ice-covered
seasons. This is in keeping with Janes swainrs description
of a shamattawa River weir as r... a most Abundant weir that
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produced Fish of various kinds armost the whole year March
and April exceptedrr (HBCA 8.L98/e/ 1: d). The construction
and operation of such fishing facilities during the extremes
of the subarctic winter wourd seem to be untenabre; however,
cree erders support the historical evidence with the
following descriptions of trap-weirs they built and used in
the ice-covered periods.

The ice is rernoved for the pracement of the weir
which consists of poles and branches verticarly angled
between the river bottom and the ice-cover. An opening in
the weir is left where enough ice is removed from the
downstream side to accommodate the length and width of the
ramp. The weir end of the rarnp is secured to the river
bottom and the ramp is angled so that the downstream end
rests against the ice. This type of trap-weir is most
productive at night; therefore, the bark is stripped from
the rarnp pores in an effort to righten the corour of the
ramp and thus increase the visibility of the fish. As the
fish swim up against the rampr d11 operator - who stands on a
platforrn built along beside the ramp - forces the fish up
the remainder of the incline and onto the ice with a hand
net or wooden scoop. At daybreak the frozen fish are
gathered from the ice. This type of trap-weir with a ramp
that extends above the water-line is referred to as a
frtended, facility (oswalt Lg76:105-130) in that the ramp
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channers the fish to where an operator cornpr-etes the
capture.

Trap-weirs were not discrirninatory in the type of
fish species they trapped and in certain seasons, such as
during spawning periods, they produced rvast quantities,f of
fish (HBCA B.L9g/e/J.:4d). Trout, sturgeon, pike, sucker,
and whitefish are arl mentioned in references to trap_wei.rs,
but it is the suckers and whitefish that were captured in
great numbers. Andrew Graham (Lg6gzL22) wrote in the rate
eighteenth century that during farr spawning periods ,weirsrl
commonly produced five to six hundred whitefish a day.
Similarly, Hugh Leslie, writing at Merry,s House in the
spring of 1818, wrote in the March 25th entry that the ,...
rndi-ans are getting thousands of suckers at the wairer, (HBCA

8.L25/a/ J-:8d). Trap-weirs, however, were not always
productive: during the winter of r_g4g a rweire, operated by
rndians in the severn House area produced no fish (HBCA

B'198/a/94:16d) and in the depth of winter some trap-weirs
stopped producing fish due to the excessive thickness of the
ice (HBCA B.Lg8/a/96223d,; B.L9B/a/101:25) . Nevertheless,
both tended and untended fish facilities were effective in
controlling the movement of fish and by rnaking subsistant
adjustrnents connensurate with seasonal conditions trap-weirs
lrere operational on a year-round basis.

Based upon conversations with cree elders in concert
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rrrith historical evidence, the view is forwarded that fish
played a major role within Lowland adaptive strategies.
This is not, however, an argument that favours fish as the
sore prirnary subsistence resource for as discussed in
chapters Four and Five the archaeologicar record
demonstrates the exptoitation of a wide variety of
resources. As werl, when consideration is given to the
faunal remains recovered from such sites as the rle de
L'ourson 1 and Niapscaou sites along the severn River (piron
L987) and the Hawley Lake and cowell sites on Hawley Lake
(Hamarainen L974; pollock and Noble LgTs) there can be
littre doubt that caribou represented a major Lowrand focal
resource in both the pre- and post-European periods. For
meat, bone and antler for constructing tools, and the all
important skins for sherter and clothing the caribou was
clearly inportant for successfur Lowrand adaptation.

within the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
however, the severn House journals docurnent numerous

instances of Native peopre subsisting largery upon fish
(HBCA 8.L98/a/22:29d,; B.19g /a/28z20; B.r9B/a/292L4, 37, 38d;
8.L98/a/ 55:65 i 8.L98/a/6e:13d; B.198 /a/70:10d; B.198 /a/72:
12d) - This evidence is forwarded with the recognition that
the direction of enphasis given toward harvesting resources
fluctuated over time due to changes in resource
availability. For instance, in the face of declininq
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caribou popurations during the nineteenth century, Rogers
and Black (L976) documented a period when the weagramow

ojibway were forced to depend upon fish and hare. Although
this historical rearity (i.e. resource fluctuations and
behavioural responses) is wise caution for the use of
relatively recent data to suggest the varue of fish within
earrier periods it is, nevertheless, important to recognize
that in the early years of contact rndians traded large
quantities of fish with the foreign traders (HBCA 8.3/d,/L in
Bishop L984:32) indicating that fish harvests, at that tirne,
were well entrenched within the Native adaptive strategy.

An adaptive strategy is fundamentalry a set of
decisions and actions oriented toward maintaining greater
energy gain relative to energy expenditure (cleland L9762

60). rt is a fruid process dependent upon the inter-
rerationship of resource availabirity, hunan need, and the
intirnate knowledge of a given environrnent upon which is
based short-term and rong-term decisions pertaining to
movement and resource harvest. rn this regard it is
instructive to cite Feitrs (1983:11-12) discussion of the
value of knowledge and territories as it pertains to the
Waswanipi Cree:

the hunters must have detaired knowredse of: 1)one or more witdrife populations, and with-aorr- -'rigtS!:ry species, thLy- therefore must know thewrLdl-ife on a given, more or ress precisery defined,
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piece of territory;. ]) they must know the history ofthe wildlife populations on that piece-ot t"r.ia;rt-because the entire system is uasei-noi o. knowingexact nurubersl put on comparative evaluati""=, -"iknowing trends in comnonness or aniniis, trends insize 3ld -cgnposition. of aggregates, and; 3) they mustknow the history of harveits because thly rnust beab1e. to judge if trends in the p"p"i"ii""= arerelated to trends in harvests, inh in"v rnust be abreto anticipate the consequences of futuie harvesti;;-decisions.

rn effect, resource knowredge, specificalry as it applies to
predictabre resources, reduces search time (Keene rgBL:27)
and tends to integrate harvest activiti-es with periods of
high resource vulnerabirity (Feit L9B7 278-79r. for
discussions pertaining to related issues of stewardship,
sustainable yierds, and rotationar hunting see Feit 1983,
l-986, L987, 1989p Tanner 19g7).

rnherent in the accumuration of knowledge and
foraging action are conmunication and planning. sharing
infornation pertaining to past foraging successes and
failures will decrease search tirne (Keene 1981:23), but more
importantry, through inforrnation sharing and pranning, areas
are managed by preventing conflicts between intra- and
inter-group foraging activities (see Tanner LIBT:71).
fnfornation sharing and planning also rrnap,, the locations of
support groups if help is needed:

Every spring every year peopleplace in the cornmunity 1lrea1,
come together from any
even before the
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European settlement, and they used to come down andmeet each other and discuss Lheir tiipiines lastwinter. And they know that they can lxcnangeinforuration and say werl r have't;;pp;e that area asmuch as r can and they know that tnlie hron't be muchthere. They always rnlxe known to each other where
!f"V are going t9 9o next winter. -ih;y 

alwaysdiscuss that during the summer. That ivas ptanned.Thinking about trapping in that "r".-trris ;i;t;;: soeverybody else knows the whereabouts tney are goingto be - where about in the area_ they ui"'g"i"g'i"-'d"trapping. That is the reason that trre-peopre in thearea know arready where to seek help ,nl"r-during-[rr"winter, there is-help needed-. v""-["or, wnen theyneed help, they know where about in the area thatperson is located - that famiry, 
"i "".t"in rarniiies.Because they arready planned ii'sumrnei-iir". Th;a-i;the reason. Because or tnis p:-anning-i" the summer

!i*g:.: [you know] where to go for ri6h hunting g;"""a
!u"*] if they.gTe going to go with an inaiviauatfamily or families. ror th;t reason, if fanilies arerunning into a problem out of sickness or anythingrike that they- always know where to reacn and whereto go - to selk heri riorn 

-otner 
fanilies. This isalways.planned (John Michael Huntei-p"r=on.fcommunication L985).

As noted in Chapter One, resources that are
considered focar receive specific foraging attention, but it
is irnportant not to assume that any one focal resource
equates with dependency. rndeed, a focal resource may

contribute littre to the dairy naintenance of a foraging
group if the pursuit of the resource is unsuccessful. The
adaptive strategy outlined here is based upon this premise
in conjunction with the recognition that womenr ds werr as
children and elders play vitar roles in group maintenance.
Among the lKung Bushman of the Kalahari Desert, for
instance, Lee (1968:33) found that women produced two to
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three tirnes as much food as the men. wornen pursued the
harvests of the abundant and stable vegetable foods whire
the men devoted their energy to the.re.s reliable but more

1 ,/\varued smalr and medium manmars. ffi totrowing passage (Lee/1. \. 
..,J-968:41) pertaining to the Bush*.rrtE"production of food also

has varidity for considering Lowrand subsistence patterns:

The essence of their successfur strategy seems to bethat while they depend prinarilv 
"" in6'ro." stabreand abundant food sourcls (vegelabtes in theii ""="t,they are nevertheless wilring-to aevote considerableenergy to the ress reliable and more highly varuea--food sources such as medium and rarge- mirnmals. Thesteady but modest input of work uy #ornen provides theformer, and the more intensive raioi= '"t th" ,"r,provide the latter.

rnherent in the above passage is the notion that cultural
emphasis among the lKung Bushman is given to hunting - and
hunting is perforrned by nen. This also applies to foragers
in the eastern subarctic. writing about the Attawapiskat
cree, Honigrmann (1961:189) indicates that hunting rarge game

animals - the rore of the mare - is associated with a

feeling of exhilaration and hunter prestige. Harvesting
fishr on the other hand, does not ernbrace kindred values for
the nale hunter and among the Attawapiskat cree (Honigmann

l-961:L49) and the winisk cree (Trudeau L966247) harvesting
fish is largely the women's responsibility. Referring to
the winisk cree daily pattern, Trudeau (L966:42) recorded
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that forlowing the morning departure of mare hunters women

checked rabbit snares and retrieved fish fron fish weirs.
These contributions, if not arrotted high prestige, are
nevertheless recognized by the cree peopre as significant
within their adaptive strategy:

... when a farnily goes out to the hunting ground theyhave to consider air of these ttrrngs. They have toplan the activities of the wornen t5 =.,ppry'thernserves*ith food-as they are able to do it :-;:-inJy 
"r"capable of catching the fish in the camp "i"i. Anda19o, children thai are able catch the food stuffwhire the rnen fork are out hunting other items....That is the- major planning. They choose an areawhere everybody can parti6ipate in pi""i-arng food forthe faniry. And in Lne old days that was the actuarplanning for the year round riving (John MichaerHunter personal communication fSASI .

rn the context of the settlement pattern moder
formulated in chapter one, the general adaptive strategy
within the Hudson Bay Lowland was based upon a diverse
economy and a l0ng-term accunulation of knowledge and
experience. The varue of long-term experience within a
given environment, or home range, is the accurnulation of
knowredge that advises where, when, and what resources can
be efficientry harvested in relation to alr other resources.
on the basis of ethnographic and archivar sources of data,
fish - within the diverse economy - are given a high
profile. Although the gathering of fish racks the prestige
of the hunt this attribute bears little reration to the
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value of the overall contribution made

subsistence.
by fish to Native

when read in the context of a diverse economy the
following citation taken from a retter written by Jarnes

sutherland, December 1824, provides insight into the nature
of Native adaptation:

of the. possibility of their being abre to subsistwithout suppries iron us lve have convincin!-Froof asthere is now in the weenusk country three 
-irrai"rr. 

&their Farnilys who through some oiri"=i-n"=-""t beenat the House for the tait three yeirs & rive rdry andEasy at Fishing stations seldom in want oi iooa &warmly apparelled in Furs (HBCA B.t9B/a/67 224d,) .

A superficial study of sutherlandrs conment nay suggest that
the rfthree rndians & their Familys, were depending upon
fishl however, a criticar interpretation intinates diversity
in avairable resources. Fish were undoubtedly being
utilized, but, presumably, So was the meat from the animals
who provided the skins by which the rndians were ,warmry

apparelled. fr Regulated by knowredge, experience, and
tradition the Lowland adaptive strategy was an

interrelationship of foraging activities oriented toward the
exploitation of a range of seasonally available and
efficiently harvested focar resources in concert with the
harvest of fish:
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ft is a culture tradition... [anong]...the fndian
?:"p1"_!tfat]. th." firsr prioiity i6, irre pranninsrs ro go to the hunting area - hunting ground _and then to serect. . .a-certain rai".l]gior1 . . .thefish that witl be there. Even though-itn",things are depended upon as food...the mainplanning is to make sirre that there isfish...where you are going to go =" V"" willcatch as much. fish as-you can. you -an aepend onfish more that any othir. you can be certainthat you will get a fish. And it hashappened...ever since f can remernber. And eventhough there were settlements around theBayr...when the farnilies vrere asked to reave fortheir. hunting ground no rnatter how fai Lney uraybe...their first_priority is to r.r""i in" areawhere there is plenty of fish, ana, -rn"r" there
:.s.a good place,.the| will set a fish trap. Andthis is the original-procedure. rt is tradition.rt is a curture tradition. And...even before theEuropean. . . it was always the same. Because that
i.= all the peoplg.c-an &epend on is actually fish.They can catch t!1sh1 rnole easi:-y-tn""-""V otherkind of food stuff (john Crowe personalcommunication 1985).



CHAPTER FOUR

SHAMATTAWA RAPTDS SrTE (cblj_2)

fntroduction

waynuskee. [winisk Ri-ver] is productive of theseverar kinds of provisions, part,ic"iiirv-c"!=" Fishand venison. About twenty r'riies up the River is alarge rivulet on the south side caired uy tne Nativessas way mah tow ah up which is a most Abuntiant weirthat produces Fish oi various kinds armost the whoreyear March and April excepted (HB.A B.r_98 t"/i:4d).

The above citation appears in Jarnes swainrs 1815
report in a section pertaining to the resources of the
severn District. The two rivers referred to in the
statement are clearly delineated in the central section of
swain's eastern rnap (HBCA G.L/34; Figures 2 and 5). A river
leading from rrsas way rnah tow wah Laker joins the south side
of the ttway nus kee Riverrr at a point that is indicated to
be 20 niles from the Hudson Bay coast. Along the river that
enters into the ,way nus kee Ri-ver' a fish trap-weir - which
is with little doubt the trap-weir referred to above is
rabelred as rrExcelrent Fishg weir surnr & winter.rl

81
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currentry, the rtway nus kee River, is known as the winisk
River and 'sas way mah tow wah Laker is known as sharnattawa
Lake.

The 'sas way mah tow wah Lake, and the river that
joins the ttway nus kee Riverrr as shown on swainrs map,
share a general sinirarity in overarr configuration with the
same area shown on a conternporary 1:25OrOOO scale
topographic rnap. current renderings - which are based upon
aerial photographs show the river irnrnediately north of
shanattawa Lake to expand in width before it finarly assumes
a reratively uniform width for its rast reach to the winisk
River. swain's rnap also shows this characteristic expansion
in river width. The fish trap-weir is rocated at the point
where the river narros/s and this rocation is further
identified by the existence of two islands in the expanded
area of the river that appears on both the historic and the
current maps. Therefore, the relative position of the ,rsas

way nah tow wah Riverr fish trap-weir can be accuratery
located on the Shanattawa River.

As marked on Swainrs map, the fish trap_weir was
located on a river that drained a lake noted for its ,Great
Abundance of Fish.' sirnilarly, the trap-weir produced fish
of rrvarious kinds, in both the summer and winter periods.
Therefore, given the apparent significance of the area - at
least in the earry nineteenth century - arong with the
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productivity of the fish trap-weir, this location was

considered to possess considerable potentiar for having
received recurrent and sustained occupation.

During the historic period, and, perhaps earlier, the
shamattawa River played a significant role as a traver- route
between the area north of the winisk River and the James Bay
coast (John Michael Hunter personal communication 1985). By

taking an inland route the hazards of sea travel around cape
Henrietta Maria were avoided. rn 1995, for instance, this
route was followed by Bishop J. A. Newnham during his tour
of the Moosonee Diocese (NAc. MG 29 D49 Alburn:7).

rn traverling south from the winisk River, the
sharnattawa River is forrowed into shamattawa Lake. At the
southern end of shamattawa Lake a northward frowing river is
forlowed to where two short portages, separated by a smalI
Lake, connect with the Ekwan River. The Ekwan river is then
followed to the James Bay coast. The two portages and smarl
lake that connect the shanattawa route system to the Ekwan

Riverr ds described by John Michael Hunter, are shown on
swain's 1815 rnap (Figure 5) indicating that in the earry
nineteenth century the shamattawa River was an estabrished
route of travel.

The sharnattawa River flows north draining into the
winisk River approxinately 35 kilonetres from the Hudson Bay
coast- The study area is located g5 kironetres south of the
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winisk River and seven kilometres north of shamattawa Lake.
At this point (Figure 6) , the river expands to one kir-ornetre
in width within which the two srnarl isrands are centrally
l0cated- The ri-ver narrows approximately one kil0metre
north of the islands. The current is relatively swift and
300 metres downstream two arm-like bank extensions of river
rubble direct the f10w of water into two series of small
rapids. Behind the cobble beaches the vegetation is
dominated by black spruce (picea rnariana), balsam poplar
(Populus tacamahaca), sage-leaved wil10w/hoary w'110w (salix
candida) , sweet gale (Mvrica gale) , and red osier dog.wood
(cornus stolonifera) (Deborah Metsger personal communicati_on
1e84).

situated in the expanded portion of the shamattawa
River the northern tip of the largest island was the site of
our field carnp and it was considered to hold potentiar as a
l0cation of past occupation. rt a110wed an excelrent
northern view of the sharnattawa River and it was pleasantry
exposed to the westerly breezes that aided the battle
against biting insects. Nevertheless, in spite of the
area's positive qualities, thirty-three 25 cm square test
squares failed to reveal any evidence of human activity.

The interior region of the island, however, exhibits
a substantial clearing with structures and remains from a
winter camp. Referred to as the cabin rsland si_te (Appendix
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Figure 6. Shamattawa Ri-ver Sites.

Shamattawa Askiikan Site (GbIj_1)
Sharnattawa Rapids Site (cblj_2)
Cabin Istand Site (cblj_3)
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86A) the camp is engurfed and protected by the spruce forest
with very little of the site visible from the water.
occupied during the rate 1970s and early 1980s by two winisk
cree families the salient features of the camp are the
remains of two 1og cabins, two tent frarnes, two storage
racks, and a smoking rack.

To the north of the island the remains of an or-der
winter camp dating to the rniddle years of the present
century were found on the northwest side of the river
adjacent to where the river narrows. At this location, the
edge of the river bank is seven to ten metres from the water
edge and one to two metres above the July 30th water level.
The contour of the area back from the river bank is
relatively f1at. For approxirnatery 25 metres inland the
vegetation is characterized by a dense thicket of deciduous
bushes, but beyond the deciduous bushes a markedly more open
spruce doninated forest prevails. The canp, referred to as
the shanattawa Askiikan site (Appendix B), is located inland
within the cover of the spruce forest with only the top of aconical srnoking/cooking rack revealing the siters presence
frorn the river. Forrnerry occupied by winisk cree farnilies
the site's structures include the remnants of a moss_covered
conical lodger or askiikan, a conicar tent frarne, bases for
two tents, three storage racks, a srnoking rack, and a
snoking/cooking rack. rn addition to the above structures,
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ttresitebearstheremainsoftwoladdersandametalstove.
Within the deciduous bush thic)<et between the site

andtheriver'25cmsquaretestsquaresweredugeveryfive
metresa}onginlandorientedtransversesthatwereplaced
tenmetresapart.Theseexcavations'however,producedno
evidence of cultural rernains '

on the opposite side of the river' downstream

approximately 370 rnetres from the point where the river

narrows and adjacent to a set of rapids, the shamattawa

Rapid,s site was found situated on top of the river bank

(Figure 6) ' The area within which the site lies is a

relative}yflatplain5.5metresabovethewatersurface.

Theareaofthesiteisdoninatedbyb}acksprucetrees.A
thickgrowthofdeciduousbushesextendsonetotwometres
downthebluffkeepingbankerosiontoaminimum.Theedge

ofthebluffprovidesafineunobstructedsoutherlyviewof
the river.

overadistanceof30metresalongthetopofthebank

threeindividualconcentrationsofburned}ogswerefound
partially buried in the moss surface layer' The most

northerly log concentration was less confined in its spatial

organization than the other two and it was associated with a

tree that also bore evidence of burning on its southeastern

base.Themorenortherlyofthetwosouthernlog
concentrations rested approximately four metres east of the
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bluff edge. A 25 cm square test square was dug to the

southeast of this concentration and at a depth of I 9 cm

below the surface two retouched flakes (Figure 21A and B)

and one utilized flake (Figure l-3F) were recovered. These

finds, in conjunction with the burned log concentrations,

indicated that a more extensive investicration of the area

was hrarranted.

A grid consisting of 27 one metre squares was strung

extending 10 metres along a north-south axis and three
metres along an east-west axis. The rnid-point along the

main north-south axis was situated 6 metres east of the

bluff edge. The excavation advanced in checkerboard fashion

so that adjacent squares were excavated at different times.

In total, fifteen one metre square units were opened. Each

one metre square was divided into four 50 cm square

sub-squares and the excavation proceeded by sub-square. The

squares were excavated according to stratigraphic levels and

all soil was screened through a L/g inch (3.4 rnrn) metal

mesh. Finds recovered during trowelling were located

horizontally by trianguration and vertically by reference to
a fixed datun. Through the procedure of excavating by

sub-sguare, items recovered from the screened soil could be

identified to a specific quarter of the one metre square.

Following the excavation of the main unit a total of i,g test
squares hrere dug to the south, west, and east in an attempt
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to determine the lirnits and/or contj.nued direction of the
cultural remai-ns.

Two levels of occupation were unearthed at the
shamattawa Rapids site. The remains of the most recent
occupation were limited to the hearth and a smal1 cor_lection
of faunal material. Evidence of this occupation came from
Level 1 0f the site's strata and it is thought to represent
the late historic period dating to approximatery the turn of
the present century. The remai.ns of the order occupation
were lithic in nature and came from the site/s Level 3
stratum' Results pertaining to the analysis of two carbon
samples date the remains from this stratum to incrude the
beginning centuries of the first and third rnillennia B.c.
These dates, in combination with the morphology of a side-
notched point' suggest that the Level 3 corlection is
representative of the shield Archaic period.

Stratigraphy

The stratigraphy of the site was a relatively simple
layering of four strata. Level 1 consisted of a layer of
moss that blanketed the forest f100r. The moss level
generally ranged between 5 crn and 10 cm in thickness;
however, thicknesses as thin as 1 cm and as thick as 15 cm
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were also recorded. This level produced the remai-ns of the
above rnentioned fire along with a smarl amount of faunal
material. rrnmediately beneath the moss 1ay a relativeJ_y
thin, culturally sterire layer of soil with a sandy silt
loam texture (for attributes of soil description see Limbrey
L975:254-2G8). Lever 2 was brack in colour (Munserl coLor
7.5YR 2/o) and possessed a high organic content. rts
structure was structureless to very weak in that when

disturbed it disintegrated into separate particles. This
layer ranged between .5 cm and 6 cm in thickness. Lever 3

Lras comprised of soi-r with a sandy clay loam texture. The

structure of this horizon was moderate: small aggregates,
or peds of soil, were common, but the peds easily
disintegrated. The colour of Lever 3 ranged from dark brown
(Munsell color 7.syR 3/2) to strong brown (Munsell color
7.5YR 4/6). rn depth the horizon reached a maximum of 2s cm

within which occurred boulders and stones of various sizes.
This level produced the bulk of the siters culturar remains.
Lever 3 was underLain by the siters subsoi_r. Lever 4 - the
subsoil - vras a horizon of sandy clay textured soil
intermixed with gravel. rts structure ranged between

moderate and strong as some of the peds remained intact
during rough handling. rn colour this rever ranged between
dark grayish brown (Munserl color 2.sy 4/2) and dark brown
(Munsell color loyR 4/3). Forlowing the conpletion of the



excavation the stratigraphy
taken from the east wall of
described by Golberg (ts74).
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was preserved in a soil peel

square SgWl_ using the technique

Level J'I '-- - ;{1t 
-*"-*-*-ol

The curtural remains from Level 1 were ernbedded

and/or partiarry enbedded in the moss layer. The remains
that were visible on the surface consi_sted of ni_ne partialry
burned logs and pieces of wood that were mapped in squares
s6w2, s6w3, s7w1, and s7w2 (Figure 7). one additionar 1og

that was largely located in square s6w3 was buried in the
moss J-ayer. This accumulation of wood represents the
remains of a hearth. rn addition to the wood remains, in
the subsurface the hearth was marked by concentrations of
charcoar and fire reddened soil. rn profile the hearth
basin reached a rnaximun depth of g cm that included a 5.5 cm

dip into the Level 3 horizon. The rogs and pieces of wood

displayed evidence of axe cuts and they represented the only
form of cul-tura1 nateriar found within the hearth.

The balance of the Level 1 curturar materials
consists of faunal specirnens from square sgw2 and from a

test square dug to the southwest of the main excavated unit
(Table 4). The s8w2 square faunar assemblage consists of
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Figure 7. Sharnattawa Rapids Site cblj_2.

Levels 1 and 2: Floor p1an.
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Table 4. Level 1: Faunal Remains.

Common Name Element Side Age

Cari-bou

Common Loon

Radius/UIna

UIna

Radius

Carpometacarpus

She11

Left

Left
Left
Left

Sub. +

Imm. +

Imm. +

Imm. +

1

1

l_

1

1

5

Iceland Scal1op

Total

one caribou (Ranqifer tarandus caribou) and three conmon

loon (Gavia irnmer) bones. The test square assernbrage is
comprised of the basal portion of an rceland scallop shell
(Chlanys islandica).

caribou are permanent residents of the Hudson Bay
LowLand. They are noderat,ery gregarious and they undertake
ff local seasonal rnigrationsrr (Banfierd L96L:7e; see chapter
Five, Discussion of Faunar Rernains). The common loon, orr

the other hand, is migratory: the loon nests in the Lowrand
(Peck and James 1983:15), but it winters to the south
(Godfrey L966: L0) . The caribou and conmon roon bones
recovered frorn Lever L are spatially associated and

therefore a harvest restricted to the nonths of the loonrs
sunmer range is suggested for both species.
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The rceland scallop is a cord water bivarver oF

pelecypoda with a North Ameri-can ranqe that i-ncludes both
the east and west coasts. rn the east the rceland scarrop
ranges from the North Atlantic including the waters of
Hudson Bay - to cape cod (pelretier et ar_. r-958:575). rt is
found from extreme 1ow water to 1oo fathoms and it is often
washed ashore at the drift-line (Bousfield 1950 229).
rceland scarlop shelrs are also found in deposi-ts of the
Tyrrerl sea (pelretier et al. r-968:575). The concave
structure of the sheIls make thern usefur as spoons and
Ladresr' therefore, at the site the culturar significance of
the rceland scallop was tikely rerated to the utilitarian
varue of its shel1 rather than to any value the anirnar may
have had as a source of food. rn the earr-y part of this
century, for instance, Mcfnnes (tgt2:L35) noted the
significance of these shells when referring to debris found
in Native camps along the Attawapiskat River:

At canping-places of the rndians brokenspecimens or Fepteir islanoicui f i;;i;; scallopl werelgticef anongffi the camps. These shelrsoccur in a very perfect state or pr^eservation in themarine c1ay, and- are still used u| tne rndians al_ongthe river as very convenient subslitutes for spoons.

The hearth feature and the bone assembrage are
considered to be tenporally rerated and represent a singre
component. The relationship of the rceland scallop to the
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hearth and bone assemblagre, however, is inconclusive
although it is reasonabre to assume that an association
exists' The Level 1 assemblage appears to represent the
rernains of a camp that was occupied around the turn of the
present century during ice_free rnonths of the year.

Level 3

Level 3 was a relatively homogenous layer of sandy
clay textured soil. rt exhibited an irregular depth ranging
in thickness between 1 cm and 25 cm; however, the extremes
in thickness hrere not common as the more prevarent depth
ranged between 10 cm and 20 cm. rn addition to the bourders
and stones uncovered throughout this level a scattering of
fire-cracked rock was located in squares s3w1, s5w1 , s6w2,
and sTwr- with the rargest concentration occurring in the
northeast quarter of square s7w1. The curturar remai_ns
recovered from Level 3 consisted solely of lithic specinens
(Figure B). cerarnics were absent and with the exception of
one intrusive unidentified mammal specinen from square sgwl
any organic materials faunar remains and bone, antler, and
wood toors - that were deposited at the site have 10ng since
decomposed due to the destructive nature of the acidic soil.
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Figure 8. Sharnattawa Rapids Site Gbfj_2.

Level 3: F1oor p1an.
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within Level 3, stratigraphic separation of the
rithic remains was not apparent. rt is appropriate to view

the spatiar organization of the lithic corlection in the
context of rrcompressed stratigraphyr in that multiple
occupations of the site are rikely represented, but the
remains of each occupation are not differentiated from each

other due to slow soir accumuration and to the rnixing

effects of repeated site use, roots, frost-heave, and

rodents (Reid L988:191i Syms L977:4). Therefore, the
lithics are presented as a single correction arthough it is
recognized that the Level 3 occupation is non-stratified and

like1y rnulti-component.

The term rrcollectionrr refers to the totar number of
artj-facts recovered from Level 3. This particular
collection is thought to represent the accumulation of a

number of non-stratified assemblages. The term rassemblalte"

refers to the remains of a single component as defined by

Slrms (L977 : 70 ) :

The term assernblage refers to the surviving
materials, features, and evidence of activities oi a
single residential group over a short period of tirne
at one site. It is used in the same sense as the
term component and represents the remains of a single
occupation, or multiple occupations that are so
closely spaced that no differentiation can be made
between the occupations.

As an archaeological unit the Level 3 corlection of tithics
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is viewed as a ff complex" (S1rms L977 z7O-7L) , whereby the
collection is an accumuration of assembrages that are
culturally and historically related.

Dates

Two charcoal samples extracted from Lever 3 were

submj.tted for radiocarbon anarysis using the Accelerator
Mass spectrometry (AMS) technique. The samples were located
at opposite sides of the excavation (Figure 8) from regions
with different rayer thicknesses. Both samples were

associated with artifact bearing areas and the western
sample was found in close horizontal and vertical proxirnity
to conjoinable segments of a utirized f1ake. The samples
yielded dates of 3g2o + 1go B.p. (Beta-rl642) and 2360 + 100

B.P. (Beta-]1641) thereby providing an average date of 3140

B.P. (1190 B.c.). Although the dates reflect a difference
of 1'560 years, in the context of sl,ow soil accurnulation and

compressed stratigraphy both dates are considered to be

valid. Therefore, the time of use is considered to incLude
the period bracketed by the beginning centuries of the first
and third millennia B.c. with these radiocarbon ages the
shamattawa Rapids site currently represents the earliest
evidence of human occupation within the Lowland.
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Lithics

The shamattawa Rapids site lithic collection incl_udes
7L chipped stone specimens grouped into core, flake, biface,
and debris classes (Tabre 5). with the exception of two
flakes all of the rithic specimens were recovered from revel
3 of the mai-n excavated unit. The two additional frakes
were excavated frorn two test sguares situated south of the
main excavation (Figure g). The test sguare frakes were
recovered from lever 3 andr ds such, they are considered to
be related to the rnain rithic colrection; thus, they are
included in the same analysis.

Table 5. Lithic Collection.

Itern n

Core

Flake

Biface

Debris

TotaI

(non-flake nucleus)

1

54

1

l_5

7L

L.41

76.O6

1.4L

2L. T3

100. 00

Initial consideration is given to
lithic raw material. The discussion will

a discussion of the

then address each
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of the four classes risted in Tabte 5. Appendix c detairs
the quantitative and qualitative attributes recorded for
catalogue and analytical purposes.

Raw Material

The totar lithic collection is comprised of chert.
The collection was all, or in part, i-ndependently analyzed
and viewed by the forlowing individuars: Ms. Betty Erey and
Dr. Peter von Bitter, Department of rnvertebrate
Palaeontology, Royal ontario Museurnl Dr. Robert Gait,
Departnent of Mineralogy, Royal ontario Museum; Dr. sydney
Lumbers and Mr. vincent vertorri, Department of Georogy,
Royar ontario Museunr' Mr. wm. A. Fox, former Regional
Archaeologist for southwestern ontario; and Dr. Janet
springer, ontario Geological survey. The chert is
considered to be non-exotic in that the source of the chert
is likely Hudson Bay Lowland chert bearing fornations.
However, more extensive geo-archaeorogicar research is
required to identify the formation from which the raw
material originated.

rn the Hudson Bay Lowrand, chert bearing rock
formations are included in the pareozoic rocks of
ordovician, silurian, and Devonian ages (sanford et a1.
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1968.L6-37, Stockwelr et aI. tg70:137-145). Due to the
Pleistocene deposits over top of the paleozoic, exposures of
these formations are generalry lirnited to the coastar
regions, €rs welr as to the banks of the rivers flowing into
Hudson and Jarnes Bays (sanford et al. 196g:L7). Formations
in the Bad cache Rapids and churchilr River Groups of the
ordovician, the Ekwan River Forrnation of the silurian, and.

the stooping River and Kwataboahegan Formations of the
Devonian arI possess chert inclusions and have vari-ous
exposures in the Hudson Bay Lowland (sanford et aI.
1968 216-37) - one such river exposure - exposed by the
cutting action of the ri,ver - is rocated on the Ekwan River
and reported by Dowling (tg72:145; Geol0gical survey of
canada 1-9L2: Map no. 21f). Named by the rndians as 'rpiwana
powestikrr or Flint Rapid, the exposure exhibits limestone
beds containing inclusions of chert.

rn additi-on to river bank and coastar exposures of
chert bearing formations, Hawrey (Lg26:r.o-21) has reported
chert brecci-a and outcroppings of doromite with bands of
chert exposed in the sutton Hirrs area of the Hudson Bay
Lowland. These exposures are rocated approxirnately sixty
ki-lometres northeast of the shanattawa Rapids site.

The potential significance of this type of exposure
the quarrying of chert should not be underestinated, but
occurrence of nodular chert scattered over beaches and

for
the
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river beds may prove to b" tlg, more irnportant source for
this form of raw materiar. ddi instance, in the sutton
Hi11s area of the Hudson 

"# 
L""rand, polrock and Nobre

(1'975275) suggest that nodular chert was the form of raw
material utilized at the Hawley Lake sites. Likewise, it is
assumed that the chert utirized at the sharnattawa Rapids
site was from a kindred source. rn this right, it is
significant to note that throughout most of the Hudson Bay

Lowland nodurar chert is a characteristic of the silurian
age Ekwan River Formation (sanford et al. 1968:25).

Core Class

The term core refers to chert specimens that exhlbit
negative flake scars produced from previous flake removal_s

(McMi]-lan L979:L62). The nucleus of cores consists of chert
nodules (white L963:G) or thick flakes (Le Branc LgB4z62).

rn the shanattawa Rapids site tithic collection there is
only one specirnen, accounting for L.4Lz of the total, that
is classified as a core. The speci-men is a core fragment
produced frorn a mottl-ed dark gray and right gray split chert
nodule. The ventralr or inner face, displays rnoderatery
distinct ribs and a negative buLb of force. This specimen
has similarities to the rrsplit bipolar corer variety
described by Mcpherron Gg67:138) . The proxirnal end of the
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core is comprised of a flat, plain platform area with an
obtuse angle of 1Lo degrees. The distal end on the dorsar
face exhibits evidence of battering.

The dorsal face of the core displays prior frake
removalsl however, some of the scars may have been the
resur-t of heat fracturing. crazing, interpreted as
therrnally produced, appears on the core's dorsar and ventral
faces' one negative scar clearly shows flake removal in a
variant orientation to the force that sprit the core,s
nucleus. As such, the core fragrment is considered to berong
to the nulti-platform category. The core is 3G.4 nm rong,
22.O mrn wide, 8.1 nrn thick, and. 6.2 grams in weight.

Flake Class

rn this analysis, the frake crass includes those
specimens considered to be by-products of core reductj-on, or
tool production. Folrowing the work of Bonnichsen (L977 z

213) and surrivan and Rozen (1985:758) flakes display single
interior surfaces and exhibit pratforms, rips, burbs of
force, eraillure flakes, and/or ribs.

Thermal Alteration

with reference to the total lithic corlection, 23
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(32.392) of the 7L specimens exhibit thermar alteration
leaving 48 specirnens (67.6!2) without any visible signs of
heat exposure. within the frake class, 11 (20.372) of the
54 specimens display thermal arteration characteristics
while 43 specimens (79.632) lack such characteristics. The

thermal alteration types represented include heat fracture
(n=12, 8o.00?) and crazing (n=3, 20.oo?). The heat fracture
type is largery represented by scars left from the removar_

of potlid spalls (n=8, 66,672).

Much research has been undertaken pertaining to the
heat treatment of chert and the studies indicate that
exposure to intense heat changes the parameters of the
materi-al which in turn increases the workability of the
chert. rmprovement in flaking qualities, such as better
controlled flaking and ease of fracture, are the salient
characteristics of therrnally altered chert (see Bonnichsen
1977; collins and Fenwick Lg74; crabtree i.97s; crabtree and
Butler ]-964; Flenniken and Garrison Lg751 Mandevilre and
Flenniken L974; Rick 1978). Howeverr ErS noted by purdy and
Brooks (1971) and purdy (L974), the mere occurrence of
thernal arteration characteristics does not indicate
intentional heat treatment by human agents. rn this right,
the relatively low frequency of thermalry altered frakes in
the shamattawa Rapids site rithic collection suggests
unintentional thermal alteration.
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Heat fracture and crazing on the ventrar faces of

frakes indicate that the flakes were exposed to intense heat
after removal from their parent material-. Although this
does not preclude the intentionar heat treatment of flakes
to increase their workabirity for retouch purposes, onry 3

(L5-792) of the retouched frakes i-n this corlection display
heat alteration characteristics suggesting that such
practice was unr-ikery. rn addition, among the specimens
displaying characteristics of therrnar arteration, seven
items of which four are crassified as debris - were
rejoined to form two separate flakes. rn one case, the
distar and proximal sections were separated and when the two
sections were rematched continuous utilization wear spanned
the break on the flake's left rateral margin. This
indicates that the flake was therrnalry danaged after it had
been utirized. on this basis, it is suggested that thermal
alteration of the flakes at the shanattawa Rapids site
occurred after the flakes had been discarded or rnispraced.
The heat source rnay have been from a hearth utilized during
the site's occupation, or the heat rnay have come from a

forest fire sweeping over the site sometime after the site
was abandoned. Forest fires are prevalent in the Hudson Bay
Lowland and during the L9g4 field season smoke from a number
of fires were visibre in the distance. A large section of
land to the south of the site had arso been burned in the
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recent past. As such, al-though a smalr percentage of the
lithic colrection has been thermalry artered this arteration
is not considered to be part of the culturar matrix of the
site.

Flake Subclasses

The flake class is divided into the following fi_ve
subclasses: unrnodified flakes, utilized flakes, unifacial
retouch flake tools, bifacial retouch flake tools, and.
pidces esquil16es. The total nurnber of iterns in the frake
class equals 54; however, for this analysis the two fl_ake
sections separated by the effects of heat exposure discussed
above are joined and considered as one flake. The third
section of the flake is a potlid spal1 which was separated
from the ventral face of the f1ake. Therefore, the totar
number equals 53 specimens.

The five subclasses are not exclusive in that any one
flake may exhibit nore than one type of rnodification and,
therefore, bel0ng to nore than one subclass. rn the
shamattawa Rapids lithic collection, 17 (32.08?) of the
flakes exhibit attributes characteristic of two or more
subclasses whire 36 (67.g22) flakes are excrusive to one
subcrass. Tabre 6 lists individuar and conbined subcrass
frequencies.
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Table 6. Flake Subclass Frequencies.

Subclass
zn

Unnodified

Utilized
Unifacial Retouch

Bifacial Retouch

Pi€ce Esqui1l6e

Utilized; Unifacial Retouch

Utilized; piEce Esqui116e

Utilizedr- Unifacial Retouch;

Utilized,- Unifacial Retouch;

Unifacial Retouch; Bifacial
Total

Bifacial Retouch

PiEce Esqui116e

Retouch

8

L9

4

o

5

8

3

2

3

l_

53

15. o9

35.85

7 .55

0.00

9 .43

15. O9

5. 66

3 .77

5. 66

1_. 89

100. 00

rn addition to subclasses, the flakes are classified
according to condition, or physical completeness. sirnilar
to the crassification systern presented by surlivan and Rosen
(1985) the categories are "interpretation-free, in that they
do not rerate to a specific nethod of production or sequence
of reduction' rn the shamattawa Rapids site frake
corlection the proxinal flake category occurs with the
highest frequency (n=15, 28.30g) foll0wed by the distal
(n=J'2 , 22'642) and complete (n=L2 , 22.642) categories.
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Lateral (n:7, L3.2tZ) , rnedial-horizontal (n:5, 9.432) , and

medial-vertical (D=2, 3.772) categories occur with the least
frequencies respectively.

Flakes are produced by means of two processes:

pressure flaking and percussion flaking (Speth L972:37).

Variables pertaining to the determination of mode of flake
production include flake size, bulb of force, eraillure
flake, and ribs (Patterson 1983; patterson and solrberger
Le78).

The rnean flake length and width dimensions as shown

in Table 7 (see arso Figures g and 10) equal 27.46 mm and

24.34 nm respectivery. These statistics signify that the
shamattawa Rapids site flake corlection as a whole is
relatively large in rength and width dimensions. rn view of
Patterson's (l-983 :300) argurnent that f rakes greater than

l-8.0 nm square are likely the result of percussion flaking,
the mean values cited above suggest percussion as the mode

of flake production for the shanattawa Rapids site flake
collection.

fn total , 40 specimens (75.472) are greater than t-8.0

mm square. Four specinens (7.ssz) are ress than or equal to
18.0 nm square, but their values rest at the high end of the
range. The mean length for this group equars 14.3 mm with a

range between 7.3 mm and L7.4 nm. Three of the values are

greater that 15.0 rnm. Additionally, two of the specimens
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Table 7. F1ake: Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length width Thickness Weight

n

x

med

r
S

v

sk

53

27 .46

27.2

7 .3-56.4

9.56

34.81_

o. 08

53

24.34

23.0

10.5-41.6

6 .82

28. 01

0.59

53

6.02

6.2

2 .6-rL.5

L. 90

31.56

-0.28

53

3.88

3.2

o. 2-15. 0

2.9L

75. 00

0.70
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Figure 9. Flake Lengths.
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Figure 10. Flake Widths.
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are categorized as medial-horizontar and two are distar
indicating that their tengths are not cornplete. The value
of the mean widths equars 15.53 rnrn with a range of 10.5 to
16.0 mrn. Three of the values are greater than 15.0 mm.

sinilar to the rengths, the widths are not conplete with the

flakes displaying one retouched and three fractured lateral
edges.

Six specimens (11.32?) have lengths greater than 18.O

mm and widths less than or equal to 18.0 rnm. However, the
widths are all at the high end of the scale with a mean

value of L6.67 nm and a range of L4.2 nrn to 17.9 nn. Only

two of the specimens possess intact lateral edges while the
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remaining four edges are fractured.

Three specimens (5.662) have lengths less than or

equal to 18.0 mm and widths greater than 18.0 mm. The

lengths have a mean value of l-6.33 and a range of L5.7 mm to

L7.8 mrn. Only the length of one flake is considered to be

complete.

Length and width values show a high percentage of

flakes greater than 18.0 mm square; therefore, the flakes

are considered to be products of percussion. Most of the

flakes with dirnensions less than 18.0 mm sguare were likely

also produced in this manner. This is suggested by the high

percentage of flakes with dirnensions resting at the high end

of the range while the najority of these flakes are not

complete indicating that they were originally larger in

size.

The prominence of bulbs of force and ribs, dS well as

the presence or absence of eraillure flakes have also been

cited as variables useful for determining percussion or

pressure flakes. Patterson (1983:300) argues that flakes

produced by percussion will usually display a high

percentage of bulbs of force and eraillure flakes, ds well

as prominent ribs. The presence or absence of eraillure

flakes as a determinate of percussion flaking, however, has

been refuted by other analysts (Cotterell and Kamminga

L979:110) .
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rn the shamattawa Rapids site frake collection, 36

specimens (57.92) display either salient or diffuse bulbs of
force while bulbs of force on 3 specimens (5.66?) are
undetectabre. Bulbs of force on L4 specimens (26.4r2) are
indeterminate due to incomplete frakes. A relatively high
percentage (n=27, 50.942) of the specimens display
indistinct ribs with 47.]-72 of the specimens dispraying ribs
that are prominent (n:4, 7.s52) or moderately distinct
(n:21 , 39.622) . Erai1lure flakes are present on 20

specimens (37-742), absent on L7 specimens (32.o72), and

indeterminant on 16 specimens (30.19?) due to incomplete
flakes. The high incidence of bulbs of force is
conmensurate with percussion flaking, but the high
percentage of indistinct ribs and possibly the high
incidence of absent erairlure flakes are traits more

suggestive of pressure flaking. However, the above argunent
pertaining to flake size generally precludes pressure
flaking and these inconsistencies are considered to be

either deviations from the expected norm, or not robust
variables for this purpose.

Percussion flakes are produced with either a soft or
hard inpactor and some analysts (Bonnichsen Lg77:j 64i
Newcorner 1975:98i Ranere LgTs:1g5; shafer 19g5:296, zg4)
argue that inpactor type can be deternined by the appearance
of discrete attributes on the flakers ventral face and
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platform. For instance, Ranere and shafer suggest that hard
hammer percussion produces pronounced bulbs of force and
eraillure flakes, whereas soft hammer percussion creates a

diffuse bulb of force and a Iip on the ventral edge of the
platforrn. Patterson and sollberger (i-978:107-108), however,
disagree with some of the above points. on the basis of
their lithic experiments they argue that bul_bs of force and
erai-Ilure flakes are not necessariry deterrnined by type of
impactor, but rnay be controlled by platform type,
preparation, and angle. Additionarly, they found that only
1-02 of their flakes exhibited lips when produced with a soft
hammer.

rn the shamattawa Rapids site flake collection 7

(L3.2\z) of the specimens display rips and they occurr in
association with sarient (n=3, 42.a6), diffuse (n=3, 42.86),
and undetectabre (n=1 , L4.2Bz) burbs of force. ErairLure
frakes, €rs noted above, are present on 20 specimens (37.742)
and absent (n=17, 32.072) or indeterminate (n:16, 30.L9z) on
the rernainder. The col-rection incrudes 15 flakes (28.30?)
with sarient bulbs of force and 2L flakes (39.622) with
diffuse bulbs of force. The bulbs of force on the remaining
examples are undetectable (n=3, s.662) or indeterrninate
(n=L4, 26.412). In the light of this debater d'
interpretation pertaining to impactor type is avoided with
the discussion sirnply lirnited to noting the bulb of force
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types and the frequencies for Iip and eraillure flake
occurrences.

For this anarysis, rithic reduction is divided into
earllr and late stages.., The early stage includes core
reducti"on, as welr as the initial trirnrning stages of
unifacial and bifacial toors. This stage compares to the
early and niddle stages described by Magne (1985:106-ro7)
and to the primary flaking stage described by storck
(197926). The late stage includes the refining of unifacial
and bifaciar toors for the purposes of producing final form
and functional edge. This staqe compares to Magners (r-985:
106-107) late stage and storckrs (L97926) secondary flaking
stage.

The differentiating criteria with respect to frakes
produced in the early and late stages of reduction pertain
to flake width, cortex on the dorsal face, and dorsar frake
scars. Earry stage flakes are generally larger than late
stage flakes and for this analysis a frake width of 1o.o nm

is considered to be the dividing varue (AhJ.er in Rajnovich
1983:31). Dorsar face cortex is not considered to be a

trait of the r-ate flaking stage, but rather frakes
displaying cortex on their dorsal faces are thought to
berong to the earry stage of reduction. The final criterion
pertains to the dorsal fralce scars: through the reduction
seguence the nurnber of flake scars on the dorsar face is
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expected to increase (Magne 1985:113). For this analysis,
a1l flakes displaying o-2 dorsal flake scars are considered

to be products of earry stage reduction. Flakes with three
or more dorsal flake scars, that arso filr the conditions
pertaining to width and cortex, are considered to be

products of late stage reduction. Therefore, a late stage

reduction frake has a width less than 10.0 mm, no cortex on

the dorsal face, and disprays three or more dorsal flake
scars. All flakes that do not fill these conditions are

considered to be products of early stage reduction.
widths for the sharnattawa Rapids site flakes range

between 1O.5 mm and 41.6 rnm (Table 7). As such, on the
basis of size, the totar corlection falLs within the size
range of frakes produced in the early stage of reduction.
Approximately 25? of the flake corlection exhibits dorsal
cortex and all of these flakes are ,secondary cortex
flakesrr (shafer 1995 2294) in that none of the dorsal faces
are completery covered with cortex. one (1.89?) specimen

can be referred to as a 'decortication flaker (cook t976ts2l
with over 50? of its dorsar face cortex covered. The

shamattawa Rapids site flake colrection does incrude
specirnens with dorsal flake scars equal to three or greater
(n=30, 56.602) , but since they do not occur on flakes with
widths ress than i.o. o rnrn they are all considered to belong

to the early stage of reduction.
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rn sumrnary, the frakes recovered from the sharnattawa
Rapids site appear to be early reduction stage percussion
flakes. The varied occurrences of flake scar patterns on
dorsal faces incruding complex (n=22, 4!.51?), longitudinar
(n=18, 33 .962, ' and marginar (n=4, 7.ssz) orientations
indicate that flakes vrere removed from cores in both random
and uniform fashions. As we1l, the occurrences of abrasion,
faceting, and trimming on many of the pratform dorsar edges
suggest a certain amount of pratform preparation. The high
percentage of flakes without dorsal face cortex (n=40,
75-472) and the rack of totarly corticar dorsal faces
indicate that the cortex nas largely rernoved from core
nodules off site. Finally, the rack of pressure and rate
stage reduction flakes signify that unifaciar and/or
bifaciar tools were generalry not being manufactured, or at
least shaped into their finar forms, at the site. The
evidence seems to indicate that the lithics hrere initially
reduced from their parent naterials ersewhere and then
transported to the site at later dates.

Unnodified Flakes

unnodified frakes are defined as frakes that exhibit
neither unintentional utirization wear nor intentionar
retouch scars- rn the sharnattawa Rapids site frake
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collection this subclass is comprised of eight flakes which
accounts for 15.099 of the frake crass (Table 6).
unnodified ftake totals according to category include five
proximal (62.5o2) 

' one distar (12.50?) , and two cornplete
(25.00?). Four frakes (50.oo?) are considered to possess
intact lateral edges while Lateral edges on four flakes
(50.00?) are fractured. Measurements pertaining to rength,
width, thickness, and weight are summarized in Tabre 8.
Figures 11 and 12 display length and width frequencies.

Unnodified Flakes:

Table 8.

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length width Thickness Weight

n

x

med

8

22.94

]-9.7

15.7-33.5

5. 90

30.08

1.41

8

27 .86

26.9

17.4-38. 1

6.7 4

24.L9

0. 43

8

6.0

5.7

3. 6-10.4

2 .37

39.50

0.38

8

3.7L

2.O

0. 9-11.7

3 .58

96.50

L.43

r
S

v

sk
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Figure 11-. Unnodified Flakes: Length.

Figure L2. Unrnodified Flakes: Width.
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Utilized Flakes

The term utilized flakes refers to those frakes that
exhibit unintentional utilization wear arong one or more

edges (Figures 13 and 14). The edge wear analysis for the
shamattawa Rapi-ds site correction emproys a ,row-power

approach" sirnilar to that descrj.bed by Ode11 and

oderr-Vereecken (i-9Bo) and Tringharn et a1 . (1,g74) . This
approach concentrates upon toor edge damage characterized by

microflake scars. Although it is becoming increasingly
clear that microwear polishes - requiring high-power
mi-croscopy - have greater significance for specific
functionar interpretations (Keerey 1980; Vaughan L985) the
analysis of rnicroscar patterns and morphology is
nevertheress useful for the initial identification of
utilized edges and for recognizing tool manipulation
(transverse or longitudinal motion) and the nature of
materj-als manipulated (soft, mediumr or hard) .

The criteria for the identification of utirization
wear pertain to rr. . . its regularity of scar orientation on

each edge and its concentration in a particular area or
areas of the frakes [sic] perimeterrr (Tringharn et a1.

L9742L92). such utilization wear is distinguished from
intentional rnodification on the basis of scar size and

patterning (Tringham et al. Lg74:181). utirization damage
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Figure 14. Utilized Flakes.

A 984.245.20 Utilized Flake

B 984.245.22 Utilized Flake

c 984.245.23.L.2 Utilized Flake

D 984. 245.26 Utilized Flake

E 984.245.27 Utilized Flake

F 984. 245.28 Utilized Flake

Letter Face Modified Edge Edge Type

A Dorsal Distal (right side) Bifacial
Distal (Ieft side) Unifacial

(dorsal face)
B Dorsal Distal Unifacial

(dorsal face)Left (distal end) Bifacial
Right (distal end) Bifacial

C Dorsal Left Unifacial
(ventral face)

D Dorsal Left Bifacial
E Dorsal Left prinarily

Unifacial
(dorsal face)

F Dorsal Right prinarily
Unifacial
(dorsal face)
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is represented by flake scars that are glenerally smarrer and
less evenly patterned than intentionally produced retouch
scars. with respect to size, values such as r-.5 nm (Le
Blanc 1984:1-L7) and 1.0 mm (Lennox et ar. r-987:86) have been
cited as distinguishing length dimensions between the two
types of modificationl however, in the shamattawa Rapids
site flake colrection the values for the maximum

unintentionar rnodification scars and the rnini"murn intentional
retouch scars have a general overrapping pattern in the 1.0
mm to 1.5 mm range. within this range, the distinction
between the two types of modification invor-ves the
consideration of scar size and pattern arong the total
nodified edge.

The interpretation of edge wear patterns on
archaeological materiars are based upon comparisons with
wear patterns produced upon experl_mental tools (for exampres
of experimental wear pattern studies see Brink Lg78; Hayden
1-979a; Keeley L979, 19801 Keeley and Newcomer L9771 Lawrence
1'976; Newcomer et al. 19961 Newcomer and Keeley rg79; odelr
1980 ' L98r; oderl and cowan 19g6; odelJ_ and odell-vereecken
l-980; Plew and woods r.gg51 Ranere Lg751 semenov L964; symens
1985; Tringharn et a1. Lg74r. Vaughan 1985). on the basis of
experirnents, flake edges exhibiting unifacial microflaking
are generally considered to have been worked in a transverse
manner (odell and odell-vereecken L980:99; Tringham et al.
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L974:L88-189) although, as noted by vaughan (19g5:2o),
transverse motions can arso produce bifacial scarring.
Transverse motions include scraping, whittling, and pranning
where pressure is largely maintained against one edge and
mi-croflakes are removed fron the face opposite the point of
pressure. conversely, flake edges exhibiting bifacial
microscarring are considered to have been worked in a

longitudinar nanner (odelr and oder-1-Vereecken 1980:98;
Tringharn et al . ]'g74:1-88). The longitudinal motion j-ncludes
cutting and sawing actions and as the point of pressure
alternates from one edge face to the other microflakes tend
to be removed from both the dorsar and ventral faces. The
angle of the cutting edge to the worked naterial contributes
to the pattern of scarring on the edge faces: obtuse or
acute working angles (cutting) produce a higher proportion
of scarring on the edge opposite the point of greatest
pressure, whereas edges manipulated 9o degrees to the worked
material (sawing) tend to display an equal distribution of
scars on both edge faces.

Results of experirnents performed by OdelI and
odell-Vereecken (1980) and Tringhan et ar. (Lgl4) indicate
that the rnorphology of microflake distal terrninations are
largely dependent upon the type of materials worked.
vaughan's results (1995 z2L-22) are not as conclusive, but
they do support the generar tendencies reported in the
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previous two studies. rn general, the manipuration of soft
materiars (rneat, hide) tend to produce microflake scars with
feather terminations. soft medium materials (fresh soft
wood) also tend to produce microscars with feather
terminations, but harder medium materials (fresh hard wood.,

fresh bone) have a tendency to create microscars with hinge
terminations. Edges worked against hard materials (bone,
dry wood) tend to exhibit microscars with step terminations.

rn the shamattawa Rapids site frake collection, 35

flakes, accounting for 66.042 of the flake class (Tab1e 6),
have edges exhibiting microscars thought to have been

produced through utilization. rn this analysis, piEces
esquill6es which are also unintentionally rnodified are
discussed as a separate subclass. utilized flake totars
according to category incrude eight proximal (22.862), eight
distal (22.862) , six laterar (L7.LAe.) , three medial-
horizontar (8.s72), and ten complete (2B.s7z). Thirteen
flakes (37.t42) are considered to possess intact laterar
edges, L9 flakes (s4.292) have fractured edges, one flake
(2-862) has crushed edges, and two frakes (s.7tz) have

retouched edges.

Length, width, thickness, and weight values are
summarized in Tabre g. Figures 15 and 16 display length and

width frequencies.
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Table 9.

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length widrh Thickness Weight

n

x

rned

r
S

v

sk

35

29.02

28.L

7.3-56.4

9.73

33.53

0.28

35

23.74

21.8

L0.5-41. 6

6.95

29.28

o. 84

35

6. 08

6.2

2 .6-LL.5

t_.83

30.L0

-0.20

35

4. 08

3.4

0.2-15. 0

2.9L

71.32

o.70

Figure 15.

Utilized Flakes: Length.
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Figure 16.

Utilized Flakes: Width.
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In total, 53 edges exhibit microscarring
characteristics consistent with reported patterns of
utilization wear (for discussions of natural and accidental
causes of edge danage refer to Newcomer Lg76; Tringham et
al. 1974; Vaughan 1985). Twenty-two frakes (62.g62) exhibit
one modified edge, nine flakes (z5.7Lz) exhibit two rnodified
edges, three flakes (8.57e") exhibit three modified edges,

and one flake (z.86z) exhibits four modified edges.

Fourteen edges (26.422) are unifaciarly scarred and may have

been produced through a transverse form of notion. on the
other hand, 39 edges (73.584) dispray various patterns of
bifacial scarring: suggesting production through longitudinal
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edge manipulation.

Among all of the unifaciarly scarred edges the scar

intensity is pronounced. rn terms of rnodified faces, the
dorsar face exhibits a higher proportion of scarring (n:t-O,

7L-432) than does the ventral face (n:4, 2g.s7z). The left
lateral (n:7,50.00?) and distat edges (n:5,35.7L2) of the
frakes received the greatest degree of modification while
the right lateral (n:L, 7.L42) and proxinal edges (n=1,

7 -L4z) were utilized with the least frequency. Both the
left and right laterar edges indicate a tendency toward the
utilization of the nid to distar portions of the edges.

Continuous and semi-continuous scar spacing types
predominate with representation on L2 edges (85.712). Two

edges (14 -292) exhibit the discontinuous (heavy) scar
spacing type with crustered and isolated frakes spaced at
close intervals. On all of the edges, feather scar

terninations occur with the greatest frequency. seven edges

(50.00?) display onry feather scar terminations whire the
remaining edges exhibit feather terminations in cornbination
with hinge, step, and snap fractures (Table 10). Evidence

of rounding is present on aLr edges with distinct rounding

represented on nine edges (64.29eo), sright rounding appears

on four edges (2A.S7Z), and both s1ight and distinct
categories are represented on one edge (7.l.42) .
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Table 10.

Unifacial Utilized Flakes: Scar Terrnination Type.

Type

Feather

Hinge

Step

Feather;

Feather;

Feather;

Total

Hinge

Hinge r' Step

Snap

3

3

L

L4

50. 00

2L.43

2L.43

7.L4

r-00. 00

Spine-plane angles, scar lengths, and edge lengths
pertaining to unifacially scarred edges are summarized in
Table 1L. Figures L7 and 18 display spine-plane angle and

scar length frequencies.

Among the bifacially scarred edges, 25 edges (64.Loz)
display pronounced scar intensity, two edges (5.j-32) exhibit
rnoderate scar intensity, and Lz edges (3o.772) display both
moderate and pronounced scar intensities. The left (n=17,

43.592) and right raterar edges (n=18, 46.Lieo) display the
greatest frequency of bifacial scarring while the edges

least frequently scarred are the distar (n=3, 7.692) and

proxirnal (n=1 , 2.562) .
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Table 1l-. Unifacial
Spine-Plane Anq1e, Scar

Utilized Flakes:

Length, Edge Length.

Statistic Spine-Plane Angle Scar Length Edge Length

n

x

med

r

s

V

sk

14

45.43

41.50

29-66

L2.67

27 .89

0.93

L4

0.9

0.9

0. 5-1.4

o.27

30.00

o. oo

L4

L0. 56

7.8

3.3-24.2

6.66

63.07

L.24

Figure 1-7.

Unifacial Utilized Flakes: Spine-plane Ang1e.
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Figure 18.

Unifacial Utilized Flakes: Scar Length.

The pattern of bifacial scarring is characterized by

scars appearing on the dorsal and ventral faces in opposite
and/or alternate fashions. scars with opposite patterns of
occurrence appear on 20 edges (5j..29?), alternate patterns
of scarring are represented on seven edges (L7.g5z) , and

both opposite and arternate scarring patterns appear on t2
edges (3o.772) . conparison of dorsal and ventral scar
spacing indicates that eight edges (2o.sLz) are relativery
equivalent in terms of degree of rnodification. This
suggests that these edges were rikely manipulated in a

sawing manner with the cutting edges aligned roughly 90

degrees to the worked material. Nineteen edges (48.722)
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display heavy scarring on the dorsar face and light scarring
on the ventral face suggesting a cutting angle with greatest
pressure exerted upon the ventral face of the edge.

simirarly, 11 edges (2B.zLz) exhibit heavy scarring on the
ventral face and light scarring on the dorsal face;
therefore, a cutting angle with the greatest pressure

exerted upon the dorsal face is suggested. A nurnber of the
edges possess continuous or heavy scarring on one face and

very light scarring on the other. These edges are

classified as bifacial, but the darnage may have been the
resul-t of transverse and/or longitudinar actions. one edge

(2.562) with mj-nimal scarring is identif ied as a spur which

may have been utilized in a graving type of action (Figure

138). The edge consists of a smarr hinge fracture on the
ventral face and a snapped tip.

sinilar to the edges with unifacial scarring, feather
terminations dominate on both the dorsal and ventral faces.
However, hinge terrninated fractures, and to a much resser
degree step fractures, are present (Tables L2 and 13).

Rounding is absent on two edges (5.13?), distinct on six
edges (15.382), slight on 27 edges (69.232), and both

distinct and slight on four edges (LO.26e") .

Spine-p1ane angles, scar lengths, and edge 1engths

pertaining to bifacially scarred edges are sunmarized in
Table ]-4. Figures 19 and 20 display spine-plane angles and
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Table L2. Bifacial Utilized
Dorsal Face Scar Termination

Flakes:

Type.

Type n

Feather

Hinge

Feather; Hinge

Feather r' Hinge; Step

Hinge; Feather

Hinge; Stepl Feather

Snap

Total

6

L

25

l-

4

t_

t-

39

t-5.38

2.56

64.10

2 .56

LO.26

2.56

2.56

99.98

Table 13. Bifacial Utilized Flakes:

Ventral Face Scar Terrnination Type.

Types n

Feather

Hinge

Step

Feather; Hinge

Hingel Feather

Total

L8

1

46.1,5

2.56

48.72

2.56

99.99

19

1

39
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Table 14. Bifacial
Spine-Plane Angle, Scar

Utilized Flakes:

Length, Edge Length.

Statistic Spine-Plane Ang1e Scar Length Edge Length

n

x

med

r
S

v

sk

39

39.77

40

20-60

1L. o9

27.89

-0. o6

39

0.88

0.8

0. 3-1.7

0.3L

35.23

o.77

39

L4.82

14. 1

L.4-40 .7

6.81

45.95

o.32

Figure 19.

Bifacial Utilized Fl-akes: Spine-plane Angle.
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Figure 20.

Bifacial Utilized Flakes: Scar Length.

scar lengths.

The above analysis of microflake scar patterns
indicates that unretouched frakes were a significant form of
tool utilized by the inhabitants of the shamattawa Rapids

site. rt is evident that unretouched edges were nanipulated
in both transverse and longitudinar manners; however,

rongitudinal motions were likery the predorninant forms of
action. Tabre 11 shows that the rnean spine-plane angle for
unifacially scarred edges equals 4s.43 degrees with a 29

degree to 66 degree range which are angles thought to be

efficient for cutting activities (Lawrence L976:103; symens

1986:2L9; Wylie L9TS:30). Although the mean spine-plane
angle for unifacially scarred edges is greater than the same
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for bifacially scarred edges (39.77 degrees, Tabre 14)

which is expected when comparing edges used for transverse
and longitudinal motions - the spine-plane angles for the
unifaciar edges are considered to be low for scraping
purposes. As such, some of these edges may be the result of
Iongitudinal motions.

The alrnost totar lack of step-terminated microscars
on any of the edges suggests that the working of hard
materials was not a significant activity at the site.
rnstead, the predorninance of feather-terminated microscars
indicates that soft substances may have been the prirnary
rnaterial manipurated. The occurrence of hinge-terminated
microscars also indicates the likely manipulation of medium

materials.

Any suggestion pertaining to the identification of
the salient activities performed with unretouched flakes on

the basis of nicrofrake patterns can only be forwarded as

hypotheses subject to additionar anarysis and testing. rn
this spirit, the apparent dominance of cutting and sawing
characteristics, in combination with attributes rerated to
soft material nanipulation, suggests that the edges of
unretouched flakes were generally utilized for the
processing of food (oderl and odell-Vereecken 1980:102).
Given the site's position on the river bank adjacent to an

historically productive fishing location, the processing of
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fish is an activity with a high degree of probabirity. The
occurrence of hinge-terninated microscars on both
unifacialry and bifaciarly scarred edges may be a function
of edge contact with fresh bone during the fish cleaning and
cutting processes.

rn addition to edge wear resurting from utilization,
damage can also be the result of prehension (ode1l 19g1 z2o7;
odell and odell-vereecken 19go:102-r-ogr. Newcomer and Keeley
L979:2o2). sirnirar to utirization wear, prehension damage
is characterized by the removar of rnicrofrakes from faces
opposi'te the points of applied finger pressure. Four fl-akes
exhibit edges with microflake scarring identified as
prehension wear. A11 four edges are bifacially scarred and
consist of alternate scar patterning. Two of the edges
dispray nicroflake scars solery with feather terminations
and two edges have rnicroflake scar terninations that include
both feather and hinge types. Two of the areas identified
as prehension damage are aligned with utilized edges and two
are associated with edges of intentional retouch. Related
to prehension damage discussed above, four flakes exhibit
snapped edge sections that are aligned with utilized or
retouched edges. These fractures may have been caused by
grip tension whir-e pressure was being exerted against the
opposite working edges.
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Retouched Flakes

The term retouched flakes refers to those flakes that

have been intentionally rnodified for the purpose of forrning

a specific tool and functional edge (Figures 27 and 22).

Retouch flakes can be removed by both pressure and low

irnpact percussion techniques of flaking and they are

inherent in both early and late stages of reduction. Flakes

exhibiting retouch are generally characterized by the

presence of continuous overlapping scars that are

predominantly greater than l-.0 mm in length.

fn the Shamattawa Rapids site flake collection, 18

flakes, accounting for 33.96e" of the flake class (Table 6),

possess evidence of intentional modification. Thirteen of

the retouched flakes (72.222) also possess edges bearing

evidence of utilization wear and piEce esquill6e

characteristics. Retouched flake totals accordinq to

category include seven proximal (38.89?), four distal
(22.222) , two lateral (L1.1L?), three rnedial-horizontal

(L6.672) , one medial-vertical (5.562) , and one cornplete

(5.55?). Three fLakes (L6.672) are considered to possess

intact lateral edges, eight flakes (44.442) have fractured

edges, one flake (5.562) has crushed edges, and six flakes

(33.33?) have retouched edges.

Length, width, thickness, and weight values are
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A 984.245.3

B 984. 245.4

c 984.245.5

D 984 .245.6

E 984.245.8

F 984.245.9

Figure 21. Retouched Flakes.

Retouched Flake

Retouched Flake

Retouched Flake

Retouched Flake

Retouched Flake

Retouched Flake

Letter Face Retouched Edge Edge Type

A Dorsal Left Unifacial_
(dorsal face)

B Dorsal Distal Unifacial-
(dorsal face)

C Dorsal Dista1 Unifacial
Le* .ti?;::i"race)
Riqht ,!li;::l"race)

(dorsal face)
D ventral proximar, Left (right unifacialside in photograph) (ventral face)
E Dorsal Distal Unifacial

(dorsal face)
F Dorsa1 Distal Unifacial

(dorsal face)

i

l
I
t
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Figure 22. Retouched Flakes.

A 984.245.LO Retouched Flake

B 984.245.LL Retouched Flake

C 984.245.L2 Retouched Flake

D 984.245.L4 Retouched Flake

E 984.245.36 Retouched Flake

F 984.245.53 Retouched Flake

Letter Face Retouched Edge Edge Type

A Dorsal Distal (right side) Unifacial
(dorsal face)

Proximal (rnedial area) Unifacial
(ventral face)

B Dorsal Left (distal end) Unifacial
(dorsal face)

Left (proxinal end) Unifacial
(ventral face)

C Dorsal Left (proximal end) Bifacial
Left (distal end Unifacial
terminating in spur) (dorsal face)

D Dorsal Proximal (right side) Unifaciat
(dorsal face)

E Ventral Distal Unifacial
(ventral face)

F VentraL Proximal (1eft side; Unifacial
right side in photograh) (ventral face)

I
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sunmarized in Table 15.

and width frequencies.

Retouched Flakes:

Figures 23 and 24

Table 15.

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

140

display length

Statistic Length widrh Thickness Weight

n

x

med

r
S

v

sk

18

24.42

22.9

7 .3-5L.6

9.26

37 .92

o.49

L8

23.28

2L.7 5

10.5-39. 1

7.L7

30.80

0. 64

18

5. 13

5.1

2.6-7 .7

1. 68

32.75

o. 05

t_8

3.36

2 .65

0.2-8.3

2.44

72.62

0.87

I

I

In total, there are 29 discrete edge margins with

retouch modification. Eleven flakes (61.118) exhibit one

retouched edge, five flakes (27.782) exhibit two retouched

edges, one flake (5.568) exhibits three retouched edges, and

one flake (5.56?) - classified as a stemmed biface (point)

exhibits five retouched edges. Twenty-three edges (79.3f2)

are unifacially retouched while six edges (2O.692) display

bifacial retouch.

Two edges are not included in the following
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Figure 23.

Retouched Flakes: Length.

Figure 24.

Retouched Flakes: Width.
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discussion of unifacially retouched margins. 984.245.2 is
an unidentified retouched fragrnent which seems to have been

detached from a larger implement. The second edge

represents the right blade section of a point (984.245.L)

which will be discussed in the section pertaining to
bifaces.

The remaining 16 flakes possess a total of Zt

unifacially retouched edges. Table 16 summarizes edge

angle, scar length, edge height, and edge length values.

Appendix D lists attributes pertaining to all of the

unifacial retouched edges. Figures 25 and 26 display edge

angle and scar length frequencies.

The greatest frequency of retouching occurs on the

dorsal faces (n=15, 71.43eo) with the ventral faces (n=6,

28.572) receiving the least. With respect to individually
retouched edge positions, the distal edge (n=7, 33.33?) is
retouched with the greatest frequency while the right
Iateral edge (n=3, L4.292) is retouched the least. The

proxirnal (n=4, 19.05?) and left lateral edges (n=4, 19.05?)

are retouched with equal frequency. Additionally, three

retouched sections (t.4.29e") invorve combined edge positions:
two sections span left lateral and distal nargins and one

section spans distal, Ieft 1atera1, and proximal margins.

Retouched edge configurations are predominantly convex

(n=13, 6L.908); however, concave (n=4, 19.05?), rectilinear
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Table 16.

Edge Angle, Scar

Unifacial Retouched

Length, Edge Height,

Flakes:

Edge Length.

Statistic Edge Angle Scar Length
Max Min

Edge
Height Length

n

x

med

r
S

v

sk

2L

64.67

63

45-83

Lt.42

L7.66

o.44

2L

3.97

3.5

L.5-7 .7

L.87

47 .LO

o.75

2L

1. 6L

1.3

0.5-3.6

o .87

54.04

l_. 07

2L

3.3

3.0

L. L-6 .7

1. 58

47.88

o.57

2t

LL.42

l_1. 3

4 . O-20.7

4.79

4L.94

0. 08

Figure 25.

Unifacial Retouched Flakes: Edge Ang1e.
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Figure 26.

Unifacial Retouched Flakes: Scar Length.
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(n=2, 9.522) , and recurvate (n=2, 9.522) configurations are

represented. One retouched edge with a recurvate

configuration ends in a spur (Figure 22C).

On all of the retouched edges, the retouch scars

possess a high frequency of feather terminations. Fourteen

edges (66.662) exhibit feather terninations solely while

seven edges (33.334) incLude a snaller percentage of hinge

terminations. Proxirnal edge damage is represented by both

pronounced (n:14, 66.662) and moderate (n=7, 33.33?)

intensities with darnage characterized by feather, hinge,

step, and compound fractures. AII of the edges display
various degrees of rounding with distinct (n:15, 7L.432),

i
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slight (n=5, 23.81-?), and both distinct and slight (n:1,
4.762) categories represented.

Edge angles range between 45 degrees and 93 deg.rees

with a mean varue of 64.67 degrees (Tab1e 16). Edges with
high unifacially retouched angles such as those represented
in this collection are not considered efficient for cutting
or sawing types of activities, but rather they are viewed as

having been utilized in some forrn of scraping or transverse
motion.

Scraping rnotions include both pulling and pushing

actions. The pulling form of motion is characterized by

drawing the implernent toward the worker with the retouched
edge oriented toward the surface being worked (Ranere L9752

L97) - Many of the edges in the sharnattawa Rapids site
collectj-on were likely utilized in this manner and three
flakes with retouched distal margins (Figure 2j.ct E, and F)

exhibit snapped proxinal ends which nay have been caused by

grip tension while pressure was being applied to the
retouched edge. The pushing motion utilizes the implernent

with the unretouched face oriented toward the worked

material and the retouched edge is pushed away frorn the
worker (Ranere L97szL97). For example, hafted rnuit skin
scrapers are manipulated in this manner (for a discussion of
wear patterns on rnuit skin scrapers see Hayden LgTgb).

Ranere (19752L97) suggests that edges with steep angles
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ranging between 7o degrees and 95 degrees were utilized in a

pushing fashion. Callahan (L976:393) argues that the

pushing of rrend scrapersrr is efficient for chiselling wood.

Three specimens (Figure 21A and Ci Figure 22C) with 65,83,

and 7o degree edge angles exhibit sections of polish on

their undersides away from their edges. The occurrence of

polish on the unretouched faces of steep edged tools

suggests that these faces rnay have been in contact with the

worked material; therefore, the tools ltere likely oriented

for the pushing type of motion (Ranere L9752797l. However,

consideration should also be given to the possibility that

such polish was the result of a rubbing thurnb while the edge

was being manipulated in a pulling manner.

Unifacially retouched edges could serve a nurnber of

purposes, but the preparation of skins and/or the processing

of food are suggested as the rnost likely activities to which

these edges were ernployed at the Shanattawa Rapids site.

The dorninance of convex edge configurations over concave,

rectilinear, and recurvate shaped edges nay indicate

concentration upon skin dressing (Semenov L964:88); however,

the dorninance of unifacially retouched edges over those that

are bifacially flaked rnay equally inply that the major

activity at the site pertained to the processing of fish

(Fitting L967:241-) .

Three intentionally nodified flakes (L6.672) display
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edges that are bifacially retouched. one frake (984.24s.1)

is classified as a point and the basal and notched sections
are included in the total number of retouched margins.

Attributes pertaining to this artifaet are presented in the
section that discusses bifaces. Two bifaciarry retouched

margins on the remaining two frakes are not considered to be

working edges. The rnorphology of these edges is rough in
cornparison to other examples of retouched margins and it is
thought that they rnay have been fraked for reasons other
than raw materiar manipulation. Both margins occur in
association with unifacially retouched edges which suggests

that they may have been fraked for the purpose of increasing
the efficiency and ease of edge manipulation.

PiEces EsquiIl6es

The term piEces esquill6es is one of a number of
labers (e.9. fabricators, outirs ecailles, scarar cores,
bipolar cores, gouged-end artifacts, wedges) enployed in the
archaeological literature pertaining to lithic objects
dispraying evidence of damage on opposed margins (refer to
Forsman L975; Hayden 1980i Le Blanc 1994:183-200; Leaf !979;
Lothrop and Gramry Lggz; MacDonald 1968:85-90p Ranere t97s;
white 1968). Margin danage incrudes opposed crushed margins

(Le Blanc 1984:183), crushed margins opposite relatively
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flat surfaces that could have been used as rareas of
percussionrr (Binford and euinby tg72:356), or crushed edges
and area surfaces opposite margj-ns that are fractured or
absent (Figures 27 and 28).

The manner by which the damage was formed is an issue
of debate focussed upon views of 1) production through
bipolar core reduction or, 2) production through utilization
(for discussions of this debate refer to Hayden 1980; Le

Branc 1984:183-185; white 19G8). rt is not the purpose of
this analysis to discuss the merits of each view, but rather
to suggest that all of the pi€ces esquilr6es comprising this
subclass from the shamattawa Rapids site are likely the
products of utitization. Damage, such as flake removars,
battering, and crushingr or both margins generally extend
down a fraction of the original flake faces. This
characteristic is in contrast with biporar cores. According
to Hayden (1990 z2-3) frakes are generarly not utirized as

biporar cores and such cores often have flake scars that
extend down their fu1l length.

The nethod of utilization is thought to be sirnilar to
that of a wedge or chiser where one marglin receives a brow
from a hard or soft impactor, thereby driving the opposite
margin into the desired raw materiar. consequentry, both
the inpact and bit nargins receive damage. The raw
materiars rnanipulated are uncertainl however, the chiserring
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Figure 27. Pi6ces Esqui116es.

A 984.245.7 piEce Esquill6e, Flake

B 984.245.LO pi€ce Esquill6e, Flake

C 984.245.L4 piEce Esquill6e, Flake

D 984.245.23.!.2 piEce Esquill6e, Flake

E 984.245.36 piEce Esquill6e, Flake

Letter Face Axis of Crushing

A Ventral Horizontal

B Ventral Horizontal
C Ventral Horizontal

D Dorsal Vertical
E Ventral Vertical
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Figure 28. piEces Esqui1l6es.

A 984.245.39 piEce Esguill6e, Flake
B 984.245.43 piEce Esguill6e, Flake
C 984.245.49 piEce Esquilt6e, Flake
D 984.245.54 piEce Esquill6e, Flake

Letter Face Axis of Crushing

A Dorsal Horizontal and Vertical
B Dorsal Horizontal
c Dorsal Horizontal
D Dorsal Vertical
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or hredging of bone and antler (Lothrop and Grarnly 1982 : 13;
MacDonald 19G8:88-90), wood (Ranere L957:191) or even frozen
fresh (Le Blanc 1984:188) are arl possibilities. The use of
fLakes in a chiselling fashion may also be beneficiar for
sricing through the hard scale layer of fish in the initiar
stages of fish processing. Experinentation would benefit
the interpretation of piEce esqui116e function; however,
given their association with other forms of modified frakes
in combination with the site's location, a function
pertaining to food processing is tentativery proposed.

rn the shamattawa Rapids site flake collection, 11
flakes, accounting for 2o.7sz of the flake crass (Table 6),
are considered to have been used as piEces esquill6es. six
of these flakes (54.ssz) also possess edges bearing evidence
of utilization or retouch. piEces esquill6es accordi.ng to
flake category incrude two proxirnar (1g.18?), two distal
(L8.188), four laterar (36.362), two nedial-horizonta]
(18.18t), and one mediar-verticar (9.09a). None of the
frakes possess intact rateral edges which are retouched
(n=1 , 9.Ogeo), crushed (n=1 , g.OgZ), or fractured (n=9,
81.822) .

Length, width, thickness, and weight values are
summarized in Table L7. Figures 29 and 30 disptay length
and width frequencies.
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PiEces Esquill6es:

Table 1,7.

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length width Thickness Weight

n
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rned

r
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sk

l_ l_

30 .47

28 .5

15. 5-56. 4

LL.7 5

38.60

o. 50

l" t_

25.85

23.O

L6 .4-4L.6
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3L.7 2

1. 04

l_1

6.99

6.2

4.7-9.7

r..59

22.75

L.49
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5.22

4.6

L.2-t_5.0

3.99

7 6.44

o .47

Figure 29.

PiEces Esquill6es: Length.
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Figure 30.

PiEces Esquill6es: widrh.
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rn terms of piEce esquill€e categories, ten flakes
(90.91?) possess evidence of both impact edges, whereas one

flake (9.092) has one of its irnpact edges missing. The axes
of inpact are represented by horizontal (D=6, s4.ssz),
vertical (n=4, 36.3G2), and both horizontal and verticar
(n=1, 9.o92) orientations. sinilar to Le Blanc's anarysis
(1984:183-200) the identification of darnaged rnargin types
forlows the system for biporar cores described by Binford
and Quinby (L972:356-361). The vertical_ axis of impact is
represented by area-ridge (n=2, 40.00?), ridge-ridge (n=2,

40.008), and area-area (n=1, 20.OO?) rnargin types. The

horizont,al axis of irnpact exhibits a greater variety of
types with ridge-ridge (n=2, 2g.S7Z), point-area (n=1,
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L4.292) , ridge-area (n=1 , ]-4.2gZ), area-ridge (n:2, 28.SZZ) ,

and ridge-indeterrninate (n=1, L4.2gz) type combinations.
Anong the 21 darnaged edges present, damage on both ventrar
and dorsal faces occurs with the greatest frequency (n=14,

66.672); however, unifacial scarring (n=4, 19.05?) and

scarring that is lirnited to area surfaces (n=3, L4.2gz) are
also represented. on all frakes where the impact was

oriented along the vertical axis the distal margin is
considered to have been the bitr or primary edge. with
flakes having irnpact oriented along the horizontal axis the
bit edge utilized with the greatest frequency was the left
lateral edge (n:4, 57.t42); the right raterar margin (n=2,
28.572) was utilized the least. The bit edge on one frake
(L4 .292) is indeterrninate.

Biface Class

The biface crass consists of chert objects that
display retouch on opposed surfaces and exhibit various
degrees of facial flaking. rn the shanattawa Rapids site
rithic collection, two specinens - accounting for 2.822 of
the totar colrection - are crassified as bifaces with
stemrned and unstemmed subcrasses represented. Tables
pertaining to non-metric attributes, €rs well as metric
measurements and angres for both bifaces are presented in
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Appendix E.

The stemmed biface (Figure 31A) is a side-notched
point with a bivectorial base and asymmetrical convex brade
margins- rt is mottled light grey and strong brown in
colour and shaped from a chert frake nucleus. The

bifacially retouched margins include two side notches, the
base, and the left lateral blade edge. Both faces of the
left lateral blade display feather, hinge, and step retouch
frakes. The proximal edge damage is represented by cornpound

fractures and slight rounding. The right rateral blade
edge, however, is unifacially flaked on the dorsal face.
Feather, hinge, and. step retouch scars are represented and
proximar edge darnage consists of distinct rounding.

A platform remnant is present on the point's proxinal
end which forms the apex of the base. The ventral face of
the haft section is characterized by a diffuse burb of force
and the point displays the concave-distar longitudinal shape
of the originar frake blank. According to the size
crassification systern of curry et al. (1985:89) the 51.6 mn

length of the point praces it into a nedium sized category.
The point's sal-ient characteristic is that it is

retouched predoninantry on the dorsal face. The ventral
face possesses mininal retouch and this contributes to the
point's general plano-convex cross section. The haft
section of the dorsal face has been thinned by edge flaking,
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Figure 31. Bifaces.

A 984.245.L Biface
B 984.245.L3 Biface
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but the burb of force dominates the haft area on the ventrar
face. Evidence of grinding is lacking in the haft area.

on the basis of morphorogy the point is attributed to
the shield Archaic tradition. sirnilar to shield Archaic
points discussed by wright (L972b242) the biface has
affinity to points that are generalry lanceolate in shape
with the addition of side-notches. The point's distinctive
bivectoriar base, however, does not easiry compare with
specimens recovered from the Lowland or its surrounding
area. Although the base is more pointed than convex its
closest affinity appears to be with side-notched points
bearing convex bases. The difference in base configurations
notwithstanding, sirnirarities in forrn and metricar
attributes with two shield Archaic points from the Aberdeen
site, Keewatin District, are striking (see wright L972b237
and plate xXr fig. 4; wright L972c:65 and prate v fig. 1r.).
Likewise allowing for base differences, sites with shield
Archaic affiriations frorn Attawapiskat Lake irunediatery west
of the Lowland in north central ontario have also produced
points with cornparable form and metrical attributes (see
Riddle t982:L7 and fig. 6r, zL and fig. !2a, 30 and fig.
23d).

Arthough the specimen has been crassified as a point
this designation is not intended to define its use. As
noted by callahan (L976:391) and wheat (rg76:9-10) points
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courd serve various cutting, sawj-ng, and scraping functions
in addition to their use as projectiles. Due to the
concave-distal end of this point it would be inefficient as

a projectile; therefore, its intended function may have

rerated more to food processing activities. As werr, this
specimen may not have reached its final intended forrn before
being discarded or lost: its width/thickness ratio equals

3. L3 (width is equal to 3. 13 tirnes the thickness) which

according to Callahan's (L976:382) thinning stage

classification suggests that the specimen has undergone a
primary thinning stage, but the secondary thinning stage -
which flattens the cross section in order to increase the
object's cutting efficiency - has not been accomplished.

The unstemmed biface (Figure 31B) is fashioned from a

frat nodule of mottled light gray and strong brown chert.
The specimen has a trianguloid configuration with sinuous,

convex shaped blade nargins. Feather, hinge, and step

retouch scars are represented and proximal edge darnage is
characterized by both nicrofrake fractures and rounding.

The right brade edge exhibits feather and compound fractures
and distinct rounding. The left blade edge shows feather,
hinge, and compound fractures but rounding is absent.

with respect to condition the biface is considered to
be incomplete: very little rredge-straightening,r (young and

Bonnichsen 1984:64-65) is apparent and facial flaking is
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linited to the initiar edging and primary thinning stages
(callahan L976:382; young and Bonnichsen 1984 273-82). Few

of the facial frakes reach the centre of the biface which
leaves the rnid-section of the specimen in a general
unthinned condition. The width-thickness ratio of 3.43 and

the occurrence of cortex on both faces supports the
suggestion that the biface is in an unfinished state.

Debris Class

The term debris refers to those items that cannot be

positivery identified as cores or frakes. rt is a general
morphological designation that does not preclude
utirization. Therefore, an itern could be classified as

debris in that it does not belong in the core or flake
categories, and yet it could have been utilized as a tool.

rn the shamattawa Rapids site lithic collection, 15

specimens, accounting for 2t.r3z of the total collection
(Tabre 6), are crassified as debris. These are grouped into
five subclasses including unutilized chips (n=2, l_3.3 32) ,

unutilized chunks (n=3, 20.ooz), utirized chunks (n=1,

6.672) ' potrid spa1ls (D=3, 20.ooeo) , and explosion spalls
(n=6 , 40.003) .

The subclass totars indicate that 60.oo? of the
debris class are specimens fractured from their parent
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materials as a result of exposure to heat (potlid sparls,
explosion sparls). ryfb rernaining 40.oo? is composed of/
chert chunks (26.672) and chips (13.33u ). one of the potlid
sparrs was fractured from an unutilized chunk and one chip
also exhibits potlid fractures. on both of these specimens

the heat fractures cover t-242 of their surfaces.
Measurements incruding rength, width, thickness,

and weight values for each debris subclass are summarized in
Table L8.

The one specimen that is crassified as a utirized
chunk exhibits utitization wear, ds well as piEce esquill6e
characteristics. The convex utilized edge displays bifacial
modification characterized by pronounced discontinuous
(heavy) scarring on both edge faces. The utilized margin
exhibits hinge and feather scar terrninations and slight edge

rounding. The spine-plane angre equals 49 degrees and the
maximum scar length measures 0.9 rnm. The morphology of the
utilized edge is comparable to sirnilar edges on flake
specirnens; therefore, it is suggested that the edge was used

for the nanipulation of soft and/or medium naterial in a

longitudinar manner. As a piEce esquill6e, inpact
orientation was along the specimenrs longest dimension.
Both inpact edges are present represented by ridge-point
margin types. The ridge margin exhibits heavy crushing and

it is the edge considered to have received the externar
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Table L8. Debris:

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Subclass N Length width Thickness Weight

chip

Chunk

PotIid
Spa11

Explosion
Spal1

r_L. 3-32 . 5

2L.9

r-8.2-30.6

25. 18

:l.3.5-29.7

19.27

L0. 3-25.5

15.15

LO .8-29 .2

20. 0

t7 .7-22.7

L9.25

9.9-l_8.8

1-3 .97

7 .8-20.4

1L. 17

l_.5-7 .5

4.5

9.2-t7 .8

12.80

2.5-5.4

3.93

L.9-3.2

2 .67

0.2-5. 1

2.65

3.3-8.8

5.55

0.3-1.9

1. 07

0. 1-0. 9

0.38

(r)

fxl
(r)

(;)

(r)

(x)

(r)

(x)

force that pushed the poi-nt, or bit margin, into the raw

naterial.

Discussion of Lithic Collection

The above discussion separates the rithic collection
into crasses and focuses upon physicar and curtural
attributes pertinent to each cIass. The discussion now

turns to the lithic eorlection in the context of the site
and the sitets place within a cultural system.
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over the past number of years major contributions

have been made with respect to technologicar organization
and the notion of rcuratedr and 'situational, technorogies
(see Barnforth L9g6r' Binford Lg76, tgTgp Torrence 1983). rn
this context, a curated technology refers to toors that are
produced and maintained for future use (Binford LgTgr269).
on the other hand, situational tools are produced in
response to irnrnediate needs and conditions (Binford
1,9792265-266).

Pertaining to the stirnulus for tool curation, three
views are prevalent in the literature: technological
efficiency, time stress, and the avairability of raw
materi-als. rn Binford's view, curated toors that are
rnaintained over tirne, recycred, and transported between
activity areas increase the efficiency of the technology.
At the same tine, the investment of tine and energy in the
procurement of raw materials is decreased. Torrence rerates
tool curation to tine stress so that technological behaviour
is scheduled to make optinar use of linited tirne. curated
toors are produced prior to their anticipated need. As

well, in view of linited tirne, curated tools are more

efficient than non-curated toolsr. therefore, in
tine-stressed environments, production and maintenance of
curated tool kits are anticipated. on the other hand,
Bamforth argues that toor curation is a function of raw
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material availability: tools produced from non-Iocal
materials dispray a higher lever of curation than those made

from rnateriars acquired from rocar sources. Therefore, in
Bamforth's view the conservation of lirnited raw materials
has greater value as a determinant of tool curation than
time stress or technological efficiency.

fn a curated technology, tool production and

maintenance activities may fo1Iow a rstagedrt pattern
(Binford L97922681; therefore, such activities would be

expected to take place at different locations. The presence

of the two unfinished bifaces in the lithic collection may

represent artifacts that were being transported in a staged

pattern of production. with staged tool production, sites
with curated artifacts could be expected to dispray an

inverse relationship between toors and production and/or
maintenance refuse (Binford L9762344-345). stated in
another wdy, tools that are transported, maintained, and

recycled will not rikely be discarded in the areas where

they were produced and naintained. rt forlows that a lithic
collection with a paucity of production and/or maintenance

refuse will likely represent a curated colrection in that
the specimens were removed from their locations of
production and/or maintenance.

overarl the tithic collection from the sharnattawa

Rapids site is relatively homogenous in nature: homogenous
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in the sense that the collection is largely comprised of
percussion flakes that have been intentionally or
unintentionally nodified. one of the collection's salient
characteristics is its lack of refuse from tool production
and/or maintenance. small pressure or percussion retouch
flakes are not present and cores and/or exhausted cores from

which the extant flakes were produced are absent. The one

core specimen that is present is a core fragrment, but its
presence in the collection is likely related to its
flake-like and, thus, functional qualities as opposed to its
initiar role as a core. This characteristic of the
collection suggests that the production of the frakes and

the shaping of the forrnar tools were performed elsewhere.

Thus, the collection appears to have been part of a curated
technology that was produced in anticipation of future use.

Given this berief it is of interest to note that this
interpretation contradicts Banforthrs view that artifacts
from locally derived nateriars wilr tend to dispray low

levels of curation. commensurate with this interpretation
of the site i.e. a curated technology - is the dorninance

of toors in the form of bifaces, retouched frakes, and

rnodified frakes suggesting that the corlection had speciar-
purpose orientations.

rn his ethnoarchaeorogical study of the Nunamiut,

Binford (L976, L978a, L979, 1980, 19g3a, 1983b) has
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effectively shown that the Nunamiut economic strategy is
logistically organized around movements between residential
and special-purpose locations. The residential site is a

rrhome baserf to which foragers return following excursions of

various lengths within a foraging ranqe (see Binford 1983b:

358-361; see also Rogers and Black L976 for a discussion of
a sirnilar strategy among the Weagamow Ojibway). Inherent in
this forrn of economic adaptation is a detailed knowledge of

resource distributions and the ernployrnent of specific

foraging tactics based upon this knowledge.

Residential camps (Binford L9792269) are locations

where a variety of activities take place including the

production and rnaintenance of tools intended for future use.

TooI production and maintenance refuser ds well as discarded

worn-out iterns are therefore characteristics of residential
camps or home bases. Special-purpose sitesr oD the other

hand, are locations that are visited and used temporarily

for the purposes of gathering resource information,
planning, and/or executing foraging tactics aimed at
specific resources (Binford 1980:10-12). Due to the direct
relationship between the location of special-purpose sites
and specific resource distributions such sites tend to be

reused (Binford 1983a:328-330). The occupation of

special-purpose sites will involve discrete activities and,

therefore, the archaeological renains in Binford's
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Residential sites adhere to a more flexible spatial
patterning with more diverse activities; thus, less

redundant archaeological remains are expected.

The Shamattawa Rapids site fits well into the pattern

discussed by Binford and it is suggested that the foragers

who utilized the area likely followed a similar type of
logistically organized strategy. The Shamattawa Rapids site
lithic collection is clearly redundant in the sense that
little diversity is represented: the collection is largely
cornprised of processing too1s. With the possible exception

of the point (Figure 31A), hunting weapons are absent. The

intended function of the point is anbiguous, and as

discussed earlier, the point nay well relate to processing

activities as opposed to activities related to hunting.

Although different classes of processing tools are

represented in the collection their functional
characteristics may be related. This attribute of the

collection, in conjunction with a dearth of production

and/or maintenance refuse, indicates that the collection
represents a curated collection of artifacts that was

deposited at a location that had a specific function in the

adaptive strategy of the resident foragers.

With reference to Figure 8, the greatest

concentration of lithic specimens occurs in the southern
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portion of the excavated unit. There appears to be,

however, a general pattern of lithic remains among rocks

that together form a rude circular pattern with a relatively

barren central section. Although it is ternpting to relate

the apparent pattern to that of a shelter base and interior,

such a conclusion is inconclusive. Nevertheless, the site

clearly represents an activity area and the archaeological

remains from the activities performed at the site may

represent an accumulation of lost and/or discarded items

during numerous occupations over a lengthy period of time.

Chapter Summary

Evidence excavated to date from the Hudson Bay

Lowland reveals an extensive tirne span for the regionts

human history. Although the sample is still small, the

data, nevertheless, denotes the Lowland as sust,aining a

human presence as early as the Shield Archaic period.

Within the Lowland, in addition to the Sharnattawa Rapids

site on the Sharnattawa River, Shield Archaic remains have

been recovered from the Albany River, Severn River, and

Hawley Lake.

Along the lower Albany River and its tributaries,

Julig (L982) identified four sites with deposits attributed
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to the Shield Archaic tradition. The attributions are,

however, tentative in that they are based upon point

typology (two sj-tes have points with affinities to Archaic

point types) and the lack of ceramics.

On the lower Severn River, evidence of Shield Archaic

remains are linited to one site (Pilon L987:163-165). The

Kitche Ouessecote site yielded over 3r000 lithic artifacts
that in addition to retouched flakes, utilized flakes,
unnodified flakes, cores, and debris, included five corner-

notched and two side-notched points. By comparison with

dated sites in northwestern Ontario and Manitoba that
produced sinilar corner-notched points, Pilon (1987:18L)

assigns the site to the Archaic period around the beginning

of the first nillenniurn A.D.

The Hawley Lake site (Po1lock and Noble L975:,79-83,

90-91) represents the only other known Lowland Archaic

occupation. It is also the only other Archaic site to have

a radiocarbon age determination. Charcoal in direct
association with the cultural level yielded a date of 915 +

100 A.D. With this date, combined with the site's

attributes, the site is interpreted as representing a late

regional phase of the Shield Archaic tradition.
Comparison of the artifact assernblages between the

Hawley Lake and Shamattawa Rapids sites shows general

sinilarities in that both sites are without cerarnics and
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include one point, bifaces, unifacially worked flakes, and

utilized flakes. With respect to the points, form

attributes differ - especially in the basal regions - but

the metrical attributes are within a comparable rangle. The

Hawley Lake site is geographically the closest Archaic site

to the Shamattawa Rapids site and it seems clear that they

belong to a sirnilar tradition, albeit at opposite ends of

the tine span as it is currently understood.

Three sites, represented by the Hawley Lake site, the

Kitche ouessecote site, and the Sharnattawa Rapids site

document the existence of the Shield Archaic tradition with

a history in the Lowland that may have persisted over three

thousand years. Level 3 of the Shamattawa Rapids site

with its two radiocarbon dates and diagnostic point

provides significant additional and firn testimony for a

Shield Archaic occupationl an occupation that is also the

earliest evidence for a human presence in the Lowland.

The location of the Shamattawa Rapids site on the

eastern bank of the Sharnattawa River was like1y conducive to

a warm weather occupation as westerly winds blowing over the

area lessened the effects of biting insects. During winter,

sinilar to the twentieth century Sharnattawa Askiikan and

Cabin Island sites, the protection of the bush would have

been sought. Such an interpretation, however, is not

conmensurate with the model developed by Pilon (1987:201).
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Pilon argues that in the pre-European period inland sites
along the Severn River represent winter r ot cold weather

occupations. The argument is based upon the belief that the

Lowland inhabitants followed the caribou and that caribou

nigrated to the coastal areas for the warm months and then

back inland for the winter. Due to the nature of these

caribou urigrations in combination with a dependence upon

caribou it is believed that the inland region did not have

the necessary resource base to allow for warm weather

occupations. The application of this model to the

Shamattawa Rapids site would suggest that it was a cold

season site. Pilonts model, however, does not take into
account the total range of known caribou behaviour.

Relatively recent field research, for instance, has recorded

caribou populations inland during the summer months (Sinkins

1965:48). These observations are also in keeping with the

following statement made by James Swain in his 1815 report
pertaining to the Severn District: rrVenison is only on the

Coast during the Summer season, more inland it is at times

very plentiful both sunmer and winterrt (HBCA 8.198 lelLz4).
Therefore, if it, is surmised that caribou behaviour in the

pre-European period can be favourably cornpared to that of

the Historic period (see also Chapter Five, Discussion of

Faunal Remains) then even with the acceptance of the belief
that Lowland occupants were dependent upon the caribou it
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should not be assuned that interior sites were limited to
cold weather occupations.

A warm weather occupation for the Shamattawa Rapids

site is supported by the presence of common loon bone within
the Level 1 assernblage. Since the comrnon loon would have

been available only while in its sunmer range the Level 1

occupation likely relates to the warmer months. On the

basis of the Level 1 evidence in combination with the

location of the site, seasonal use linited to the warmer

months of the year is suggested for the Leve1 3 remains as

wel1.

The rrredundantrr nature of the lithic remains from

Level 3 indicates a special-purpose orientation; thus, this
particular area is viewed as having had seasonal

significance in the annual movement of the foragers while

they pursued a predetermined foraging strategy. As a

special-purpose site the location may have been advantageous

for spotting game, such as caribou, and therefore used as an

inforrnation gathering site during periods of known game

movements. At the same tirne, the location is near an

historically productive fishing area and during spring and

faII spawning periods this section of the river may also

have had particular importance for the occupants of the

site.

The three sites located in this srnall section of the
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Shamattawa River document human use of the area during the

late Historic and the Archaic periods. The Cabin Island

site and the Shamattawa Askiikan site represent the remains

of twentieth century winter base camps that were built and

occupied by Winisk Cree farnilies. The remains recovered

frorn Level 1 of the Shamattawa Rapids site also belong to

the late Historic period and are interpreted as representing

a temporary camp occupied during the warmer months of the

year. The remains from Level 3 of the Shamattawa Rapids

site, or the other hand, represent an Archaic occupation and

signify that the area was exploited possibly as much as

4r000 years before present.

Intermediate cultural traditions, such as Initial

Woodland, Terminal Woodland, and early Historic cultures,

spanning a possible two thousand years of history were not

found. Interestingly, cultural evidence pertaining to the

early years of the nineteenth century when a Native fish

weir was documented to be operating on the river was also

not recovered. A stake, or the remains of a post was found

inserted in the river bed (Figure 5), but the function of

the post is uncertain and as an isolated find it cannot be

assuned to represent a remnant of a fish trap-weir.

The documentation of late Historic and Archaic

occupations on the Sharnattawa River provides a glinpse into

the nature of the riverts cultural history. In comparison
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to the tirne span represented the extant physical evidence of
the areats use is still small; neverthless, the Shanattawa

River sites manifest a human history that is long in
duration.



CHAPTER FIVE

Washagami Point Site (cblg-1)

fntroduction

There are almost innumerable places convenient
f or Wei-rs, in the interior most of which
produce vast quantities in the proper seasons
(HBCA B. LeB / el L:4d) .

Directly east of rrsas way wah tow mah Lakern Swainrs
l-815 map delineates rfpine Lake, connected to the rEquan

Riverrr by a river flowing frorn the lakers southern end

(Figures 2 and 5). close to the junction of rpine Lake, and

its southern river, swain indicates the presence of an
rfExcellent Fishg weir.rf on the southwest side of rpine

Lakerr a short river connects with a lake labelled rMany

rsl-ands Excelrent Fishing. rr A rrFishg weirr is also marked

close to the junction of this river and the connected lake.
with reference to a current 1:250,000 scale topographicar
map the southern configuration of ,pine Laker on swain's map

crearry identifies the rake as spruce Lake which is situated
approximately 4o kilometres east of the shamattawa River

L74
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study area. At its southern end spruce Lake drains south to
the Ekwan River by way of the North washagami River. As

we1r, in the southwest corner of spruce Lake a river
connects with an unnamed lake that possesses a number of
i-s1ands.

At the junction of spruce Lake and the North
washagami River - where swain's map indicates the presence
of a trap-weir - the river bends to the northeast creating a

point of land between it and the southeastern shore of the
lake (Figure 32). For approximately two kirornetres the
river is shallow and swift before it deepens and separates
into a number of channels forrning an archipelago of
low-lying swampy islands. Arr of our attention was given to
the point of land bounded on the west by spruce Lake and on

the east by the North Washagami River.
The najor area of the point displays a relatively

flat contour that ries approxinately one metre above the
nid-August water revel. Back fron the sand and cobble beach
the vegetation is dominated by brack spruce (picea mariana)
and barsam poplar (popurus tacarnahaca). As well, the point
has a shrub cover of willow (sarix rnyrtirlifolia), green

arder/rnountain alder (Arnus viridis) , red osier dog.wood

(cornus storonifera), high-bush cranberry (viburnurn
triloburn), and creeping juniper/creeping savin (Juniperus
horizontalis) (Deborah Metsger personal communication 1984) .
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Figure 32. Washagami point Site (cblg-1).
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1,77A number of poplar trees have been felled by beavers ordisplay the diagnostic evidence of the rodents, work.
The foll0wing discussion is a presentation of thecultural remains recovered frorn the point area. The pointis considered to represent a single site with horizontally

stratified occupations pertaining to the relatively recent,late historic, and late pre_European periods.
An indication of the relatively recent use of thepoint area vras irnrnediately evident by the presence of fouropen-water beaver trap sets situated al0ng the northern bankof the North washagani River. on the point itself, thirteendisfigured spruce trees (Figure 32) hrere found displaying

areas of peeled bark, slashes, and removed slabs of wood.
some of the damaged areas are covered with spruce gum andsome indicate considerabre age as they have been partially
or conpletely recovered with bark. As well, one tree wasfound with two wedges inserted into its trunk. on many ofthe trees the disfigurements are clearly associated wi-th axecuts' Two suggestions pertaining to their cultural contextare forwarded: r-) sorne were cut to facilitate the

collection of spruce gurn for searning bark vessels, and/or 2)some are the resurt of rernoving slabs of wood to be used inthe manufacture of utensils. John Michael Hunter (personal
communication 1985) suggests that rarge slabs of woodleaving substantial gashes _ vrere required for the
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manufacture of snow shovels while smaller wood slabs
leaving smaller gashes _ were required for ladles. Among
the Mistassini cree, Rogers (1962b:33) records a similar
practice of removing sections of birch tree trunk and root
for the manufacture of grease ladles. Appendix F details
the character and dimensions of the disfigurements.

A total of 40, 25 cn square test squares were dug in
the point area and ereven of the test sguares proved
positive (Figure 32). on the basis of these resurts, two
spatially distinct areas - Areas A and B _ representj-ng
different tirne periods were selected for further work.

Area A

fntroduction

Area A of the washagami point site refers to a large
fire-pit that was l0cated along the southeastern shore of
spruce Lake- The hearth was situated 61 rnetres north of the
entrance to the North washagami River and 5 metres east of
the beach-vegetation line (Figure 32). The hearth was found
when a test square excavation revealed a considerabre
quantity of ash. The clearing of the shrub overburden
exposed a 1arge, roughly circular undisturbed ash feature.
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The feature covered an area of 91160 square cn with a
maxi_mum diameter of LL2 cm.

The salient characteristic of the ash concentration
was that it contained a clearry visible and copious amount
of sma1l bone and bone fragments. This concentration of
bone held excellent potential for providing insight into the
utilization of animal resources.

A two metre sguare grid of four one metre sub-sguares
was praced over the hearth (Figure 33). As such, the hearth
was divided into four quadrants and each quadrant was
excavated separately. The total hearth was excavated in 6
cm 

'evels, 
bagged, and labelred accordingly. with the

exception of one negative test square, time did not arrow
for the excavation of the surrounding area. Further work in
this area, however, is considered necessary in order to gai.n
a fuller understanding of the hearth and its cultural_
significance.

rn order to recover as nuch of the faunal naterial as
possible the hearth was systematicalJ.y bagged for
transportation south where it could be processed under more
favourable conditions than those attainable in the fierd.
Foll0wing the fierd season, the cornplete hearth was
dry-sieved through a 2. o mn screen mesh yielding five
Euro-canadian artifacts (0.17?) and 2,g39 fragrnents (99.g3a)
of bone and she1l. The foll0wing discussion presents the
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Figure 33. Washagami point Site Gbfg_l

Area A

Hearth Outline and Stratigraphy.
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stratigraphy of the hearth followed
hearthts Euro-Canadian artifacts and

181

by discussions of the
the faunal remains.

Stratigraphy

The hearth consisted of three strata with a combined
maximurn depth of l-8.5 cm (Figure 33). The first level
consisted of a light grey (Munsell col0ur loyR 7 /2) rayer of
ash with a maximun thickness of 1o.o cm. The matrices of
the ash rayer ranged from a mixture of humus and ash in the
upper portion to concentrated ash in the r-ower portion.
Thls initial lever was elevated to a rnaximum of 5 crn above
the hearth's perimeter. The second lever was comprised of a
layer of dark grey (Munsell col0ur loyR 4/L) ash/silt and
gravel with a rnaxirnurn thickness of 6.0 cn. The botton revel
of the hearth was represented by another liqht grey (Munsell
col0ur royR 7/2) rayer of ash 5.0 cm thick. A gravel base
underlaid the upper rayers and it appears that this base was
the bottom of a sharl0w basin excavated to form the
foundation for the hearth.

The two ash .ayers may represent distinct conponents
isorated by an intentionatry placed separating rayer. The
thick top layer of ash may have been buirt up over tirne by
the curnulated remains of successive fires. rn comparison,



lower leve1 may represent
succession of fires over a

Euro-Canadian Artifacts

Five artifacts of non-indigienous origin were exhumed
from the hearth: two percussion caps, a glass bead, a
jack-knife brade, and the head of a shotshell (Figure 34).
The percussion caps and the glass bead were recovered from
the rower portion of the hearth; the jack-knife brade and
the shotshell were from the hearthrs upper portion.

A percussion cap is a pri-mer that expl0des upon being
hit by the harnmer of a gun-10ck thereby igniting a powder
charge in the barrer of the gun. Although there is nuch
controversy surrounding the invention of the percussion cdp,
the percussion cap type of ignition was clearly deveroped
during the second decade of the nineteenth century and by
the third decade the percussion cap gun was gaining in
popularity (winant 1959:32-50, 101). However, almost half a
century would pass before percussion cap technorogy wourd
becorne part of the rndian trade in western Hudson Bay: at
York Factory percussion caps initiarry appeared in the
rndian ledger in r-864 (HBCA 8.23s /d/ 1063:11) and they

the rel,atively thin
a single fire, or a

duration.

L82

the remains of
shorter
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Figure 34- Hearth: Euro-canadi-an Artifacts.

A 984.246.9I Jack_Knife Blade
B 984'245'90 shotshell Head, Dominion cartridge

Company Empty Series, L2 gauge
C 984. 246.92 percussion Cap

D 984.246.93 percussion Cap

E 984.246.94 Glass Bead
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appeared in the severn House ledger in L872 (HBCA

B'L98/d/ 192a:3) . The metal percussion caps (Figure 34 ct D)
recovered frorn the hearth are the cornmon type with side
flutes, or reeds, and trimmed rims (see Gooding L97g:113 for
percussion cap attributes). Although both caps have split
sides they do not exhibit characteristi_cs of having been
fired. The two caps measure 5.5 rnm (984.246.93) and 6.1 nm
(984. 246.92) in length.

The glass bead (Figure 34 E) is heavily devitrified
giving the spec'rnen a porous crystalrine appearance
(chemical analysis to confirrn the beadrs glass structure was
performed by Julia Fenn, Ethnographic conservator, Royal-
ontario Museum). rn co10ur the bead is a monochrome pink
(Munserl co'0ur 7.5yR 7/4) to pinkish grey (Munsell corour
7'5YR 7/2). The bead's shape is pentagonar and appears to
have been formed by the wire wound nethod of manufacture
(Kidd and Kidd LgTo:49). The bead has an outside diarneter
of 5.1 mm. rts length is 5.9 nm and its bore dianeter is
approxinately 2.2 nm.

The jack-knife blade (Figure 34 A) vras found in a
highly corrosive state and the metar surface is
substantiarry pitted. The brade and the metal crasp joining
the blade and handre are ar] that remain. The rength (not
including the clasp), width, and thickness of the blade
measure 74.9 mm, 19.7 rnrn, and 2.1 mm respectively.
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The head of the shotshell (Figure 34 B) is brass and

bears corruqated sides and a headstarnp. The headstamp
indi-cates that the shotsherl was L2 gauge and a rnember of
the Doninion cartridge company's Empty series. The Enpty
series began circulation around the tirne of the First world
war and continued in production until 1948 (provick and
Krevosheia 1966:10). A ',Made i-n canadar inscription
incorporated into the headstainp, however, dates the
shotshell to post-L927 (provick and Krevosheia Lg6622);
therefore, the shotshell head dates to the Lg27_rg48 period.
The diameter of the shotshell head equals 22.4 nm.

A relative date for the formation of the hearth
provided by the presence of the two percussion caps and
shotshell head. rn the severn-winisk area, percussion
firearms were not likely used on a regular basis by the
rndian population untir post-1g72 - the year when percussion
caps first appear in the severn House rndian ledger.
Percussion cap firearms, however, were avail-able and used
werl into the twentieth century (Edward Denby and Rene
chartrand personal communi.cation 19g7) . Therefore, given
the L927 to 1948 date for the shotsherl head, the hearth was
tikely forned within the second quarter of the twentieth
century' The lower portion of the hearth where the
percussion caps hrere rocated nay date slightly earlier, but
the totar hearth is considered to represent the remains of

is
the

cap
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cornmunity.
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performed by the same or related foraging

Fauna1 Remains

The faunar specimens recovered from the hearth were
distributed throughout the hearthrs depth. specimen
frequency differed between upper and lower portions of the
hearth, but the classes of aninals represented remained
simi-lar. The following presentation concentrates upon class
and speci-rnen representation and for this purpose the total
faunal assernblage is presented as a single unit (see
Discussion of Faunal Renains).

The hearth yierded a total 0f 2,939 fragrments of bone
and sher-r that were analyzed by cathy yasui (1985, 1988).
consistent with the collection's retrieval from a hearth
feature the faunal remains are highly fragrnented and a high
proportion of the specimens exhibit carcination and/or
charring as a resurt of exposure to heat (fr=2,766, g'.rLz).
The bone and she1l assembrages total 2,g86 (g8.2oz) and 53
(1'80*) fragnnents respectively. The sherl or Mollusca
fragments have not been identified beyond the phyrun revel
and the smalr size of the sherr fragments and their eroded
surface features rnake further identifications difficurt.
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Additionally, arl but two of the sherr specimens were

recovered from the rower portion of the hearth; thus, their
presence in the feature is considered to be associated with
the natural occurrence of shelr fragments in the underrying
gravel 1eveI. within the bone assemblage, L,22s specirnens

(42.452) courd not be identified to the class level. The

rernaining L,66L pieces (s7.ssz) that are identifiabre berong

to the Marnmalia (30.042), Aves (r4.s7z') , and osteichthyes
(55.39?) classes. From the identifiable total, L,O97

specimens are further crassified into family (n:46, 4.Lgz),
subfanily (n=5, O.462), genus (n=673, G1.352), or species
(n=373, 34.00?) levels. Table 19 details the totar faunar
assemblage to the class level.

Table L9. Hearth: Faunal Assemblage to the class Level.

Cl-assif ication n

Manmalia

Aves

Osteichthyes

Mollusca

Unidentified to Class

TotaI

499

242

920

53

L225

2939

16.99

8.23

31.30

1.80

41.68

100.00
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Mammalia

Among the faunar remains identified to the crass
1eve1, 30.o42 (n:499) of the specimens belong to the
Marnmalia class. within this group, 286 fragrments (s7.33_z)

are not sufficientry cornplete to alrow for further
classification. The remaining 2r3 fragments (42.692) are
identified beyond the class 1evel and represent the
Leporidae, sciuridae, Muridae, and Mustelidae farnilies. Arr
but one of these specj-mens are identified to the species
level and the species represented include snowshoe hare
(Lepus americanus), American red squirrel (Tamiasciurus
hudsonicus), muskrat (ondatra zi-bethicus), and American mink
(Mustela vison). The remaining fragment belongs to a

sciuridae species represented by the American red squirrel
or northern flying squirrer (Tarniasciurus hudsonicus or
Grauconys sabrinus). rn addition to the above small-to-
mediun sized species, rnediurn-to-rarge sized mammars are
represented by 22 speci-rnensl however, these 22 bone

fragments are not identifiabre below the crass level.
Appendix G lists the identified mammalian elements.

The rnuskrat represents the largest proportion of
identified mamrnarian rernains both in specinen frequency
(n=1-96) and in nininum nurnber of individuals (MNr:7i see

Area B Discussion of Faunar Remains for a discussion of the
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MNr statistic). rn order of specimen frequency, the rnuskrat
is followed by the American red squirrel (n=9, MNr=3),

American mink (n:5, MNr=3), snowshoe hare (D=2, MNr=l), and

the Arnerican red/northern ftying squirrel (n:1).
The ages represented by the mammalian specimens range

from juvenile to adult. However, with respect to specimen

frequency, bones representing young mammals (iuveni.le : 9;
juvenile or older : 31; immature : 5; juvenile to immature =
89: total = L34, 62.9L2) dominate over those bones

representing older mammals (irnrnature or order = 7l; adult :
L: total = 72, 33.802). The ages of seven specirnens (3.292)
are uncertain.

rn the mammarian bone assembrage, 434 fragments
(86.972) exhibit carcination and/or charring as a result of
heat exposure. specimens in both the identified (n:191,
89.672) and the unidentified (n=243, 84.972) categories
display this form of rnodification. rn addition to heat
damage, rodent gnawing is apparent on two of the
nidentified rnammalian fragments.

Within the identifiable faunal assemblage,

(n=242) of the specimens belong to the Aves class.
this group, L3g fragments (57.442) defy further

L4.s7Z

Among
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classification- The remaining 103 fragrnents (42.s6e") are
identified beyond the class level and represent six avian
families: Gaviidae, Anatidae, Tetraonidae, scolopacidae,
Laridae, and picidae. of these, 58 specimens can be further
classified to subfarnily (n:5), genus (n:LO), or species
(n=43) levers. The specimens identified to the farnily leve1
represent ducks (Anatidae sp. ) and spruce/ruffed grouse
(Tetraoni-dae sp.). Those specimens identified to the
subfamily 1evel represent canada/snow geese (Anserinae sp. )

and common/red-breasted mergansers (Merginae sp. ) . Genus
level identificati-ons incrude the common/arctic loon (Gavia
sp. ) and the black-backed three-toed/northern three-toed
woodpecker (picoides sp. ) . Finally, species lever
identifications incrude the canada goose (Branta
canadensis), greater scaup (Avthva marira), surf scoter
(Melanitta perspicirrata), conmon and red-breasted
mergansers (Mergus rnerqanser and M. serrator), spruce and
ruffed qrouse ( and @),
herring gul1 (Larus arqentatus), and greater yelrowregs
(Trinqa melanoleuca). Appendix H l-ists the identified avian
elements.

specinens identified as beronging to the duck
subfanilies occur with the greatest frequency (n=7r, MNr=12:
greater scaup rr=2, MNr=2; surf scoter n=131 MNr=r; conmon
merqanseF D=2, MNr=r-; red-breasted merganser n=151 MNr=21
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conmon/red-breasted nerganser 

'':3, MNr=1; ducks n=36,
uNr=4). Ducks are forlowed in frequency by the grouse
famiry (n=15r MNr=6: spruce grouse rr=2, MNr=l; ruffed grouse
Tr=4, MNI=1; spruce/ruffed grouse D=9, MNf=4) and the loon
faniry (n=9, MNr=3). Least frequently represented remains
pertain to the geese (n=5 MNI=1: Canada goose D:3,
Canada/snow goose n=2, MNI=I), greater yellowlegs (n=1,
UNf=1), herring gu'1 (n=1, MNI=L), and woodpecker (n:1,
MNf=1) .

The ages represented by the avian remains range from
juvenire to adurt. However, in terms of specimen frequency,
older bird rernains (irnnature or older=gSr. adurt:2: total=g7,
e4-472) clearly doninate the assembrage over younger bird
remains (juvenile=g; juvenile or older:2; immature=l:
total=ll, 10.69?) - The ages of the remaining five specimens
(4.858) are uncertain.

rn the avian bone assemblage, 2oo fragrnents (82.642,)
exhibit calcination and/or charring caused by heat exposure.
specirnens in both the identified (n=71 , 68.g3u and
unidentified (n=r29, 92.gLz) categories display this forrn of
nodification. Additionalry, cut marks on two specirnens a
loon hunerus and a surf scoter furcula suggest
modification through butchering activities.
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Osteichthves

Fish remains recovered from the hearth feature
account for 55.39? (n=920) of the specimens identified to
the crass level. Arnong this group, 139 fragments (15.1r_?)
are not sufficiently cornplete to arrow for further
classification. The remaining 78L specimens (84.89?) are
identifiable beyond class with four farnilies represented:
salmonidae, Esocidae, catostomidae, and. percidae. Ar_1 of
these specimens are further classified to the genus (n=663,
84.892) or species (n=118, 15.1L*) 1eve1s. Genus revel
identifications include longnose/white sucker (catostomus
sp. ) and cisco/lake whitefish (coreqonus sp. ) . specirnens
identified to the species level include rake whitefish
(Coregonus clupeaformis) , northern pike (Esox1uc:!us) ,

walleye (stizostedion vitreun), and brook trout (salvelinus
fontinalis). Appendix r lists the identified osteichthyes
elements.

specimens identified as beronging to the cisco/rake
whitefish genus occur with the greatest frequency (n=430,
MNr=6). rn number the sucker genus specimens (n=233, tINr=4)
folrow the cisco/lake whitefish and in declining order of
specimen frequency the suckers are succeeded by northern
pike (n=55, MNr=1), rake whitefish (n=49, MNr=l), walreye
(n:1-2, MNf:l), and brook trout (n=2, MNf:l).
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Fish bones are delicate and in a fire context they

are highry susceptible to cornplete disintegration. However,
the vertebra - which are more densery cornpacted than the
other bones in the fish skeleton - have a greater chance of
survival (cathy yasui personar communication r_985). within
the hearth faunal assemblage, 84.782 (n=780) of the
recovered fish bone are vertebra; therefore, a significant
amount of non-vertebra bone appears to have succunbed to the
fire' As expected, a large proportion (n=910 , 9g.grz) of
the fish remains in both the identified (n=775, 99.232) and
unidentified (n=135, 97.t22) categories exhibit calcination
and/or charrj_ng due to heat exposure.

Unidentified to Class

In total , L,225 specirnens (4L.68A) in the bone
assemblage are not sufficiently comprete to a110w
identification to the crass rever. sirnilar to the
identified specinens, high proportions of the unidentified
bones (n=1,2os, 99.372) are calcined and/or charred due to
heat exposure.

The faunal rernains were distributed both vertically
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and horizontally throughout the hearth. with respect to
vertical distribution, bone fragrnents were recovered from
the two ash layersr €rS well as their separating layer of
ash/sirt and gravel. rn addition, bone fragments were aLso
recovered from the underlying gravel level. However, this
distribution notwithstanding, the concentration of specirnens
occurring through the hearthrs levels was not equal.
Encompassing the thick upper ash layer the top L2 to 13 cm
of the hearth produced Bg.gge" (n=2,sg7) of the totar bone
assernblage. The remaining 10.or-g (n=289) of the bone
assemblage was recovered from the hearthrs 10wer porti_on
which included the bottom ash 

'ayer. 
Arthough bone

fragrments were found within arl revels of the hearth the
disparate distribution between the upper and rower portions
may reflect specific associations with the two ash rayers:
the larger proportion of specimens with the thick upper ash
layer and the srnaller proportion of specimens with the
thinner lower ash layer. rf this association is rear the
lack of clear definition in specirnen distribution between
the upper and 10wer portions of the hearth may be due to the
natural effects of leaching and root action.

Although specirnen frequency was considerably less in
the rower portion of the hearth the classes of animars
represented in both portions were sirnir_ar. The number of
species in the l0wer portion were fewer, but all 0f the
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identified species - muskrat (n=26, 30.232), surf scoter
(n=1 ' L'L6z) , duck species (\=2, 2.332) , rake whiteflsh
(n=2, 2.332) , cisco/lake whitefish (n=24, 27.gLZ) ,
longnose/white sucker (n=30, 34.gg?), and northern pike
(n=1, t.r6z) - were also represented in the upper portion.
since mammar, bird, and fish remains were found throughout
the hearth the discrepancies in the representation of
species between levels is considered to be related to bone
preservati-on, rimitations in bone identification, and/or
variety in the hearth's utirization over tirne, not to
differences in resource exploitation.

The bone specimens that were recovered from the
hearth cannot be assurned to represent a randorn sampre of the
harvested species: it is not known i-f remains frorn arr
species hunted/trapped were discarded in the fire and the
sample that did enter the fire was likeJ-y skewed due to the
fire's destructive force. Nevertheress, the bone sampre
that did survive does arlow insight - albeit fragrmented _

into resource utilization and seasonality.
The representation of three faunar crasses and the

presence of various species within each class indicate that
the people responsibre for the hearth !,/ere forlowing an
economic pattern that was diverse in nature. At this time,
the specific economi.c activities associated with the hearth
are unclear although the quantity and variety of bone that
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was discarded in the fire suggests that the hearth was
associated with food preparation and waste disposal. For
instance, the rnajority of the recovered muskrat bones rerate
to low meat content areas of the body, whereas the higher
meat-associated bones, such as the thoracic vertebra and
ribs, are generally rnissing (cathy yasui personal
communication 1985). Arthough this situation may relate to
preservation discrepancies it may also rer_ate to the
inrnediate consumption and/or discard of less varued body
parts while the more valued parts were saved for consumption
and discard er-sewhere. rn addition to food preparation and
waste disposal, hearth recovered bone may also represent the
remai-ns of animals that were eremated as an act of respect.
Further excavation of the area around the hearth in
combination with Native advisor discussions may provide a
cLearer understanding of this aspect of the hearth.

The seasonal use of the hearth is addressed by
considering the seasonar availability of species and known
patterns of harvest. Fish renains are poor indicators of
seasonality because through different fishing procedures
fish can be caught throughout the year. Ease of capture and
locations, however, fructuate seasonarly depending upon
water temperature, food, and spawning reguirernents. For
instance, fish visibility increases dramatically during
spawning periods when fish seek sharl0w waters. rn this
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assenblage, two spawning periods are represented: the
suckers, walleye, and northern pike spawn in the spring to
early sunmer period and the brook trout, cisco, and rake
whitefish spav/n in the rate summer to falr period (scott and
crossman 7973). These periods, however, represent times of
harvest increase rather than harvest restriction.

Different frorn the fish species represented, the bird
remains include species that are seasonally restricted. A1r
of the bird species represented in the hearth rernains are
known to currently breed in the Hudson Bay Lowland (peck and
Jarnes r-gg3), but only the grouse and woodpecker species are
permanent residents of the area. The remaini_ng species
common/arctic 1oon, Canada/snow goose, greater scaup, surf
scoter, colnmon/red breasted merganser, unidentified ducks,
herring gull, and greater yell0wlegs are migratory and
winter to the south (Godfrey 1966). Therefore, the harvest
of the nigratory species is restricted to the ice_free
period of the year between mid-april to nid-May break_up and
mid-october freeze-up. Migratory species dorninate the avian
assernblage in both specimen frequency (n=87, 84.47U and
nininun number of individuals (n=1-8 , 72.00?). As werr, all
of these speci.es - with the possible exception of the
greater yellowlegs - have economic value. fn this 1ight,
the avian remains indicate that the hearth area includes
if not restricts - occupation to within the ice-free period
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when migratory birds were in their summer range.

Arl of the identified mammalian remains recovered
frorn the hearth represent animals that are permanent
residents of the Hudson Bay Lowland (Banfield rg74).
Therefore, each of these species _ snowshoe hare, Arnerican
red/northern flying squirrel, mink, and muskrat - are
available throughout the year. Based upon ethnographic
inforrnation from the eastern subarctic, however, the harvest
of these anj-mals follows seasonal- patterns.

snowshoe hare is sought for both its fur and food
value although its i-mportance in the subsistence economy has
fluctuated over tirne (Rogers and Black L976). Hare can be
trapped year round (Rogers L973:50; winterhalder L977237g),
but the fa'l, winter, and spring seasons are considered to
be the more common peri-ods of intense hare trapping (Rogers
L962:c45-c46, Lg73:50-51; winterhalder rg77 :379) .

squirrel is of ninor inportance and among the
Mistassini cree, Rogers (L973:54) notes that squirrers are
pursued for sport, as well as for pelts and food. squirrels
are kirled throughout the year by the Mistassini cree
(Rogers Lg73:49, 54',) , whereas squirrer harvest by the

weagamor^r ojibway is restricted to the farl through spring
period (Rogers 1962:C41) .

Durinq the tine of Rogers' 1958-59 fieldwork among
the weagamow ojibway nink were one of the most varued
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fur-bearing anirnals: mink pelts provided between
one-quarter and one-half of the communityrs total fur income
(L962:C30). The Weagamow ojibway (Rogers t962:c34 , c4L) and
the Mistassini cree (Rogers L973248, 53) trap nink during
the winter period lasting from November through May.

Muskrats are varued as fur-bearing aninals, as werl
as a seasonal food resource. sinilar to the hare, the
historical importance of muskrat has fluctuated: by the
L820s in northern ontario (Bishop rg74:36), Manitoba, and
saskatchewan (Ray Lg74:t2r; Thistle L986277) the value of
muskrat pelts increased substantialry when over-trapping
lirnited the availability of other species of fur-bearing
animals' For the year 1g70, nuskrat pelts represented
4L.O7Z of the Hudson's Bay Cornpanyrs total fur returns
alrnost doubling the realized volume of beaver perts (Ray
l-990 :20-23) .

Arnong the Mj-stassini cree (Rogers Lg73:54-55) ,
weagamow ojibway (Rogers tg62:c40-c41), and Muskrat Dam Lake
cree (winterharder Lg77:406) nuskrat hunting and trapping
spans the fa1l to spring periodl however, trapping during
the winter months is ress intense than that which occurs
during the falr and spring. Trapping rnuskrats in the depth
of winter is difficult due to severe ice and snow conditions
(Dunning 1959:26-27; Winterhalder Lg77:405). As wel1,
muskrat are not pursued during the summer months since
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sumner muskrat meat is poor and the sunmer pelts are of
little value.

The ojibway of weagamow Lake (Rogers rg62:c41) and
the cree of Muskrat Dam Lake (winterhalder Lg77:4L4) conduct
faII muskrat hunts around the tirne of freeze-up. Accordi-ng
to winterhalder the farl hunt is specific to the initiar
phase of freeze-up when ice begins to forrn arong the edges
of lakes and rivers. During the falI hunt muskrats are shot
with .22-calibre rifles as they sit on the ice margins. rn
the past, muskrat were also pursued during the late_summer
and early-farl periods. At Trout Lake post in r_898, the
fall trade in muskrat perts began as earry as september gth
(HBCA B '22o / a/45: 28d) . This is cornmensurate with Rogers,
(7973: 55) experience with the Mistassini cree when, in
1953, muskrat were hunted in the farl innediately prior to
the freeze-up period.

spring break-up, however, is the period of intense
muskrat trapping (Dunning 1959 326-271 Rogers Lg62:c4ei
winterhalder 1977:4o9-4L4). rn 1959-59 over goeo of the
muskrat trapped at weagamow Lake $/ere trapped in April and
May (Rogers L962:c4o). This timing is consistent with
winterhalder's (Lg77:4o9-414) data fron Muskrat Darn Lake
where muskrat trapping takes prace around the break-up
period frorn nid-April to the end of May. The spring
break-up peri-od corresponds to the time when the pelts are
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still prime and the muskrats are fat and good for eating
(Rogers L9Z3:51; Winterhalder t977,427) .

rn considering the above discussion pertaining to the
availability of species and harvest patterns, the mammars
and migratory birds are of value for determining the
hearth's seasonarity. The harvest of migratory birds in the
Hudson Bay Lowland is restricted to the ice-free period
between spring break-up and fall freeze-up. A11 of the
mammals represented in the hearth faunar- remains are
available to the Lowland inhabitants throughout the year,
but the most likely times of harvest - based upon
ethnographic data is generally linited to the
fall-winter-spring period. Therefore, when the total faunal
assemblage is considered as a unit, the periods of
availabirity in combination with ethnographicarly known
patterns of harvest suggest that the hearth was utilized
during the spring and/or falI periods.

The spring and fall periods were the tines of year
when all of the species represented in the hearth faunar
rernains hrere available and could have been harvested.
occupation in the winter months was unlikery since rnigratory
birds were not present and the rocation of the hearth
adjacent to the beach wourd have provided littre protection
from the winter elements. on the other hand, occupation
throughout the sunmer months could have been a possibility
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although the tirning of the harvests would have differed
according to their appropriate seasons. Nevertheless, due
to the proliferation of muskrat bone throughout the depth of
the hearth, an interpretation - subject to further
archaeological and ethnographic fierdwork - is forwarded
suggesti-ng that the hearth was associated with spring and/or
fall occupations and the area $ras revisited over time for
the purpose of exploiting seasonally appropriate resources.

Area B

Introduction

Encompassed within Area B are all 0f the remaining
ten positive test sguares (Figure 32). one test square that
was situated twenty-eight metres east of the beach yielded
bone and lithic specimens, as well as a copper awl.
Following the discovery of the awl the test square was
enlarged to a 50 cm square unit. The rnaterials recovered
frorn this smalr unit v/ere intriguing for they not only
identified the rocation of past culturar activities, but the
diversity of the remains including a unifaciatry retouched
frake, a carved and inscribed bone fragrnent, faunal remains,
and the copper aw1 signalled a site with the potentiar of
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providing greater cultural and resource data than that
furnished by the Sharnattawa Rapids site.

rn recognition of the area's potentiar an initial
grid consisting of nine one metre squares was laid
incorporating the test square. As the excavation proceeded
two more squares were added to the grid. rn total, ten one
metre squares were excavated using the rnethod empl0yed at
the Shanattawa Rapids site.

Area B produced 95 lithic specimens, one copper aw},
and 275 faunal specimens among which five items of bone and
antler exhibit evidence of rnodification. Both test square
and excavated grid specimens are discussed together in
secti-ons pertaining to their appropriate industry or
materi-a1.

Stratigraphy

The stratigraphy of Area B was rirnited to a rayering
of three strata. Lever 1 consisted of a layer of moss with
a thickness ranging between extremes of 3.5 crn and 2s.5 cm.
cultural remains from this leve1 were rirnited to one
specimen of modified bone. Berow the moss lever was a layer
of soiL with a sandy silt loarn texture. The soir was br_ack
(Munselr colour loYR 2/1) in corour with a weak structure.
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Throughout the depth of this lever, gravel was mixed with
the soil although the concentration of gravel increased
toward the revel's bottom. As we1l, the graver content was
not horizontarry uniform for the gravel concentration within
this horizon decreased toward the northern portion of the
site. The depth of the 1eve1 varied between 5.0 cm and 2o.o
cm with a general tendency toward a shalrower depth in the
site's northern region. The bulk of the si_ters curturar_
remai-ns were recovered from this lever. stratigraphic
separation between the remains within Lever- 2 was not
apparent and for reasons discussed in the chapter summary
the renains in this leve' are considered to represent a
single component. Level 3 represents a subsoil 0f gravel.
The gravel subsoil accounts for the greater concentration of
gravel in the rower regions of Level 2 which in some areas
made the distinction between levels difficurt to recognize.

Date

rnitialty, 184 Level 2 bone fragments possessing a
combined weight of L22.5 grams lrere subnitted to Teredyne
rsotopes for radiocarbon age determination. All of the bone
fragrrnents h/ere unidentifiabre and 42 .g3z of the sample was
calcined or partially carcined. unfortunately, the sampre
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only yielded approximatery L2z of the carbon necessary for
dating (Janes Buckley personal communication 1985).
subsequently, seven identifiable and uncalcined bone and
antl-er specimens weighing a cornbined r_04.65 grams were
subnitted for analysis and this second sarnple yielded a date
of 440+80 B.P. (r-Ls,389). This age determination is
considered acceptable thereby dating Lever 2 of the site to
the fifteenth and/or sixteenth centuries in the late
pre-European period.

Lithics

The washagami point site lithic assernbrage incrudes
95 chipped stone specimens which are grouped into core,
frake, and debris classes (Table 20). with the exception of
two cores excavated from a test square - arl of the rithic
specimens were recovered from level 2 0f the rnain excavated
unit (Figure 35). The test square specimens are considered
to be rerated to the main lithic assenblagel therefore, they
are i-ncluded in the lithic analysi-s as part of the same
component.

rnitial consideration is given to a discussion of the
raw naterial that conprises the rithics excavated from the
site- The discussion wirr then address each of the three
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Table 20. Lithic Collection.

Class nz
Core

Flake

Debris

Total

5 6.32

47 49.47

42 44.21

95 100.00

classes listed in Table 20.

Raw Material

sirnilar to the lithics from the shamattawa Rapids
site, the washagami point site lithic assemblage is
comprised of chert. The collection !i/as examined in total,
or in part, by the sane individuars cited in the discussion
of raw materiars pertaining to the shanattawa Rapids site.
The source of the raw material is considered to be local
chert bearing fornations; however, further research is
required before the source formation can be identified.
Nodular chert found on beaches and in river beds is a
potential sourcer' therefore, the silurian age Ekwan River
Formation (Sanford et al. 1968:25) deserves geo_
archaeological consideration.
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Figure 35. Level 2, Artifact Distribution.
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Core Class

rn the washagami point site rithic assemblage, six
specirnens accounting f or 6.32eo of the total collectj.on
(Table 2o) are crassified as cores (Figure 36). The core
crass is subdivided into unnodified nodular chert cores
(n=3, 50.00?) and nodurar chert cores that appear to have
been utilized as pidces esquill6es (n:3, 50.OO?). With
respect to the first subclass, two specirnens are comprised
of conposite partsp however, for this analysis they are
considered in their unified condition. rn the latter
subclass, two specimens are thought to be sections of split
cores and both flake-like sections possess piEce esqui116e
characteri-stics. The remaining specimen in this subcrass
appears to be a sma1l core that was arso utirized as a piEce
esqui116e. As a result of this function, however, the core
sprit i-nto two sections and one of the two sections was
subseguently retouched. For the current discussion this
specirnen wilr be considered in its unified condition and
attributes pertaining to the specirnen's retouched nargin
will be discussed separately.

Two cores exhibit evidence of therrnar arteration:
one core exhibits heat fracture attributes and the other
core displays attributes pertaining to both heat fracture
and crazing. Each thermar characteristic covers L-242 of
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A 984.246.55 Core
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the specimenrs surface.

Cortex is lacking on two specirnens (33.33?) and
present on four specimens (66.672). Cortex coverages
include L-242 (n:2, 50.OO?) , 50_742 (n=1 , 25.00?), and
75-992 (n=1, 25.00?).

With respect to categoFy, four cores (66.672) are
multi-platformr' one core is single platform (ir6.672); and
one core i-s indeterrninate (..6.67e") due to the excessive
amount of crushing caused by the specimenrs use as a piEce
esquilJ-ee. on the five cores exhibiting platform remnants,
both cortex (n=2, 40.OO?) and secondary (n=3, 60.OO?)
platform varieties are represented. Two specimens (33.33?)
exhibit two flake scars and the remai.ning four specimens
(66.672) display three or more flake scars. Flake scar
terminations incrude hinge (n=1, \6.672), hinge and feather
(n=3, 50.00?), and indeterninate (fr=2, 33.33A) termination
types.

Measurernents pertaining to core length, width,
thickness, and weight are summarized in Table 21. F,igures
37 to 39 display length, width, and thickness frequenci.es.

The three specirnens that appear to have been utilized
as pi€ces esquill6es retain evidence of both irnpact edges
(for discussion of possible uses refer to the pi€ces
esquillEes section for the Shanattawa Rapids site). The
axes of inpact are represented by specimens with vertical



Table 2t. Core: Length, Width,
2LI

Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length widrh Thickness Weight
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Figure 38.

Cores: Width.

Figure 39.

Cores: Thickness.
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(n:1, 33.33?) and both vertical and horizontal (n:2, 66.672)
impact orientations. The vertical axis of impact is
represented by ridge-area/ridge (n=1, 33. 3 32), ridge-ridge
(n:1 , 33 '33t), and area-ridge (n:1, 33.33g) rnargin types.
The margin type for the horizontally oriented axis of impact
are ridge-ridge (n=1, 50.00?) and area-ridge (n=1, 50.oo*).
Among the ten edges present, five edges (5o.oo?) exhibit
both ventral and dorsal face damage and one edge also
displays damage on its area surface. Five edges (5o.oo?)
are unifacially rnodified, but the ventrar face displays a
greater frequency of damage (n=4, 4o.oo?) over the dorsal
face (n=1, 10.00?). with respect to the verticar axis of
inpact, the prirnary edges (bit edge) on two specirnens
(66'672) are thought to be the distal rnargi-ns whire the
prirnary edge on one specimen is considered to be the
proxirnal margin. For the two specimens showing hori-zontar-
impact orientations their reft rateral margins are thought
to be the prirnary edges.

one edge of a sprit core section is unifacialry
retouched on the specirnenrs dorsar face. The retouched edge
is concave in configuration and involves the proxinal
section of the specirnen's left laterar edge. The retouch
flake scars all display feather terninations. proxirnar edge
damage is rnoderate in intensity and damage is characterized
by compound and hinge fractures. Rounding on this retouched
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edge is slight.

The retouched edge angle equals 65 degrees. The
relativeLy high edge angle combined with unifacial retouch
suggests that this edge was likely intended for scraping or
transverse manipulation. The maximum and minimum retouch
scar lengths equal 1-7 mm and 0.9 nm respectively. The
retouched edge length equals 9.1 mrn and the height of the
edge equals 1.2 mm.

Flake Class

Thermal Alteration

with reference to the total lithic assembrage, 28
(29'472) of the 95 specimens exhibit characteristics
representative of heat exposure. within the flake class,
seven (L4-89e") of the 47 specimens display therrnar
characteristics. Thernar- alteration types include
attributes characteristic of heat fracture (n:4, 36.3 62),
crazing (n=6, 54.552), and lustre (n=1, 9.ogz). Two of the
four examples in the heat fracture category pertain to scars
left by the rernoval of potlid spa11s.

The 10w frequency of thernally artered flakes
suggests that the use of heat for the purpose of altering
the flaking parameters of the raw material was not a sarient
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practice at the washagami point site. This view is
supported by the occurrences of heat fracture and crazing
characteristics on the ventral faces of frakes suggesting
that the specirnens were subjected to heat after they were
removed from their parent materials.

one flake, which exhibits noticeable lustre, mdy
represent a possible exception. The flake displays
unifaciar retouch and the ventral surface of the flake and
the dorsar retouch scars all exhibit vitreous surfaces with
a "waxytt appearance. The unfraked dorsar surface of the
fLake is without comparable lustre. surfaces fraked before
and after exposure to heat will disptay a noticeable
contrast in lustre: the surface created after heating will
exhibit a much more vitreous appearance in conparison (purdy
L974:44; Rick L97Bz57). As such, the parent rnateriar of
this specimen rnay have been exposed to heat prior to the
frakets removar and subsequent retouching. A deternination
pertaining to this specimenrs intentionar or unintentional
exposure to heat, however, is not possible in the absence of
additionar specinens with simirar characteristics. Arthough
sone of the specirnens excavated from the washagami point
site $/ere exposed to heat the circumstances of the exposure
rernains a question.
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Flake Subclasses

The flake crass is divided into the following four
subclasses: unmodified flakes, utilized frakes, unifacial
retouched flake tools, and piEces esquirl6es. A totar of 47
specimens cornprise the frake cLass and, in contrast to the
shamattawa Rapids site frake corlection, onry one frake
(2'L3e") exhibits more than one of the above subclass
characteristics. Table 22 lists individual and combined
subclass frequencies.

Table 22. Flake Subclass Frequencies.

Subclass
n

Unrnodif ied

Utilized

Unifacial Retouched

PiEces Esquilt6es
Unj-facial Retouched;

Total
Pi€ce Esqui116e

38

3

2

3

l_

47

80.85

6.38

4.26

6.38

2.13

r_00.00
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Flake Morphology

rn addition to subcrass, the flakes are crassified
according to condition, or physical compJ-eteness. The
medial-horizontar category occurs with the highest frequency
(25.532) followed by the comprete (Ls.Lsz), distal (r.9.r.5g),
and lateral (19.15?) categories. The proximal (L4.8gz) and
rnedial-vertical (2-L3z) categories occur least often.

The method of lithic reduction is considered to have
included both percussion and pressure techniques. rn view
of the argument (patterson 1983:300) that flakes greater
than 18-0 nm sguare are like1y the products of percussion
flaking, the length and width values (Table 23i Figures 40,
41) indicate a size range appropriate to both techniques of
reduction. rn other words, si.nce the frake assembragre

incLudes flakes that are both greater and less than 1B.o nn
square it is appropriate to consider the use of percussion
and pressure flaking as possible reduction techniques within
this assernblaqe.

rn totar, ten specimens (2r.282) are greater than
l-8.0 nm square whire 23 (4g.g4z) of the flakes are less.
The mean length of the latter group equars 11.65 mrn with a
range of 5.9 nm to t7.g nm. However, only a small
percentage (n=4, L7.3gz) of the flakes in this group are
considered to be cornplete. rive flakes (2L.742) are



Table 23. Flake: Length, Width,
2L8

Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length width Thickness Weight

n

x

rned

r
S

v

sk

47

L7.26

16. 3

5.9-37 .3

8.45

48.96

0.34

47

15.49

14.3

4.1-33. t

7 .66

49 .45

o .47

47

4. 18

3.3

L. O-t4 .2

2 .82

67 .46

o.94

47

1.54

o.6

0. 0-10. 1

2.L5

1 39.61

1.31_

Figure 40. Flake Lengths.
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Figure 41. Flake Widths.

categorized as distal and eight flakes (34.782) are
considered to be medial-horizontal. The mean width var_ue
for this group equals g .g5 rnrn with a range of 4.1 rnm to
l-7'9mm. rn terms of conpleteness, only six (26.o92) of the
flakes possess intact laterar edges whire the edges on 17
flakes (73.9L2) are fractured.

seven specirnens (L4.'ge") have lengths greater than
1-8.0 rnm and widths less than or equar to 1g. o nm. The mean
width value equals 13.05 mm and the range is g.9 mm to t_6.8
nm. However, with the exception of one specimen (L4.2gz)
all of the edges on these flakes are fractured (n=5 , 7L.432)
or retouched (n=L, !4.292) - As such, the widths on g5.722
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of these flakes are considered to be incomplete.

seven specimens have lengths less than or equar to
18'0 mm and widths greater than r-8.0 mm. The rnean length
equals 13'95 mm and the range is 8.5 mm to r_7.g mm. onry
the lengths of two flakes (28.572) are considered to be
complete' with respect to ventral face attributes
consideration is gi-ven to the eraillure frake, bulb of
force, and ribs. The presence or absence of erailrure
flakes as criteria for deternining reduction techniques has
been criticized by cotterell and Kamminga (Lg7g:110) ;
however, it is noted that of the seven flakes with eraillure
flakes present only one flake is r-ess than r-8.o nm square.
As such, with one exception this finding is consistent with
the view that eraillure flakes are products of percussion
flaking (patterson 1983:300) .

Greater significance is given to bulbs of force and
ribs since flakes produced by pressure do not generarly
display salient bulbs or proninent ribs (patterson
l-983:300) ' Thus, pressure flakes are expected to be ress
than or equal to 1g.0 mm square and possess diffuse or
undetectable bulbs of force and moderatery distinct or
indistinct ribs. rn the washagarni point site assernblage, r.3
(40'63?) of the 32 frakes with discernible bulb and rib
conditions possess these attributes. of these, four flakes
(3o-772) are considered to be complete. The remaining nine



22tflakes (69 -232) have fractured edges and/or incomplete
lengths.

rn view of the above datar dD identification
pertaining to the techniques of reduction is made difficultby the incornplete nature of many of the flakes. However,the cornbination of flake size with bulb of force and ribcharacteristics at least support the presence of pressureflakes within the assemblage. Although definite numbers andpercentages for each reduction technigue are difficur_t todetermine both percussion and pressure flakes are consideredto be present.

The flakes are divided into early or late stages ofreduction on the basis of flake width, cortex on the dorsalface, and the number of dorsal flake scars. Late stagereduction flakes have widths less than 10.0 mm and displayno cortex on their dorsal faces. Additionally, fLakes
produced in the late stage of reduction display three ornore dorsal flake scars. Early stagre reduction flakesr o'the other hand, include flakes with widths greater than orequal to 10.0 mm, dorsal face cortex, and/or less than threedorsal flake scars. This group also 

'ncludes 
those flakeswith widths ress than 10.o nrn but possess cortex and/ordorsal fr-ake scars characteristic of the early stage ofreduction.

widths for the washagami point site flakes range
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between 4.1 rnm and 33.L nn (Table 23). Fourteen flakes
(29 '79e") possess widths less than or equal to 10. o mm while
the rernaining 33 frakes (7o.2tz) have widths greater than
10'o nm' within the total assemblage, 22 (46.81?) of the
fl-akes display dorsal cortex. Three (L3.642) of these
flakes have completely cortical dorsal faces; thus, they are
referred to as ilcortex flakes.r, rernaining nineteen
flakes (86.36?) are rrsecondarv 

"t]f"* flakesf, in that their
dorsal faces are not completely cortex covered.. Eleven
(57.892) of the secondary cortex frakes possess cortex
coveringr over 50? of the dorsar- surfaces and in cook,s
(7976225) terminol0gy they are referred to as ,rdecortication
flakes'' with respect to dorsal flake scar counts, !6
flakes (34.o42) display three or more frake scars while the
remaining 31 fr-akes (65.96?) have ress than three, or an
indeterrninate number of scars. when the above data is
applied to the reduction stage conditions the early
reduction stage is represented by 41 f larces (82.232,) and the
late reduction stage is represented by six flakes (L2.772).
A11 of the latter six flakes possess three or more dorsal
flake scarsr Do dorsar- cortex, and widths less r_o.o nm.

The flake assemblage recovered frorn the washagani
Point site includes flakes produced by both percussion and
pressure techniques. As well, the early and late stages of
reduction are represented. The presence of dorsar face
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cortex on many of the flakes implies core reduction and the
varied dorsal flake scar patterns suggest both random and
uniform flake removal. A certain amount of platform
preparati-on is also indicated by the presence of abrasion,
faceting, and trimning characteristics on the dorsal edges
of platforms. rn sum, flake attributes and frequencies
within this assemblage suggest that activities rerated to
core reduction, initial tool trirnrning, and the refinement of
tool edges l/ere performed at the site.

Unnodified Flakes

unnodified flakes account for 80.85? (n=38) of the
washagarni point site flake assemblage (Tab'e 22).
unmodified flake totals according to category include four
proximal (r-0.53?) 

' eight distar (2L.o5z) , nine laterar
(23'682), nine mediar-horizontal (23.682), and eight
conplete (21.05t). Ten flakes (26.322) are considered to
possess intact lateral edges while lateral edges on 28
flakes (73.682) are fractured.

Measurements pertaining to length, width, thickness,
and weight are sunmarized in Table 24. Figures 42 and 43
display length and width freguencies.
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Unmodified Flakes:
Table 24.

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length width Thi-ckness Weight

n

x

med

r

38

L5.49

L5 .25

5.9-31.1

6.94

44 .80

0. 10

38

14. 61

11_. 65

4.1-33.l_

8. 09

55.37

l_. Lo

38

3.81

3.0

L . O-1,4 .2

2.73

71-. 65

0.89

38

L.23

0.45

0. 0-10. l_

1. 9l_

155.28

1.23

S

v

sk

Figure 42. Unrnodified Flakes: Length.
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Figure 43. Unrnodified Flakes: widrh.
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Utilized Flakes

rn the washagani point flake assemblage, three flakes,
accounting for 6.389 of the frake crass (Table 22), have
edges exhibiting microscars thought to have been produced
through utilization (Figure 44). utilized flake totars
according to category include one proxirnar (33.33?) and two
nedial-horizontaL (66.67e.). The edges on aIl three flakes
have been fractured.

Length, width, thickness, and weight values are
summarized in Table 25. Figures 45 and 46 display length
and width frequencies.
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Figure 44.

Retouched and Utilized Flakes.

A 984.246.L Retouched Flake
B 984.246.2 Retouched Flake
C 984.246.3 Retouched Flake
D 984 .24G.4 .L Retouched Core Fragrment

E 984.246.8 Utilized Flake
F 984.24G.9 Utilized Flake
G 984.246.LO Utilized F1ake

Letter Face Modified Edge Edge Type

A Dorsal Left (distal end) Unifacial
(dorsal face)

B Dorsal Left Unifacial
(dorsal face)

C Dorsal Distal (Ieft side) Unifacial
(dorsal face)

D Dorsal Left (proximal end) Unifacial
(dorsal face)

E Dorsal Left (distal end; right Unifacialside in photograph) (dorsal face)

F Dorsal Right
c Dorsal Distal

Bifacial

Unifacial
(dorsal face)
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Utilized Flakes:

Table 25.

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length widrh Thickness Weight

n

x

med

r
S

v

sk

3

23 .27

20 .5

L2.O-37 .3

t2 .87

55. 31

o. 65

3

L7.T

L4.3

13 .6-23 .4

5 .47

3l_. 99

1. 54

3

4.6

4.L

3 . O-6.7

l_.9

41.30

o.79

3

L. 93

0.5

o.4-4.9

2 .57

1-33. t_6

L.57

Figure 45. Utilized Flakes: Length.
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Figure 46. Utilized Flakes: widrh.

fn total, four edges exhibit microscarring
characteristics consistent with patterns of utilization
wear' Two flakes (66.672) each display one rnodified edge
and one flake (33.338) exhibits two rnodified edges. Three
(75.004) of the edges are unifacialry scarred suggesting the
edges were manipulated in a manner transverse to the worked
naterial. The renaining one edge (25.00?) exhibits bifaciar.
scarring suggesting production through rongitudinar edge
manipulation.

pronounced scar intensity is a characteristic of the
three unifacially scarred edges. A11 three edges dispray
dorsal face rnodification and they invorve the nedial (D=1,

llillt (.r)
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33'338) and distal (n=1, 33.334) sections of one flake,s
left lateral edge and the totar span of another flakers
distal edge (33.3 3z) . The configurations of two edges are
concave (66.672) while the remaining edge configuration is
convex (33.33?) .

A11 three edges display continuous scar spacing and
the feather type of scar ternination predominates: two
edges (66-672) display only feather terminated scars while
one edge (33.339) possesses both feather and hinge
terrnination types. Evidence of rounding is present on alr
edges and distinct (n=1, 33.33g), slight (n=1, 33 .332), and
slight-distinct (n=1, 33.33?) categories are represented.

Spine-plane an'les, scar lengths, and edge lengths
pertaining to unifacialry fraked edges are summarized in
Table 26. Figures 47 and 48 display spine-plane angle and
scar length frequencies.

The one bifacialry scarred edge arso exhibits
pronounced scar intensity. The edgers configuration is
rectilinear and the utilization scars appear along the total
length of the flake's right laterar section. The edge on
both the dorsal and ventrar faces display discontinuous_
light scar spacing characterized by crustered and isorated
f l-akes. The ventrar. face edge exhibits hinge and feather
scar terminations while the dorsal edge displays feather,
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Table 26. Unifacial

Spine-plane Angle, Scar

Utilized F1akes:

Length, Edge Length.

Statistic Spine-plane Angle Scar Length Edge Length

n

x

med

r
S

v

sk

3

37.33

39

34-39

2 .89

7.74

-r..73

3

o.7

o.7

o. 5-0. 9

o.2

28 .57

0.00

3

6.4

4.2

3 . 7-l_1.3

4 .25

66.41

l_. 55

Figure 47.

Unifacial Utilized Flakes: Spine_plane Angle.
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Figure 48.

Unifacial Utilized Flakes: scar Length.

,t',,
L.rlt t (rrl

hinge, and step scar terninations. Rounding on this edge is
categorized as slight. The spine-p1ane angle for this edge
eguals 53 degrees; the scar length is 0.8 mm; and the
utilized edge has a length of 34.2 nm.

The smarr representation of utilized flakes recovered
from the washagani point site indicate that the use of
unretouched flake edges was not a promi_nent activity at the
site' However, the three frakes that display apparent
utilization at reast suggest limited use of such edges in
scraping and sawing types of edge rnanipulations. The
domination of feather and hinge scar terninations indicate
that the edges were rikery used against soft and mediurn
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materials.

rn addition to flakes with utilized edges, two fr-akes
possess edges with microflake scarring identified as
prehension wear. Three separate bifacially flaked edges are
involved- Two of the edges display alternate scar spacing
while the renaining one edge has both opposite and arternate
forms of scarring. Feather terninated scars predorninate;
however, a1r but one face edge includes hinge terminated
scars as well- Two of the areas identified as prehension
damage occur on one flake in alignrnent with a retouched
edge' The other area of prehension occurs opposite a
utilized edge. Rerated to the form of prehension darnage
addressed above, the proxirnal section of one utirized flake
has been fractured or snapped. The fracture of the frake
may have been caused by grip tension while pressure was
being exerted against the distal edge.

Retouched F1akes

rn the washagami point site flake assemblage, three
flakes accounting for 6.38? of the flake class (Table 22),
exhibit edges that have been intentionally rnodified (Figure
44')' one (33.33?) of the retouched flakes ar.so possesses
pi€ce esquill6e characteristics. Retouched flake totars
according to category include one medial-vertical (33.3 3&),
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one medial-horizontal (33.3321, and one conplete (33.33?).
one flake (33.33?) is considered to possess intact raterar
edges whire the edges on two flakes (66.672) are retouched.

Length, width, thickness, and weight values are
summarized in Table 27. Figures 49 and 50 dispray rength
and width frequencies.

Retouched Flakes:

Tab1e 27.

Length, Width, Thickness, weight.

Statistic Length width Thickness Weight

n

x

rned

r
S

v

sk

3

23.73

l_9. 1

t7.t-35.0

9.8L

4L.34

L.42

3

20.L3

2L.8

L5.4-23 .2

4 .16

20.67

-1.20

3

5.27

5.3

3.1-6.4

L. 88

35.67

-1. 64

3

2 .53

3.2

l_. 0-3.4

l_.33

52.57

-1. 51

rn total, there are six discrete edge margins with
retouched modification. Two frakes (66.672) exhibit one
retouched edge each while the renaining one frake (33.33g)
displays four retouched edges. with respect to the ratter
frake (Figure 44 A) only one of the four retouched margins
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Figure 49. Retouched Flakes: Length.

Figure 50. Retouched Flakes: Width.
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is considered to have been fraked for the purpose of raw
material manipuration. The three remaining, retouched areas
are thought to have been rnodified for other purposes, such
as handling cornfort or to facilitate the attachrnent of a
haft.

Table zg summarizes edge angle, scar length, edge
height, and edge length varues. Figures 51 and 52 dispray
edge angle and scar rength frequencies. Attributes
pertaining to alr of the unifacially retouched edges are
Iisted in Appendix J.

Table 28. Unifacial Retouched Flakes:
Edge Angle, Scar Length, Edge Height, Edge Length.

Statistic Edge Angle Scar Length
Max Min

Edge
Height Length

n

x

ned

r
S

v

sk

3

72.67

75

53-90

18.61

25.6t

-0.38

3

3 .47

2.7

I.7-6.O

2.25

64.84

1. 03

3

1.23

1.1

0.8-L. 8

0.51

4L.46

o.76

3

3.27

2.5

1. 4-5. 9

2.35

7L.87

0. 98

3

L4.73

16. O

3.9-24.3

LO.26

59.55

-o.37

A1l three edges are unifacially retouched on the
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Figure 51.

Unifacial Retouched F1akes: Edge Angle.
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Figure 52.
Unifacial Retouched Flakes: Scar Length.
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flakes' dorsal surfaces. with respect to individually
retouched edge positions, two flakes are modified on their
reft lateral edges and invorve the totat edge of one and the
nediar and distal sections of the other. on the remaining

flake the retouched edge appears on the rnedial and left
sections of the flake's distal end. The configuration of
two edges (66.672) are rectilinear and the configuration of
the remaining one (33.33e) is convex.

on all of the retouched edges the retouch scars are

dominated by feather terminations. However, al1 three edges

arso possess hinge terminated scars. proximar edge damage

is represented by pronounced (n=2, 66.672) and moderate

(n=1, 33.332) intensities with damage characterized by

feather, hinge, and compound fractures. The three edges

dispray various degrees of rounding with both distinct (n=1,

33.334) and slight (n=2, 66.672) categories represented.

Retouched edge angres range between 53 degrees and 90

degrees with a mean varue of 72.67 degrees. The relativery
high edge angles on these unifacially retouched rnargins

suggest that they were likely utilized in scraping or

transverse types of motions. The thick, steep angred edge

(90 degrees) on one frake (Figure 44 A) nay have been used

in a pushing manner (Ranere LgTszLg'I) similar to the way in
which rnuit hafted scrapers are manipurated. The remaining

two edges with ress acute edge angles are thought to have
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been utilized j-n a pulling fashion. on the basis of edge

retouch, identifications pertaining to the types of
materiars rnanipurated are difficurt to determinel however,

food processing and the rnanipulation of skin, wood, and/or
bone are all considered to be possible activities performed

at the site.

Pidces Esquill6es

PiEces esquill6es (Figure 53) - referring to
specimens displaying damage on opposed margins account for
8.51? (n:4, Table 22) of the Washagarni point site flake
assernblage (for a discussion of possible uses refer to the
piEces esquirl6es section for the shamattawa Rapids site).
one of the flakes (25.00?) also possesses unifacial retouch
on its left lateral edge. According to flake category,
piEces esquirr6es include two proxinal (5o.oo?), one mediar-
horizontar (25.00*), and one distar (25.oot). None of the
frakes possess intact rateral edges: the rateral edges are
fractured (n=3, 75.OOZ) or retouched (n=1, 25.00?).

Length, width, thickness, and weight values are

summarized in Table 29. Figures s4 and 55 display length
and width frequencies.

In terns of piEce esquillEe categories, two fLakes

(50.004) retain evidence of both irnpact edges, whereas the
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Figure 53. piEces Esquill6es

A 984. 246.2 PiEce Esquill6e, F1ake

B 984.246.4.t.2 piEce Esquil16e, Core

c 984.246.5

D 984 .246.6

E 984.246.7

PiEce Esqui1l6e, Core

PiEce Esquill6e, Core

PiEce Esquill6e, Flake

Letter Face Axis of Crushing

A Ventral Vertical
B Dorsa1 Vertical
C Dorsal Vertical and Horizontal
D Ventral Vertical and Horizontal
E Dorsal Vertical
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Table 29. piEces Esqui1l6es:

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Statistic Length width Thickness Weight

n

x

med

r
s

v

sk

4

29. 08

33.3

L2.5-37.2

L7.29

38.82

-L.1,2

4

19.08

1,8.8

L5 . 4-23 .3

3.24

16.98

o.26

4

7 .38

6.15

5. 1_-12. 1

3.20

43.36

1. 1_5

4

3.93

3.05

0. 9-8. 7

3.35

85.24

o.79

Figure 54. PiEces Esquill6es: Length.
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Figure 55. PiEces Esquill6es: Width.
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remaining two flakes (5o.oo?) each have one of their inpact
edges missing. The axes of impact are represented by

vertical (n:3, 75.OOZ) and horizontal (n=1, 25.OOt)

orientations. The verticar axis of impact is represented by

ridge-ridge (n=1, 33.33t), area-ridge (n=1, 33.332), and

area-indeterminate (n=1, 33.33t) rnargin types. The margin
type for the horizontally oriented axis of inpact is
area-indeterrninate. Among the six edges present, four edges

(66.672) exhibit both ventrar and dorsal face damage while
damage on two edges (33.33t) is limited to the ventral face.
on the three fLakes with vertical inpact orientations the
distal margin is considered to have been the bitr or primary

tlittl (rr)
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edge. The bit edge for the specimen displaying a horizontal
axis of impact is thought to have been the left rateral
edge.

Debris Class

rn the washagami point site lithic assemblage, 42

specimens accounting for 44.z]^z of the total correction are
crassified as debris (Tabre 20). These are grouped into
four subclasses: unutilized chips (n=L5 , 37.7Leo) ,

unutilized chunks (n:9, 2L.43e.), potlid spalls (n:7,
L6.672) ' and explosion sparls (n=11-, 26.19?). The subclass
totals indicate that 42.862 of the debris class are
specimens fractured from their parent materiars as a resuLt
of exposure to heat (potlid spalls; explosion sparrs). The
renaining 58.L4z of the debris class is composed of chert
chunks and chips. rn addition to potlid and explosion
spalls ' crazing covers L-242 of the surface of one

unutilized chunk. cortex is present on 20 speciruens
(46.512) and lacking on 23 specimens (S3.4gZ).

Measurements including tength, width, thickness, and
weight varues for each subclass are sunmarized in Table 30.
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Tab1e 30. Debris:
Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

SubcLass N Length widrh Thickness Weight

chip

Chunk

Potlid
Spa1l

Explosion
Spall

9 .6-22.8

15.41

LL.4-2L.9

L7 .46

7 .3-]-3.6

l-0. 8

8.5-33.3

23.47

4.7-20.7

11. 15

5 .2-L9 .2

11_. 94

6.t-12.6

8.43

7 . O-]-9 .7

L4.7

1_. 1-8. 6

4. l_3

3.5-L2.7

8.L

1.5-5. 9

2 .89

l_. 8-9 . 9

6.66

0. 1-3.5

o.97

o.3-5.8

2. L8

o. 1-0.8

o.3l-

0. 1-5.2

2.27

(r)

(x)

(r)

(t)
(r)

(x)

(r)

(x)

15

t1

Discussion of Lithic Assernblage

The rithic assembrage is largely cornprised of
unnodified flakes and debris with a lesser presence of cores
and toors. Earry stage (82.232) and late stage reduction
(12.772) are represented, but the largest percentage of the
flakes pertain to the early stage. rn combination with the
presence of cores these percentages suggest that the earry
stage of core and toor reduction was a major activity at the
site.

The horizontar distribution of the lithics (Figure
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35) shows a relatively tight concentration in the central
portion of the excavated unit with a right scattering in the
fringe areas. particular attention is directed toward a
lithic cluster located in sub-squares c and D of square Nlw1
(Figure 35 inset). The cluster presents a roughly T-shaped
distribution of flakes and debris. This pattern is thought
to have been formed by specimens falling between and in
front of a knapper's legs while the individual was working
in a kneeling position. A simirar interpretation is
forwarded by stevenson (r-986 249-s2) for a kindred type of
pattern at the peace point site in Alberta. only one ftake
in this cluster is considered to possess r-ate stage
reduction characteristics. The remaining fr-akes possess
attributes of early stage reduction. The refitted specimen
that is associated with the cruster is a relatively rarge
decortication flake. A snalr flake representing a portion
of the larger frake's right rateral edge was deposited
within the central area of the cluster while the rarger
flake was discarded to the side. rn the context of this
specific cluster the refitted specirnen may represent initial
flake reduction and its subsequent abandonrnent. The pattern
of the cluster and the nature of the lithics suggest an
interpretation that rerates the rithic rernains to a discrete
activity oriented toward early stage core and toor reduction
by a single individual.
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rn addition to unmodified flakes, cores, and debris

the lithic assemblage is comprised of utirized flakes,
unifacial retouched flakes, and piEces esquill6es. As a

whore, therefore, the lithic remains bear witness to a

variety of tasks performed at the site that include lithic
reduction, as wel1 as food, hide, wood and/or bone
processing activities.

Native Copper

A copper awl (Figure 56 D) inferring hide-working
rerated tasks - was recovered from Lever 2 in square N3w2

(Figure 35). rn outline the specimen has an elongated form
with a sharp, pointed distat end and a brunt, square-shaped
proximal end. rn cross-section the awl is quadrilateral and
it fits into the bar category discussed by Frankrin et aI.
(198L.24-26). The maximum length of the awr measures r_1g

nm. rts maxirnum width and maximum thickness equar 5.9 rnm

and 3.6 mrn respectively.
Metallurgical analysis undertaken to deterrnine the

nature of the awl's parent material - native copper or
smelted copper - was performed by Dr. M.L. Waynan (1985;
l-987). opticar microscopy was conducted in the Departnent
of Metallurgy and Materiar.s science, university of Toront,o,
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Figure 56.

Native Copper and Modified Bone.

A 984.246.96 Bone Fragment, fncised
B 984.24G.98 Bone point, Unilateral_ly Barbed
c 984.246.84 snow Goose ulna, circumferentially cut
D 984.246.97 AwI, Native Copper



E
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and neutron activation anarysi-s was carried out at the
university of Arberta slowpoK' Reactor Facirity.

The analysis of the awrrs microstructure and
elemental composition required the preparation of a

metallographic section from the specimen. For this purpose,
an 8 mm section was removed frorn the awrrs proxirnal end.
optical microscopy of the section showed the microstructure
of the awr to have large grain size and few non-metarlic
inclusions which are qualities diagnostic of native copper
(Wayman et aI. 1984:6). fn contrast, smelted copper
displays finer grain size and a higher density of
non-rnetallic inclusions (Wayman et al. 1984:6).

The erernents are measured in parts per mitlion (pprn)
by weight with + 1 standard deviation (Tabre 31). chromium,
nickel, serenium, and gold were not detected in the anarysis
which is connensurate with the eremental composition of
native copper (wayman et al. r.g84:g-g). Therefore, the
elemental cornposition of the awr (chromium, nicker,
selenium, and gold below the detection leve1) and the awlrs
microstructure (large grain size and 1ow density of
non-metalric incrusions) identify the raw rnaterial as native
copper.

optical microscopy of the awlrs section revealed the
presence of tvoidsr of which the larger examples appear to
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Table 3L. Copper Aw1: Elenental Composition.

Elernent
Ppn

Arsenic

fron

Cobalt

Scandium

Antimony

Silver
Zinc

Tin

Mercury

5.52 + o.77

L79 + 68

6.9 I 0.5

o.o44 + 0.004

0.43 + 0.L2

88.8 + 1_. 1

109+5

42+L2
4. t_3 t 0.25

represent forging r-aminations. These laminations are
interpreted by wayrnan (1985:1) as representative of the
folding technique of manufacture. This technique involves
hammering a piece of unmodified native copper into a sheet
and then by either annealing between cordwork or by hot
forging, the copper sheet is harnmered and forded into the
desired shape (Franklin et a1. 198r. 124-26). The exact
process by which the awl was forded is not knovrn, but it is
significant that the awr is currentry in an anneared state.
rn other words, the awr has been heated to above 300 degrees
centigrade, but it has not undergone the hardening process
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through hammering (Franklin et al. 198r-:26). For use as a
tool, it is thought that the annealed or soft condition of
the awl would not have been desirable; therefore, its
current anneared state suggests that the awl was in the
process of being shaped or modified prior to abandonment, or
it was accidentarly subjected to fire. Accidental annearing
is possible through exposure t,o fire by neans of rocalized
burning, such as a dwelling, or through the more generalized
sweep of a forest fire.

rn the Hudson Bay Lowrand only one other sampre of
native copper has been found to date. Although the specimen
has not been subjected to rnetallurgicar analysis, a copper
band bent into the shape of a ring - identified as native
copper by Jean-Luc pil0n (1987:L32,28L') - was recovered
frorn a late pre-European occupation at the Kakago site on
the Severn River.

The source areas of native copper are removed from
the Hudson Bay Lowrand indicating that access to the raw
material, blanks, and/or finished artifacts was through long
distance traver or trade networks. The rnajor source areas
for nati-ve copper are restricted to the centrar Arctic and
to the Lake superior regions. rn the Arctic region native
copper is found in the Bathurst rnlet, Melvilre sound,
victoria rsland, and coppernine River areas (Franklin et al.
1981:4-5). sources of native copper in the Lake superior
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region are found on rsle Royal and along the southern shore
of Lake superior on the Keweenaw peninsula (Vastokas L97o.
23-26). rt was initiarly hoped that insight into the nature
of contact between the LowLand and other areas would be
provided through the identification of the awlrs raw
material source. However, although it is thought that
different copper deposits will display rrdiagnostic patterns
of elemental concentrationsr, the relationship between
deposits remains uncertain (Franklin et a1. 1981:13-1_4). rn
support of this vi-ew, wayman (1995:3; 798722) states that
data banks of deposit cornpositions are not currently
availabre to predict the geographical origin of copper.

rn the vicinity of the Lake superior copper deposits,
shield Archaic populations utilized the resource as a raw
materiar (Dawson 1983:58). This metal-working tradition
continued into the rnitial woodland period and Dawson (1983:
73-75) suggests that the occurrence of copper on sites in
the more northern parts of ontario indicates contact with
the Lake superior populations. copper was traded into
southern ontario during the woodland period and, as

documented in the accounts of Jacques cartier (Trigger
1985b:104-105) , by the earry sixteenth century copper was

traded frorn Lake superior east to the st. Lawrence varrey.
on the basis of this movenent of copper out of the Lake
superior region it, is tenpting to associate the washagami
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Point site awr to this source and, thus, to trad.ing or
contact relationships oriented to the west and south. with
reference to the severn River specimen, pilon (19g7:1g7)

suggests such a relationship.
contacts to the north, however, are arso worthy of

eonsideration. Franklin et ar. (1981:1-3) document an

extensive movement of copper radiating out of the centrar
Arctic source area. rn the early historic period, through
their Native contacts, Hudson's Bay conpany men on the
western shores of Hudson Bay $rere familiar with northern
derived native copper. rn L7L6 James Knight (1_9G5:62)

brought the native metal to the attention of the London

Committee:

-I !.y" sent you horne a few bits of copper Ihad from the northward; it was never run butnaturally virgin copper, which I understand bythe Indian's that the northern country
produces a great deal of.

Half a century later, samuer Hearne (195g:113) indicates
that among the chipe$/yan - or northern rndians as they were

called at the tirne - working with native copper was a

traditional skill:

Before Churchill River was settled by the
Hudsonts Bay ConpaDy, which was not more thanfifty, y-ears previous to this journey beingundertaken, the Northern Indians had no oiher
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metal but copper among thernr.... This beingthe case, numbers of them from all quarteri
used every Summer to resort to these hills
[Coppernine River] in search of copperi of
which they made hatchets, ice-chisslfs,
bayonets, knives, aw1s, arrowheads, &c.

since it seems 1ike1y that Natives bordering the northwest
shores of Hudson Bay - in at reast the late pre-European

period - knew native copper technology and had native copper

toors, such finished items and/or technology could have been

made available to southern neighbours through either
friendly or hostile relations.

Both the Lake superior and Arctic deposits of copper

remain possible sources of the awlrs parent materiar. Major

rivers flowing through the Lowland provided easy

transportation routes along which copper courd have been

carried from the Lake superior region (for discussions of
northeastern ontario trade routes connecting Lake superior,
Lake Huron, and the ottawa River with James Bay see Herrick
L967:19-31; Noble I982a:37-38; pollock L}TS:19). On the
other hand, copper frorn the Arctic could have been acquired
through rerations with northern groups. For instance,
it is known that the cree $rere in contact with the chipe$/yan

for during the late sixteenth century European traders at
York Factory met chipewyan women and chiLdren who were

captives of the Cree (Snith 1 981 2273) .
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rn addition to the uncertainty of the awl's source,

the nature of the awUs movenent is not clear. The rack of
native copper blanks or raw material so far recovered from
Lowrand sites supports the notion that the awl was shaped
elsewhere and entered into the washagami point site tool kit
as a finished product. However, knowredge of native copper
technology and thus local manufacture may be supported by
the aw1/s annealed condition.

Modified Bone and Antler

The Area B correction of worked bone and antrer is
comprised of five specimens. Three of the worked specimens
were recovered frorn the excavated unit, whereas two were
found in test squares. Table 32 lists the worked bone and
antrer classes, €rS well as the raw rnateriars.

Unilaterally Barbed point

one specimen (Figure 56 B) is identified as the
distal secti-on of a unilaterarly barbed point. The point is
fashioned from a longitudinally split marnmar bone; the
point's dorsaL face is the boners exterior surface and the
ventral face displays the boners sectioned marrow cavity.
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Tab1e 32. Modified Bone and Antler.

CIass Material n

Unilaterally Barbed point

fncised Bone Fragrment

Circumferentially Cut Ulna

Miscellaneous

Total

Mammal Bone

Mammal Bone

Snow Goose Ulna

Mamrnal Bone

Caribou Antler

l-

1

1

1

1

5

20.00

20. o0

20. 00

20.00

20.00

100.00

The point exhibits three barbs and three barb notches arong
the specimen's right lateral margi-n. Two barbs and notches
are positioned within the distal harf of the point and the
third barb and notch is located at the point's extreme
proxinar end- The barbs were formed by notches cut on
obrique angres oriented toward the point's tipr or distal
end. The notches were cut on both the dorsal and ventrar
faces. The barb points are rounded and excessive wear is
displayed on the extreme distar and proxirnal barbs. The tip
of the point exhibits a round shape and the ventral face of
the tip has been thinned by the renovar of a frake. The

frake scar is hinge terminated with the proxirnal end

intersecting the point's tip. Lirnited scar damage is also
apparent on the tiprs dorsar surface. rt is assumed that
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the damage represents unintentional inpact modification
caused during the pointts use.

The point was recovered from a test square situated
inrnediately northwest of the excavated unit (Figure 32).

The piece measures 40.5 nm in rnaximurn rength; 7.7 rnm in
maxirnum width; and 3.3 mn in rnaximum thickness. The point
weighs 0.85 grams.

fncised Bone Fracrment

An incised bone fragment (Figure 56 A) is the end

section of a rarger bone object. The piece displays two

elernents consisting of a tapered shaft and a knob

termination. rn total length the specirnen measures 23.0 mm:

the shaft has a maximurn length of 19.8 mm and the knob has a

maxinum rength of 4.2 nm. close to the objectrs severed end

the shaft has a width of 8.1 nn. At the base of the knob

the shaft tapers to a width of 7.3 nm. The object's
greatest width is 8.6 run measured between the lateral
margins of the knob. rn cross-section the specimen is
plano-convex with a maximum thickness of 3.5 rnm. The piece

weighs O.75 grams.

Two finely incised ziqzag lines are inscribed on the
speciments convex face running pararler to the longitudinar
axis. The two lines are restricted to the shaft erement
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beginning at approximately the junction of the knob and the
shaft. on the original cornplete object the inscribed lines
continued arong the shaft beyond the point where the object
was severed. The lines are inscribed asynmetrically on the
shaft: with the knob end oriented crosest to the observer
one line runs srightry left of centre and the adjacent rine
runs croser to the right rateral margin. The zigzag arms

exhibit concave contours so that each peak bends toward the
severed end of the shaft. with respect to dimensions, the
continuous zigzag line is formed of relativeJ_y tall peaks

(approxirnatery 1.8 mm in height) and cornparatively narrow
bases (approximately 0.9 mm in width).

The function of the object is not known and this is
compricated by the object's incornplete condition. rts smarr
sj-ze and apparent fragirity, however, indicates that it was

light-task oriented. rn the spirit of speculation, if the
severed section of the piece natched the extant section,
such an object courd have functioned as a fastener - perhaps

for clothing or a rolr-up type of bag. The prevarence of
porish especialry noticeable on the convex face suggests

that some form of friction was present during the objectrs
usable lifetime. The relevance of the incised zigzag lines
is arso unknown. rt is believed, however, that sirnirar to
Great Lakes Native design the zLgzag rines express syrnbolic
rather than purery decorative significance and may relate to
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the manifestation of spirit power (cf . philrips J.984a,

1e84b) .

This specimen was recovered from Level 2 of the
excavated unit. rt came to light in a portion of the test
square that was later partially encompassed by square N3w2

(Figure 35).

Circumferentially Cut UIna

A cut bone fragment, recovered from the excavated
unit of Level L in square N2w2, is not a formal artifact but
represents the debris left frorn artifact manufacture. The
piece is the proxinal end of a snow goose (Chen

caerulescens) right ulna and it exhibits a circumferential
cut located to assist in the separation of the articurator
end frorn the shaft (Figure 56 c). The cut encircled the
bone and when the articulator end was snapped from the shaft
the break produced a clean fracture along the ventrar face
cut, but it broke distalry of the dorsar face cut.
Therefore, the conplete cut is intact on the dorsal face.

The desired segment was the shaft of the bone which
was likely used for the manufacture of a holrow cylindrical
object. Bone of this nature could have been used for the
manufacture of such objects as sucking tubes, beads, and/or
needle cases.
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Two speci-mens of bone and antrer exhibit
nodificationl however, the significance of the modification
is not apparent. one longitudinally split mammar bone
fragment disprays a cut or sawn feature across the boners
sectioned face in a transverse orientation to the
longitudinal axis. The bone is 87.3 nm long with a weight
of 10.00 grams. This specimen was found in a test sguare
that was situated to the southeast of the excavated unit (in
Flgure 32 the test square is adjacent to disfigured tree
number 6). The second piece is a section of caribou
( ) antler that exhibits an
obliquely sawn or cut surface located at one of the antlerrs
ends. The antrer is 171.0 rnm rong with a weight of 51.30
grams. This specimen was recovered frorn the excavated unit
in Level 2 of square N2W3 (Figure 35).

Faunal Remains

The faunar colrection from Area B of the washagarni
Point site is derived frorn eight test squares and the
excavated unit of ten rnetre squares. The totar corlection
consists of 275 pieces: 54 fragments (Lg.64z) came from the
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test squares and the rernaininq 22L fragments (80.36?) were
yielded fron the larger excavated unit. since the exact
rerationship between the faunar remains from the test
squares and excavated unit cannot be deternined with a high
degree of certainty these two sources of faunar materiar
will be dj-scussed separately.

rdentifications of the bone and antrer rernains were
performed by patricia Austin and cathy yasui. one shell
specimen was identified by sheila Byers. An attempt was
made to rejoin fragrrnents and the refitted specimens are
counted as one.

Test Sguares

Among the total 54 bones excavated from the test
squares, four fragrments (7.4L2) could not be identified to
the class revel. The renaining 50 fragrments bel0ng to the
Marunalia (83.33?) and Aves (g.262) crasses. of the 50
fragrments identified to class, one is further identified to
the subfarnily level; one to the genus lever-; and two to
the species lever. Arr of these identif ied fragr.rnents belong
to the Aves crass- Table 33 details the faunal correction
by class. The colrection by test square is risted in
Appendix K.
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Class.

Class
z

Marnmalia

Aves

Unidentified to Class

Total

45

5

4

54

83.33

9.26

7 .4L

100. 00

Mammalia

Among the bones identified to class, 90.00? (n=45) of
the fragments berong to the Mammalia crass. These
specimens, however, are not sufficiently complete to all_ow
for identifications beyond the crass leve1. Twenty-nine
(64.44e") of the marnrnalian fragrnents are calcined indicating
that they have been thernarry artered. Additionarly, two of
the narnmalian fragnnents have been curturarly modified (see
discussion pertaining to Modified Bone and Antrer).

Aves

Among the avian rernains, four fragrments are
identified beyond the class }evel. The fragrments al1 belong
to the Anatidae fanily and they incrude the Anserinae
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Anatinae, and cygninae subfanili-es. Trumpeter swan (cvqnus
buccinator) - a member of the cygninae subfarniry is the
only species with a specific identification. However, the
brack duck (Anas rubripes) or malrard duck (Anas
platyrhynchos) and the canada goose (Branta canadensis) or
snow goose (chen caerulescens) are the species identified as
representing the Anatinae and Anserinae subfamilies
respectivery. None of the avian remains show evidence of
heat exposure or cultural modification. The identified
avian elements and species are risted in Appendix L.

Unidentified to Class

In total, four fragrments (7.4t2) were not
sufficiently cornprete to al1ow for identification to the
class 1evel. Of these, three (Z5.OO?) are calcined
indicating that they have been exposed to heat. None of
these unidentified fragrnents display additional forms of
modification.

Excavated Unit

The faunal colr.ection fron the nain excavated unit
hras recovered from Levels 1 and 2 and in totar. the
collection numbers 22L fragunents of bone, antrer, and shelr.
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The Level 1 sample is restricted to one bone fragnnent
recovered from sub-square c in square N2w2. The bone is
identified as the proxirnar end of a snov/ goose (chen
caerurescens) right ulna and it crearly displays curtural
modification in the forrn of a cut (see discussion pertaining
to Modified Bone and Antler).

The occurrence of only one specimen in Level 1 raises
the notion that natural forces may have artered the
specimen's stratigraphic position. However, until a rarger
portion of the site is opened the stratigraphic
interpretation of the site suggesting non-contemporaneity
between the assemblages of Levels 1 and 2 - is maintained.

The remainder of the faunal collection was recovered
from Level 2 (Figure s7); in total this assernbrage numbers
22o fragrments (99.55?). Among this total , 37 fragrments
(L6-822) courd not be identified to the crass revel. The
rernaining 183 fragrnents are divided between the Mammaria
(87.984), Aves (9.84?), osteichthyes (1.64?), and perecypoda
(0.558) classes. one specimen is further identified to the
fanily level and zo specirnens are identified to the species
level. Table 34 details the faunal assembrage by crass.
The assembrage according to square is tisted in Appendix M.
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Figure 57.

Area B

Level 2: Faunal Renain Distribution.
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Table 34. Level 2z Faunal Assemblage by Class.

CIass

Mammalia

Aves

Osteichthyes

Pelecypoda

Unidentified to Class

Total

161

L8

3

1

37

220

73. L8

8. 18

1.36

0.45

L6 .82

99.99

Mammali_a

Among the faunal rernains identified to crass, 87.ggz
(n=161) of the frag"ments belong to the Mammalia class. From
this group ' L4o fragrments (g6.962) are not sufficientry
complete to arlow for further classification. The remaining
2L fragments (L3.04?) are identified beyond the class revel
and represent the cervidae, Mustelidae, castoridae, and
canidae famiries. Arr of these specj_mens are identified to
the species rever and include caribou (Ranqifer tarandus
caribou), river otter (Lutra canadensis), beaver (castor
canadensis), and dog (canis faniliaris). The identified
mammarian erements and species are listed in Appendix N.

rn this assemblage, 36-652 (n:59) of the mammarian
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fragments are carcined indicating they $/ere exposed to heat.
A large percentage (n=50, 84.Tsz) of the calcined remains
are uni-dentified beyond the class level1 however, fragrments
showing carcination that are identified include beaver
(n=3), dog (n:2), and caribou (n:4). The mamrnarian
fragrments showing calcinatj-on were concentrated in the
northwest corner of the unit with 7, g, and 43 fragments
recovered from squares N2w3, N3w2, and N2W3 respectively.

Two specimens from Level 2 display evidence of
cultural modification. A caribou antrer showing an
obliquely flattened surface comes frorn sguare N2w3 and a
shaped and inscribed mammalian fragrment comes from the
initial test square that was ratter encompassed within
sguares N2Wl_, N2W2, N3Wl_, and N3W2 (see discussion
pertaining to Modified Bone and Antler).

Aves

Anong the fragnnents identified to the class lever,
9'842 (n=1-8) belong to the Aves class. of these only one
fragnnent is identified beyond crass to the farnily revel.
The remaining L7 fragrnents (g4.44e") are not sufficientry
cornplete to al1ow for further classification.

The identified fragrment is the distar section of the
reft tibiotarsus from a species in the Anatidae farnily. rt
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is suggested that the tibiotarsus is frorn one of the duck
species or possibly frorn the canada goose (Branta
canadensis) or snow goose (Chen caerulescens). This
specimen was recovered from square N2wr_ in the centrar
section of the excavated unit.

rn total, seven avian fragrments (38.g9?) are carci-ned
indicating thermal alteration. sirnirar to the mammalian
calcined fragments, the avian calcined specj-mens were
recovered from the northwest section of the unit and involve
squares N3w2 (n=2) and N3w3 (n=5). None of the avian
remains in Leve1 2 display additional forms of modification.

Osteichthves

only a smarr proportion of the faunal assemblage
identified to the crass revel belongs to the osteichtyes
class (n=3, 1.64t). Unfortunately, none of the fish
specimens are identifiabre beyond the class level. The fish
remains came frorn squares N281, N3w2, and N3w3 and they all
lack calcination.

Pelecvpoda

one smalr she1l fragment is identified as beronging
to the perecypoda class (bivarvia). The sherr was located
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in the rrmixedt area between Levers 2 and 3 in square N2w2.
Due to the single frequency of this class and its locatj-on
at the extrerne bottom of the culturar 1evel it is suggested
that the occurrence of this specimen is the result of
natural rather than cultural forces.

Unidentified to Class

rn total , 37 fragrments (L6.822) were not sufficiently
complete to alIow for identification to the class 1ever. of
these, 20 (54.05?) fragments have been thermarly altered.
one carcined piece was recovered from square N2w1 and the
remaining r-9 were frorn the northwest section of the unit in
squares N3w2 (n=11) and N3W3 (n=8). None of these
unidentified fragments display additionar- forms of
nodification.

Many of the faunal specimens excavated from the site
were recovered frorn the screens. As such, for consistency
and ease in recognizing horizontaL distributions all of the
specirnens are positioned on the distribution map in the
context of the sub-squares fron which they hrere recovered
(Figure s7). The distribution of the Level 2 faunal remains
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in the excavated unit clearly depicts a concentration of
bone debris in the unit's northwestern section.
Additionally, armost arr of the carcined specirnens were
recovered frorn this concentration. Fire-cracked rock also
revealed a sirnilar distribution being thinry scattered over
the southern and eastern sections of the unit and
concentrated in the northern and western sections. The
largest quantity of fire-cracked rock was rocated in square
N3w3 with rs6 ' 

g9 , !29 ' and 206 pi-eces recovered from
sub-squares A, B, c, and D respectively. rn the absence of
any overt evidence of a hearth the significance of these
distributions is difficult to deterrnine. The fire-cracked
rock - like1y used as boiring stones - and the bone
fragrments were undoubtedry associated with food preparation
and consumptionl however, whether the concentrations were in
crose proxinity to a hearthr of represent refuse that was
swept asray from a hearth, remains unclear.

The faunar assernblage is hi.ghly fragrmented and ]ow in
totar numbers. The fragrmentary nature of the assernbrage is
responsible for the relatively few identifications which
precludes useful species frequency cornputations. A conmon
technique for quantifying taxonomic abundance pertains to
conputing a statistic representative of the ,minimum nurnber
of individualst' (to{r) . The MNr statistic is based upon a
raw count of bone elernents that occur once in a skeleton and
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therefore reflect the least number of creatures capable of
producing the recovered rernains (Gitbert and singer 1982:
31-32). The MNr statistic, however, has a number of
problems relating to sampre ernphasis (cilbert and singer
1982:32; Payne L972269; uerprnann L973:311) and assemblage
size (Hesse and perkins L974:151). with respect to the
latter, Hesse and perkins (Lg74:151) state that accurate
probability statements using the MNr quantification
technique requires large samples of well over 3oo identified
speci-mens. Therefore, given this lirnitation and the nature
of the washagami point site faunal assernblage, the MNr

statistic for this site possesses very rittle, if dDy, varue
for predicting the quant,ity or variety of faunal resources
exploited by the inhabitants of the site.

rn the faunal assembrage that was recovered from both
the test squares and the excavated unit, the identified
bones refLect a rninirnum of one animal per identified
species. with littre doubt, this number under-represents
the faunal resources exploited. Not onry are the nurnber of
identified specimens 1ow in cornparison to unidentifiect
specimens but natural and cultural factors nay dictate
against retrieving representative faunar collections. with
respect to the latter point, biases in the deposition of
faunal remains are related to soil chernistry, cultural
practices, scavengler activities, and the excavation itself.
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Acid soils induce bone destruction (Gordon and

Buckstra 1981:5691 Hamalainen 1974:L) and bones with
different structural features deteriorate at different rates
(Girbert and singer L982229; uerpmann Lg73:319). Therefore,
the archaeologist can never assume that the assernblage
excavated represents the fuIl scope of the faunal remains
that were originally present. rurportant too, remains frorn
exproited fauna may have been removed from, ot never became

part of the site,s physical composition for reasons related
to off site butchering practices; food sharing; food
preparation techniques; dog food; use of bone, antler, and
sherr for tool manufacture; ritual- disposal of boner. waste
disposar practicesr' and dog and wirdlife scavenging
activities (Binford l-928b:9-10, 462-4g2i Gilbert and si-nger
L982:22-28; Hodder LgBz:155-1631 Janes 1983 229-34; preston
L964, L975b:483; Rogers Lg73: L7-681 Tanner LgTgzLTL-L72i
Uerpnann L973:319; Walters 1985: 642-643; ye1len

L977:102-103). The techniques of excavation (see discussion
in Lennox et al. LggT:100) and the rimits of the excavation
in conparison to the site's total area also contribute to
biases in the faunal sample. rn sunmary, when faunal sampre

biases are considered it is instructive to recarl ran
walters (1995:642-643) ethnoarchaeologicar study at a

canpsite in the southern Northern Territory of Australia
where over a six month period of recording bone discard,
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attempts to recover the bone remains resurted in the
retrieval of only 3Z of the total amount of discarded bone.

Notwithstanding the problems related to sample size
and representation, the faunal collection does provide
insight into the seasonal use of the site. with respect to
the three rnajor classes of fauna represented the mammars and
birds provide the rnost interpretative value for seasonar
determination. Fish is the faunal class of least varue for
this purpose.

The fish assembrage from Area B incrudes onry three
specirnens and each specimen is unidentified to species. rn
the absence of species identifications the discussion is
restricted to noting the fish that vrere potentially
availabre to the siters inhabitants. The fish species of
economic value currently known to occur in spruce Lake
include lake herring (coregonus artedii), lake whitefish
(Coreqonus clupeaformis), walleye ( l,
northern pike (Esox rucius), longnose sucker (catostomus
catostornus), and white sucker (catostonus cornrnersoni) (Dr.
K.F. Abraham personal- communication 1985; ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources 1985:89). Additionarly, brook trout
(sarvelinus fontinalis) inhabit the waters of the North
washagami River (ontario Ministry of Naturar Resources
L985:90). Dependent upon spawning periods and the presence
of ice the avairabirity of fish differs over the course of a
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year' with respect to spawning periods the suckers,
walleye, and northern pike spawn in the spring/early sunmer
period and the brook trout, lake herring, and rake whitefish
spawn in the rate summer/fall period (scott and crossman
1979) - rn these periods the fish seek shallow waters which
increases their visibility and ease of harvest.

The mammal remains that have been identified to the
species level include caribou ( ),
river otter (Lutra canadensis), beaver (@),
and dog (canis famiriaris). The dog was the Natives,
hunting assistant and beast of burden (rshan tg4g:L64;
Graham L969:33). Although the value of dogs may have
differed over the seasons it is expected that dogs were
constantry present in Native camps. The river otter and
beaver are non-migratory and through different techniques of
hunting they are exploitabre throughout the year. caribou,
on the other hand, follow rnigration patterns that nay affect
their seasonal availabirity in the spruce Lake area.

caribou was an essentiar_ resource for the inhabitants
of the Lowland- Relative to other avairabre species, per
anirnal cari-bou provided a large quantity of meat. caribou
also provided skins required for clothing (rsharn Lg/,g:J,10),
lodge covers (rshan 7g4g:g9), and snowshoe netting (HBCA

B.1e8 /a/L2:6d) ; B.Ls}/a/57:11d ; 8.L98/a/60:13) . The narure
of caribou availabirity over tirne, however, is not furry
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understood- As currently known, woodland caribou are
rnoderatery gregarious and undertake ,10ca1 seasonal
migrationstt (Banfield 1961:70). rn the Hudson Bay Lowland
the caribou tend to migrate from their winter range in the
Northern Boreal Lichen Bert to the Tundra coastal zone where
they spend the sunmer rnonths feeding on sedges, grasses, and.
deciduous shrubs while taking advantage of the open area
winds - arlies in the battle against biting insects
(Thornpson n.d.:29) . For the winter months the caribou
return to the sherter of the interiorrs wooded areas where
they feed primarily upon richens (Thompson n.d.:29-30).

rn L9g2 and r-993 winter aeriar caribou inventories
conducted by the ontario Ministry of Naturar Resources
located no caribou on the coastal Tundra zone (ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources L982a , Lg82b, 1983). The
crosest caribou sighted to the coast was s2.s kirornetres
inrand on the east side of the shanattawa River (ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources 1983). Throughout the
Moosonee District the aeriar survey located four cari_bou
winter concentrations one of which was located south of the
winisk River between the shamattawa River and North
washagani Lake (Thornpson n.d.:13) . rn February of 1983,
fifty-five caribou in seven aggregates were sighted within
50 kilonetres of the washagami point site (ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources 1gg3). one herd of twenty-three



caribou - the largest of these herds - was sighted 3r.
kilonetres to the northwest of the site. rn the rate
eighteenth century this 1ocaI migratory behaviour was
by Andrew Graham (1969:14-15):
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noted

The musketoes in the sunmer season drive thern[caribou] out of the prains to the sea-shores,and then we meet with them in our-n"rln"=.From November to the month of April lne'tracrof deer is rarely seen within "'ighiv'oi or,"hundred miles of the coast.

on the other hand, sirnkin (1965:64) suggests that in
the past, when rarge areas of northern ontario were covered
with rrcontinuous caribou habitat, rr caribou may have
undertaken regurar and predictabre large-scale migrations
over extensive areas. Historicar evidence seems to support
this notion: in June t773 thousands of caribou were
reported crossing the severn River (HBCA 8.L98/a/L7:43) and
the predictability of the nigration was noted in an Apri1
]-769 journal entry that indicated the Natives s/ere waiting
for the usual spring passing of the caribou (HBCA

B'L98/a/ 11:23). However, over the past two centuries
caribou populations of this size v/ere greatry reduced due to
excessive kills (Banfield 1961:85; Bergerud Lg74) and
changes in habitat (Sirnkin 19G5.67).

rn the post-contact period - either through rocarized
or large-sca1e migrations for the Natives who remained
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near the coast the return of the caribou in the spring
provided welcome rerief frorn winter food shortages. The
timing of the caribou return, however, varied between years:
in tB24 caribou had returned to the Fort severn area by the
beginning of Aprir (HBCA 8.L98/a/66:26), whereas in L7B9
there had been no caribou sightings near the coast by as
rate as the 26th of May (HB.A 8.198 /a/38:32d). Folrowing
the farr rut and the retreat of the caribou to their winter
ranges the Natives near the coast were generarry forced to
subsist without caribou (HBCA B.t98/a/60.23_24) and in some
years the lack of caribou near the coast was stated as the
cause of the Natives, ilstarvingn condition (HBCA

8.L98/a/35227; B.1e8 /a/ 47:20) .

The movernent of caribou fron the coastar areas to the
inland winter ranges is documented in historicar sources and
by recent aerial caribou surveys. However, in spite of
Graham's (1969:14-15) generarized observation, the number of
caribou that may remain in the interior over the warm months
is not known. carving takes prace in rate May (Banfietd
195r':70) and in addition to calving on the coast,
parturition also occurs further inland (sinkin 19G5:48).
statements by samuel Hearne (1958:L29) and James swain (HBCA
B'L98/e/1:4) written in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries respectively, support this notion by
indicating that caribou could be found in inrand areas year
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round. Therefore, although there seems to be a generar
trend for Lowrand caribou to migrate to the coastar zone for
the surnmer months the nigration does not necessarily invorve
the total caribou population.

The faunal assernblage of the washagami point site
includes ten specirnens identified as caribou. From the
foregoing discussion it is apparent that the site is r_ocated
in a general area associated with caribou winter range which
is consistent with the knowledge that the land south of the
winisk River has been a productive hunting area for caribou
in both the recent (Former chiefs cornmittee of winisk L982:
24) and the more distant pasts (HBCA 8.3,98/a/6}:2gd) . The
area's potential for winter caribou exploitation is a factor
that supports an argument in favour of assigning this site a
farl/winter occupation; the November to April /NIay period was
rikely the season that provided the greatest accessibirity
to caribou for the inhabitants of this site. However, due
to unknown numbers of caribou that rnay have remained in the
interior throughout the sunner the availabirity of caribou
in this area may not have been excrusive to the corder
months.

The occurrence of two antrer specimens also provides
support for a falt/r.rinter occupation, but this factor
sirnilarly requires quarification. Among subarctic peopres,
caribou antrer was used as a raw material for the
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manufacture of toors, such as wedges, arrow points (osgood

L97ozLo2' 203-206), and ice chisels (Birket-srnith 1930z2s).
The flexible bone core of caribou antler hardens in the fall
period (Banfierd L974:384); therefore, as a rav, rnaterial
farl and winter antlers would be of greater utirity than
spring or summer antrers. As such, if the antler recovered
from this site was intended as raw material for tool
manufacture then the likely period of colrection was during
the fall/winter seasons. The presence of antrer, however,
does not necessarily indicate the site was occupied in the
fall/winter period since raw materials such as antler can be
transported over space and time and, consequently, the
conmensurability between the seasonarity of the site and the
season of the antrers' collection could be skewed.

rn sunmary, the caribou specimens that were recovered
from the site support the suggestion that this site courd
represent a fall/winter occupation. on the other hand,

caribou remains found in an interior site does not
compretely exclude the possibility that they are the
vestiges of a sunmer harvest.

From both the test squares and the excavated unit the
avian remains that are positively identified to species, of
listed as potent,ial species alternatives, include trumpeter
swan (cvgnus buccinator), snolr goose (chen caeruLescens),
canada goose (Branta canadensis), black duck (Anas
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rubripes), and mallard duck (Anas platyrhynchos). A1l of
these species are rnigratory and their avairabirity to the
inhabitants of this site was at best rinited to the
non-winter period.

rn addition to migratory behaviour, nesting rocation
i-s also a factor affecting waterfowl avairabirity. Black
duck, mallard duck (peck and James 1993 zs|-szl, and the
canada goose (Hanson L965:46i peck and Jarnes 19g3:49;
Ravering and Lumsden L977 z2) are currently known to nest in
the Hudson Bay Lowland. with respect to the trurnpeter swan

little is known of its eastern nesting range due to the
decrease in its former distribution (see Alison rgTs for a

discussion of historicar occurrences). However, Lumsd.en

(L984 z420-423) suggests that on the basis of habitat
requirements at least part of the Hudson Bay Lowland could
have supported a breeding population. As such, assuming
sirnilar nesting patterns in the past, each of these species
would have been exploitable between and incruding the spring
and fall rnigration periods.

The breeding grounds of snow gleese, on the other
hand, are historically further north and in the eastern
Arctic the breeding grounds include Baffin and southarnpton

rsrands (Hanson and currie LgsTrzl-3). Although snow geese

currentry breed along the Hudson Bay Lowland coast (Hanson

et ar. L972:2-3; Kerbes L97529; peck and Jarnes 1993:50-51)
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on the basis of post-glaciar emergence rates Hanson et ar.
(L97221'o) suggest that this region may have become availabre
to nesting snow geese only within the last 250 years. There
is arso currently a nesting colony of snow geese at Eskimo

Point (Hanson et al. L97223; Kerbes 1975:9). The historical
significance of this area for nesting purposes, however, is
questionabre since in the late 17oors both samuer Hearne
(1958:283) and his rnuit informants were unaware of coastar
nesting areas north of the churchill River (see also Hanson

et al. t972:1,3). Therefore, prior to the estabrishment of
the current breeding popurations, the availability of snow

geese in the Hudson Bay Lowland would have been linited to
the two nigration periods.

rn the last half of the eighteenth century, samuel

Hearne (1958:283) noted that a harvest amounting to five or
six thousand snow geese frequentJ.y took place during the
spring nigration in the vicinity of the churchirl River.
The snow geese remained for a short duration after which
they departed for their northern breeding grounds. At that
tine, according to both Hearne (1959:2g3) and Graham

(1959:43), the location of the breeding grounds was unknohrn.

James rshan (L949zL2o), in his L743 observations on Hudsons

Bav, wrote that the snow geese arrived in May and stayed for
three to four weeks; they then returned again in August and

were gone to the southward by October:
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.-. . -th"y Come from the Southward to go to theNorthward the beginning of nay stayiig Sweekrs or a month in the marsires, ind-Returnfrom the Nortlrd:- in august, and are all goneagain to the Southward by the first oi--october....

rnformation taken from the rate eighteenth and early
nineteenth century severn House journars is generally
consistent with the geese migration periods noted by rsharn.
rn L7B2 snow and canada geese made their first appearances
in the severn House area on May 16th (HBCA B.198 /a/27:29d).
rn comparison to previous years, however, this date may have
been late for Ln L77a (HBCA B.L9B/a/L4:22d,) and 17go (HBCA

B-L98/a/24:36d) the first geese were seen on April 27th and
May 1 respectively. rn L76r the geese were gone from the
coast by May 25th (HBCA 8.198 /a/2:20) and in LT}L they were
gone by May 30th (HBCA 8.198 /a/40:30d). rn the falr
consistent vrith rshamrs statement - the geese reft for the
south in the late-september to nid-october period: in L77g
(HBCA B-L98/a/2428) and 1B2o (HBCA B.19s /a/ 60:15d) the geese
were gone from the severn House area by septenber 2gth and
October lLth respectively.

During spring migration, snorir geese pass over the
frozen interior section of the Hudson Bay Lowrand on their
rapid fliqht to the coast (Hanson and currie LgsT:218). As
such, in the spring nigration period snow geese were not
availabre to Natives residing in the interior area of the
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Lowland. on the other hand, the farl rnigration spans a
longer period of tirne (Hanson and currie Lg57:218) and
occurring prior to freeze-up the snow geese frequent
interior Lowrand waterways in addition to the coastar areas
(Harry G. Lumsden personal communication 1995). Therefore,
since snow geese historicarly passed over the interior
Lowrand in the spring and spent their sunmer on northern
breeding grounds the availability of snov, geese in the
interior section of the Lowrand would have been limited to
the rnonths of September and October.

With reference to the above discussion, it is
suggested that the Level l- snow goose ulna is associated
with the exploitation of the area at least during the time
of the snow goose farl rnigration. The occurrence of snol,
lteese bone in Lever 2 is not conclusive, but on the basis of
the Level r- specimen the presence of snow geese bone in
Level 2 is a reasonabre possibirity. Arthough the Lever 1

and Level 2 components are not considered to be
contemporaneous both components likely represent fall
occupations. This determination is based upon the presence
of a snohr goose bone in Lever L; the possibre presence of
snow geese renains in LeveL 2; and the inshore location of
the site.
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Chapter Summary

Through conpari-son of the two maps pertaining to the
distribution of faunal (Figure 57) and artifact (Figure 35)

remains in the Area B excavation, separate concentrations
are apparent. A heavy concentration of faunal remainsr €rS

werr as fire-cracked rock rrere located in the northwestern
sector of the site, whereas the artifacts had a more

centrally located concentration. Although no other
features, such as concentrations of ash were apparent, the
distribution suggests that the faunar and fire-cracked rock
concentrations vrere probabry associated with a hearth while
the artifacts identify an activity area rocated adjacent to
but outside the hearth zone. The large amount of carcined
bone in the northwestern sector of the site in comparison to
the near absence of calcined specimens in the rernainder of
the site supports the notion that the remains in the
northwestern sector hrere probabry in physical proxirnity to a

hearth.

The diverse nature of the remains suggests a nurti-
dirnensionar occupation in that a nurnber of activities seem

to be represented at the site. The processing and cooking/
boiling of meat is indicated by the presence of bone

fragrments and fire-cracked rock. The lithic specimens
suggest processing activities that in addition to meat may
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also have included the manipulation of wood, bone, and hide.
Potential for hide-working activities is supported by the
presence of the copper awl. Lithic reduction activities are

Iikewise apparent. In addition to the site's multi-
dimensional nature, the distribution of the remains indicate
a deposit that has suffered minirnal perturbation. The

relationship between faunal and artifact concentrations and

specifically the extant pattern left from rithic reduction,
suggest a single depositional event that was left largely
undisturbed. The overalr pattern strongly suggests a final
phase of occupation immediately prior to the abandonment of
the site.

The range of potential activities performed at this
site would indicate the remains of a residential camp. This

interpretation is conmensurate with Binford's (1993a: 330)

argunent that residential camps tend to be variable in
content while the contents of special-purpose sites tend to
be redundant. The recovered faunal assembrage indicates a

diverse subsistence econorny during the farl months of the
year. An occupation during the colder nonths of the year is
supported by the location of the site within the protection
of the bush back from the exposure of the lake. Due to the
insect menace experienced during hrarmer rnonths this interior
rocation would have been sought when the insects lrere at a

low and when it was desirable to seek protection fron the
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elements brought on by fall and winter. The siters location
and the nature and distributionar characteristics of the
culturar remains intirnate that this portion of the site nay
have been located within the interior section of a rodge.

A sarnple of bone collagen fron Leve1 Z of the
washagami point site yierded a radiocarbon date of 440+go

B.P- (1510 A.D.), thereby dating the cornponent to the late
pre-European period. Given this late date in the
pre-European chronological sequence it, is notable that
ceramics - which assist with relative dating - were absent
from the component's material assemblage. Although
ceramics, including those dating to the late pre-European
period (for example' see the discussion of ceramics from the
cowell site in Pollock and Noble LgTs:85-91), have been

recovered frorn Lowland sites it is rneaningful to note that
the nunber of sherds for the total region is limited to a

mere 186 specimens (Albany River area 5.42; Brant River
L-52; Hawley Lake 2.721 severn and sachigo Rivers 88.72;
Nelson and Hayes Rivers L.6?). Neutron activation analysis
performed on three rower severn River ceramic sherds (pilon
L987:330-332) indicated that they were not of loca1
manufacture and on this basis pilon suggests that the
Lowland adaptive pattern may not have incruded a locar
cerarnic industry. As such, pilonrs argument provides an

explanation for the srnall nurnber of ceramic sherds recovered
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from the Lowland in generar, and for the absence of ceramics

at the washagauri point site in particular. An alternate
explanation with rerevance to the washagami point site,
however, is Dawsonts (L976b:8-9) argument that ceramic

vessers had little functional value during cold weather and

if broken they were difficult to replace; therefore,
ceramics would not be expected within assemblages associated
with cold-weather occupations. Realizing that lirnited
excavations may also account for the non-representation of
certain industries, the rack of ceramics from the washagami

Point site adds little to this discussion apart fron the
interest raised by negative information.

rn sum, the point of rand at the southern junction of
spruce Lake and the North washagami River bears evidence of
late pre-European human use. The recently set beaver traps
indicate that the area continues to have significance in the
economy of the contemporary Lowland cree. The disfigure-
ments on many of the trees telr of past activities and the
hearth signifies diversity in the exproitation of the area's
resources in the early years of the twentieth century. For

the earrier historic period, such as during the tine of
Jarnes swaints tenure, tangible evidence of the arears use

has yet to be confirmed archaeologically; however,

exploitation of the area is inferred by the pracenent of the
frweirrr on Swainrs map.



CHAPTER STX

CONCLUSION

our understanding of the past is dependent upon theintegration of diverse approaches (Janes 1983:3).

rn the conclusion to his study pertaining to patterns
of cultural adaptation along the severn River, pilon
(l-987:223) notes that the examination and amalgamation of
various types of information intrinsic to archaeorogical
sites is a requirement for understanding adaptive patterns
within the Hudson Bay Lowland. rn concurrence with this
mind-set, this thesis has attempted to demonstrate the varue
of utilizLnq different types of archaeologicar information,
as werl as the nerit in integrating diverse approaches as
expounded in the epigraph. rntegrating ethnographies,
exploration literature, fur-trade records, various forrns of
archaeologicar inforrnation, and Native advisor
consultati'ons, this study has endorsed an ethnohistorical
methodorogy oriented toward an anthropological enquiry into
Native occupation within the Hudson Bay Lowrand.

rn the context of anticipated results the first
286
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hypothesis, as addressed in the rntroducti-on, states that
archaeological fieldwork within the Lowland will demonstrate
a human presence in both the pre-European and post-European
periods- This notion is founded on the positive results of
previous archaeological fierd research (Jurig L982; pilon
1981, 1983; pollock and Noble Lg7sl Tomenchuk and rrvJ_ng
L974) - challenging the view that the Lowland was without
permanent occupation prior to the arrival of the European
(Bishop 1972:66; Dawson L983:55; Ray l_984:7_8; Ridley
L966242; Rogers L967a284; Wright L972a:33), the first
hypothesis suggests that additionar archaeorogical efforts
will strengthen previous findings and, thus, sustain the
conviction that the Lowland experienced more than
intermittent visitation.

The documentation of four sites in the shamattawa
River and spruce Lake-North washagarni River study areas
indeed provide evidence of both pre-European and post-
European occupations, thereby supporting the hypothesis.
Two sites - the shamattawa Askiikan and cabin rsland sites
include structural rernains and represent sites that s/ere
occupied within the past fifty years. The remaining two
sites - the shanattawa Rapids and washagarni point sites
represent older occupations with both sites yielding pre-
Europeanr ds well as post-European components. Radiocarbon
dates support the identifications of the two pre-European
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components and hrhen combined with radiocarbon dates frorn
Hawrey Lake and the sachigo and lower severn Rivers (Table
35) a 4,000 year history of human occupation within the
region is revealed.

Two charcoar sampres extracted from the shamattawa
Rapids site yielded radiocarbon age determinations that date
the Level 3 occupations to the period bracketed by the
beginninq centuries of the first and third nirlennia B.c.
This component provides radiometric dates for the presence
of the Archaic tradition and it currently represents the
earriest evidence of human occupation within the Lowr-and.
A sample of bone collagen from Lever 2 of the washagami
Point site yielded a radiocarbon date of 440 + Bo B.p.
dating that component to the late pre-European period.

At these sites evidence of much more recent
occupations such as burned 10gs and faunal remains from
Lever r- of the shamattawa Rapids site; and the hearth,
disfigured trees, and beaver trap sets at the washagarni
Point site - speak for historic use and possibre curturar
relationships with the shanattawa Askiikan and cabin rsland
sites. sirnirar curturar associati.ons, however, cannot at
this tirne be inferred between the pre-European components
and the more recent components and sites. Nevertheressr dS

postulated in the hypothesis, archaeorogical field research
revealing substantial time depth for the human occupation of
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Table 35. Hudson Bay Lowland Radiocarbon Dates.

Site
B. P.

Dates
A.D. /8.C.

Fort Nieu Savanne (cllhr-1)
Kakayo (GkJa-6)

Cache (GeHo-3)

Pahsagouaou (cgJf-3)
washagami point (cblg_l)
Cowell (cdld-7)

Anisk (ckJa-1)

Mahikoune (ctfx-L)
Ouissinaougouk (cfJi-2)
Hawley Lake (cdld-l)
Shamattawa Rapids (cbIj-2)

*

H

PB

27 0+I7 0

340+90
510180

360+80

440+t20

440+80

54 0+95
710+80

720+90

730+90

870+100

1035+100

2 3 60+100
3 92 0+180

1680 A. D.

r_61_0 A. D.
t440 A.D.

1590 A. D.

15L0 A. D.

1510 A. D.

1410 A. D.
L240 A.D.

1230 A.D.

L220 A. D.

t_080 A. D.

9l_5 A. D.

411 B.C.
t97t B.C.

Se; Ch

Se; Ch
Se; Ch

PB; Wd

Se; Ch

W; CO

H; Ch
H; ch

Se; Ch

Se; Ch

Sa; Ch

H; ch
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the Lowland was indeed unearthed, thereby providing further
proof of the region's inherent capabilities for sustaining

human foraging activities.
The second hypothesis addresses the nature of

foraging strategies within the Lowland. Based upon archival

and ethnographic sources of data the hypothesis postulates

that the Lowland economy was oriented toward diversity of

resource exploitation with an ernphasis upon fish. The

archaeological data, however, only supports this view in
part and this situation therefore espouses the value of

enploying a methodology for anthropological enquiry that
incorporates an integration of approaches.

The faunal collections from both pre-European and

post-European sections of the Washagami Point site

demonstrate that resource exploitation was diverse. Large,

medium, and small nammals along with a range of bird species

and fish are represented. Likewise, the linited faunal

sarnple collected from the relatively contemporary Cabin

Island site indicates variety in resources exploited and

this is conmensurate with harvest-related inforrnation

provided by one of the site's inhabitants.

In the context of the archaeological data produced

from the sites the role of fish within the adaptive strategy

is more problernatic. For instance, from the Washagani Point

site - the site with the largest faunal assemblage - fish
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are represented, but in relation to other faunal groups the
MNr statistic is quite low. rt is essentiar to note,
however, that due to soil chemistry, cultural practices,
scavenger activities, and/or the lirnits of excavations
themselves faunal collections cannot be considered to
represent the fulr scope of originar harvests (see Gilbert
and singer L9B2z22-291. Notwithstanding the relatively
small sampre of excavated fish remains, the l_ocations of the
sites are significant in that they are all situated in close
proximj-ty to recorded fishing grounds. Archivar documents

identify the shamattawa River and spruce Lake-North
washagami River study areas as locales where Native fish
weirs were operated during the early nineteenth century.
Therefore, although the archival documentation and faunal_

assemblages do not manifest one-to-one correlations, the
locations of the sites along with infornation provided by

Native advisors suggest that fish srere more important to the
foragers than is at present archaeologically apparent. This
view could be further tested, however, by subjecting the
lithic collections to a high power and pararnetric use-wear
analysis of the type emproyed by storck and Tonenchuk (1990)

on the lithics from the paleoindian udora site, southern
Ontari.o.

Based upon the assumption that significant fishing
locations were/are revisited through tine, suggesting that
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fishing locations may tend to exhibit rengthy occupation
histories, the field strategy was oriented toward
investigating river sections historicatry identified as
locations of fish trap-weir operations. By undertaking this
approach it was anticipated that archaeological evidence
could i') exhibit the past presence of fish trap-weirs, z)
support the historicar tirne frame of the study areas as
documented in the archivar records, and 3) demonstrate the
region's rong-term use. with respect to these three goars,
conclusive evidence was limited to the latter.

As discussed in chapter Three, fish trap-weirs were
constructed of poles comprising a structure that had rninirnal
affect upon the flow of water but served to restrict the
movement of fish. Due to ice forces during spring break-up
such structures were susceptible to yearry destruction.
This may explain the reason for finding no evidence of fish
trap-weir structures in the vicinity of the washagami point
site- on the other hand, adjacent to the shamattawa
Askiikan site, the distal portion of a single pointed pore
was discovered inserted into the bed of the shamattawa
River. unfortunatelyr ds an isolated find the porers
association with a fish trap-weir can onry be inferredr. it
may well have served as a chaining post for a leg-hord trap,
or even an anchor post for a fish net. NevertheLess, on the
basis of information provided by swain in his 1915 severn
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District Reportr €ls werr as knowledge gained through
consultations with winisk elders, the section of the river
where the pore was found is a probabre rocation for past
fish trap-weir operations.

rn the context of the historically identified rand-
use for the two study areas it was anticipated that
archaeological efforts could hold potential for confirming
early nineteenth century occupations. However, in the areas
examined there was a complete dearth of evidence rerating to
that period. Although surprising, this lack of evidence
clearly supports the need for further archaeorogical work.

rn summary, the sites located on the shamattawa River
and at the southern junction of spruce Lake and the North
washagami River contribute significantty to the development
of a curturar-chronorogicar sequence for the Hudson Bay

Lowland. particurar significance is attributed to the
shamattawa Rapids and washagani point sites for they both
provide evidence of pre-European occupations. The

shamattawa Rapids site is arso responsibre for adding
substantial time-depth to the Lowland's culturar history.

Even though evidence of earry nineteenth century
occupations has yet to be found, archaeological
investigations in the study areas were successful in
docunenting the regionrs rong-term use. The specific
association between the sites and their proximities to
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historically recorded fish trap-weir operati_ons, however,
currently remains unknown. Although physicar evidence
inpricating fish harvests with the rong-term use of these
areas has yet to be decisively shown the existence of such a
relationship remains a valid hypothesis.

The locations of the study areas isorated from
major river routes cutting through the Lowland region -
suggest that the sites (pre-European and post-European
components) are the remains left by foragers possessing more
than warm weather interests in the Lowland. The shamattawa
Askiikan and cabin rsland sites, for instance, are
relatively recent winter si-tes. Area B of the washagami
Point site, likewise, represents a cold weather occupati-on,
albeit in the pre-European period. Even if the use of Area
B was rinited to the falr period its isolated location woul_d

have restricted the foraging group's capacity to reach the
shield prior to the freeze-up period. The location of the
site, therefore, was the result of a decision based upon the
known availability of food and non-food resources in
accordance with the demands of the fatl and freeze-up
periods.

As noted above, the need for non-food resources vras

criticar for site placement. within the chosen foraging
area decisions pertaining to specific site locations take
into consideration the avairability of essential non-food
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resources, as werl as the need for protection from the
natural elements. Non-food resources include available wood

for the construction of storage racks, smoking racks, lodge
frarnes, fur-skin stretchers, and other forrns of utensils and

toors. Quantities of moss for covering askiikan franes,
spruce boughs for carpeting rodge and tent floors, and

supplies of wood for food preparation and heat are
essential. Fish trap-weir construction and maintenance al-so

demand large quantities of wood. with these camp

requirements in mind it is significant to note that adequate
drainage conditions along river revees and lake edges allow
for rerativety dense forest growth (Bardwin Lg6z:2o-2L).
Arthough a short distance inland the forest is repraced by

the ubiquitous fen and bog terrain it is these rrpatchesr of
forest that provide the necessary non-food resources for
successful Lowland adaptation.

The rerationship between site placement and the
naturar elernentsr on the other hand, refers to the need for
protection from the cold and insects. During cord nonths,
winisk cree camps are enclosed within the bush, and hence,
they are protected from the prevairing winds. During warm

rnonths, however, there is a tendency to seek exposed beaches

and ridges with the airn of utilizing the wind to minimize
the insect menace. canps located upon ridges or high ground

back from water edges also provide protection from ice and
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frood damage during spring break-up periods. The rocations
of the sites on the shamattawa River and at the junction of
spruce Lake and the North washagami River fit werl into this
rnoder- The sharnattawa Askiikan site is a winter camp

situated on the western bank of the river tucked into the
coniferous forest; its location is advantageous for a cold
weather occupation. similarry, the cabin rsland site is
engulfed within a forest armoured against the winter
weather. on the other hand, the shanattawa Rapids site
situated atop of the river's eastern bank is exposed to the
force of the westerry winds. Atthough the location is
beneficial for warm weather occupations and courd maximize
dayright hours, it wourd provide little protection against
winter conditions. The faunal assemblage within the siters
Level 1 component supports this view and these attributes
are also conmensurate with those found in Area A of the
washagarni point site. Area B of the washagami point site,
however, with its rocation well protected within the bush
inland from the lakers edge, bears closer relationship to
the winter camps on the shamattawa River. Given this
characteristic, combined with the nature of the recovered
faunar remains, the site is thought to represent a farl
hunting occupation.

Finally, the study has demonstrated that human

adaptations within the Lowrand were based upon a varied
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subsistence base an economy made vj_abre by the long-term
accumulation of knowledge and experience within a specific
territory or home rangle. The archaeologicar investigations
and the critical use of historicar documents have played

important roles in both defining the time-depth of the
Lowrand occupation and the nature of some of the curturar
adaptations. They have not, however, alrowed culturar
identifications for the fulr breadth of the Lowland's past
peoples.

The Native people who currently live in the Hudson

Bay Lowland are an intrinsic part of its history and they
may indeed enjoy a lengthy ancestry within the area. The

elders speak with passion about their culturar patterns, as

well as their practical, rnaterial, and spiritual
relationships with the rand. The final voice, therefore, is
given to the elders, and by way of crosing - for direction
and insight - the words of one erder prove significant:

...our rnain concern is that we have to go wherethe fish will be plentiful .our firstconsideration tisl to locate the place where...wecan.get the fish - where there is plenty of fish.Be it for the year that...the lynx is pientifut
we still have to think about calching Lne tisn atthe same tine.... Even if there is otner food
sources that are available. Even when [we] goout to catch the beaver. Even though the beiveris part of our food supply we still have...to
choose the area where fishing is easily
accessible to us.... It is ionething Lnat must
have to be considered (John Crowe peisonal
communication 1995).



Appendix A

Cabin rsland Site (cbrj-3)

The carnp known as the cabin rsrand site was built by
two brothers-in-raw, John wabino and Alfred Metatawabin, who
were trapping partners out of winisk. circumstances did not
al1ow a meeting with either of the trappers and information
pertaining to the use of the site has been derived from
conversations with Louis Bird and John Michael Hunterr dS
werl as through correspondence with Janice Graham (former
weenusk Band socio-Economic Development officer) who was
able to talk with John wabino on the authorrs behalf. The
site was the winter base canp for the wabino and Metatawabin
fanilies and in total the group consisted of two rnare
trapping partners, two women, and four chirdren. rt was
occupied during the winter months of L97g-7g, rg79-go, and
1980-81_.

The total area of the site, including the cleared
regions, is in excess of grloo square rnetres. on the basis
of structure clusters the site is divided into Areas A, B,
and c (Figure 58). rn addition to the structures, the site

298
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Figure 58. Cabin Istand Site (cblj_3).

Plan of the cabin rsland site as it appeared in July 1984.
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incLudes cabin furniture, concentrations of faunal material,
skin stretchers, clothing, utensils, too1s, miscerlaneous
camp supplies, and snowshoe and toboggan remains. A garbage
dump was also noted in the southern portion of the island,
but tirne did not arlow for an investigation of that area of
the site.

Time spent at the site was largery gi-ven to recording
the structures' salient characteristics and to recording
data for the purpose of developing a planinetric site map.
The followi-ng discussion presents characteristics of the
structures within each of the site's three main areas.

Log Cabins

The site has two log cabins both of which are 
'ocatedin crearings opened by the removal of trees: the trees were

felled for construction materiar.s and firewood. The cabin
located in the southern portion of the site berongs to the
wabino faniry and it represents the only structure in Area
A' The cabin is rectangular in shape with the length
roughly arigned in a north-south direction. windows are
located in all four sides of the cabin and the doorway is
located in the east facing wall. The walls of the cabin are
buitt of horizontally placed rogs joined using the
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saddle-notched method of construction. The bark on the
exterior walls remains intact, but the bark on the interior
waIls has been removed. with the exception of the area in
front of the doorway, earth and moss have been built up
against the bottom two or three rogs around the cabinrs
exterior.

rn the interior, the cabin has a dirt floor covered
with spruce boughs. since the spruce needles have falLen
off, the floor cover is a matrix of bare branches. The roof
is peaked. and supported by three 1og rafters running the
length of the structure. From the top of the east and west
walls centrally Iocated - a beam runs across the width of
the structure. The beam is supported in the middre by a
post extending from the bearnrs underside to the floor. Each
rafter is given support by wooden extensions from the
centrar beam- The roof is constructed of unsplit, cl0sery
praced logs that angle up from the east and west walrs to
the central rafter. sirnilar to the cabin walrs, the bark on
the roof logs was removed in the interior, but teft intact
on the exterior. clear plastic ries over the exterior
surface of the roof rogs and the prastic in turn is covered
with a layer of moss. Table 36 detairs the cabin's
dimensions.

on the froor, situated srightry off centre, is a rog
frame fitled with moss which was used as a base for a drum
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Table 36. Area A Log Cabin: Dimensions.

Element Dimension

Exterior West Wall Length

Exterior South Wa11 Width

Exterior South Wall Central Height
Exterior East Wa1l Height

fnterior Length

Interior Width

Interior Height to Bottom of Central Rafter
Door Width

577

460

L99

L75

549

426

220

6t_

stove. The stove, however, is rnissing. A hole to accept
the stove pipe is rocated in the roof east of the cent,ral
rafter. The cabin furniture includes a table frame, crib,
bed, waII shelf, possibre gun rack, and four free standing
vertical logs that serve as chairs. A11 but the latter are
attached to the cabin walls. rn addition to the interior
furnishings, the forlowing items were also located in the
cabin: c10thing, magazi-ne pages, food boxes, fire wood, a

number of 6 vort batteries, an otter skin stretcher, and
some feathers and bone.

rifty-three metres to the northeast of the wabino
cabin is the cabin of the Metatawabin farnily. This
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northernmost cabin, prus a tent frame, represent the
structures in Area B of the site. The cabin is rectangurar
in shape and the length is roughly aligned in a

northeast-southwest di-rection. The north walr is the onry
wa11 without a window and the door is located in the south
facing wa11. The overall structure of the cabin is similar
to that of the Area A cabin although it differs in three
erements: the roof extends r-90 cm out from the south facing
waII providing shelter over the door, the roof supports are
limited to the east and west walrs and the central roof
rafter, and the floor consists of wood planking laid across
the width of the cabin. Table 37 details the cabinrs
dimensions.

slightry off centre to the south of the centrar_
support post a drurn stove rests upon two split 10gs. The
remaining cabin furniture includes a rarge and snalr bed,
small stool, and four waLr shelves. The forlowing iterns
were also located in the cabin: rnetal pot fu1I of water,
metal bowl, metal cup hanging on a warl nail, rnetar cup on
the floor, rubber gloves, key-hole sar,r, 1eg hold trap, food
boxes and bags, magazines, five plastic motor oil
containers, plastic bracelet, firewood, and two wood fire
poi-nters.
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Table 37. Area B Log Cabin: Dimensions.

Element Dimension

Exterior West Wall Length

Exterior South Wall Width

Exterior South Wall Central Height
Exterior East Wall Height

Interior Length

Interior Width

fnterior Height to Bottom of Central Rafter
Door Width

594

446

198

155

562

4L0

204

76

Tent Frames

Two tent frames are located on the site with one
situated in Area B and the other in Area c. The rengths of
both frames are roughly oriented in easterly-westerly
directions. The frames are peaked structures comprised of
verticar and horizontal poles fitted together and anchored
to 1og foundations. The foundation of the Area B frame is
two logs high on all four si-des. The Area c foundation, on
the other hand, is one 1og high. The structure of the Area
B frame appears to be in excelrent condition, whereas the
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Area c frame is only partially standing with none of its
roof elements in place. Judging by the plastic remnants
located around the rog foundations the franes were covered
with plastic sheeting. Table 38 details the dimensions of
each frame.

Table 38. Tent Frames: Dimensions.

Element Dimension

Area B Tent Frame:

Area C Tent Frarne:

fnterior
fnterior
fnterior
Interior
Interior
Interior

Length

width

Height

Length

widrh

Height

376

3 l_5

248

390

342

Indeterminate

The tents were used as temporary shelters during the
initial period of each annual occupation. The rog cabins
htere repaired during this period after which the tents were
abandoned in preference for the greater protection of the
cabins.
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Storage Racks

rn Area c the remains of two storage racks are
located a few metres to the south of the Area c tent frame.
storage racks are platforms raised off the ground and used
for storing household goods and equipment. Both racks
display the sarne type of construction: horizontarly placed
platform poles extend across two opposing cross-beams that
are secured to vertical uprights. Tree trunks serve as
uprights and the cross-beams are either nailed directly to
the tree trunks or they are supported by braces placed
below. Both platforms have farlen due to the stress caused
by the swaying of trees on the cross beams and upriqht
joints. The platforrn for the western scorage rack had a
length of 2Bo cm. rt consisted of 15 poles and rested
approxirnately 200 crn above the ground. The platforrn of the
eastern storage rack had a length of 2gt cm. rt consisted
of L2 poles and rested approxinatery L7o crn above the
ground.

Snoking Rack

fn addition to the tent
Area C also has an intact meat

frame and two storage racks,
smoking rack that is located
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near the linit of the spruce forest. The srnoking rack is
constructed in the same manner as the storage racks although
the platform of nine horizontal poles rests on cross_bearns
that are approximately one rnetre above the ground. The
platform poles are qeneralry 440 crn in rength and 6 cm in
di-ameter. The uprights are tree trunksl however, the trees
cornprising the eastern uprights have been cut off around the
,.42 cm level to a110w clear access to the rack. The
platform poles are srnoke-blackened and the northeastern
upright has b.een heavily burnt. A fire pit underneath the
pratforrn has been dug to a depth of 20 cm berow the ground
Ievel.

Ground Scatter

Around the structures in arr three areas scatters of
artifacts and faunal material were recorded. rn Area A
artifacts incrude a beaver skin stretcher, otter skin
stretcher, and a portion of a snowshoe frane. rn addition
to the materiar on the ground, a beaver skin stretcher and a
gear mechanisrn from an unknown piece of rnachinery are
located on the eastern side of the cabin roof. Area B

artifacts include a moose skin stretcher, beaner, rnuskrat
skin stretcher, and a toboggan. Additionallyr d. otter skin
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stretcher rests against an oi1 drurn on the western side of
the cabin roof. Artifacts in Area c include clothing that
fell with the storage rack platforrns, a paddre, and. a metal
roasting pan. Two concentrations of faunal material were

arso noted. one concentration is located east of the
smoking rack in Area c and the other is located east of the
cabin in Area A. srnall samples frorn both faunal
concentrations were corlected and identified by patricia
Austen (1984). The faunar identifications are presented in
Table 39.

Table 39. cabin rsrand site: Faunar colrection.

Common Name Element Side Age

Area A

Caribou

Moose

Red Fox

Beaver

River Otter

Sku1l

SkuIl

Humerus

Cervical vertebra

Mandible

SkuII

Skull

Innoninate

Innoninate

Sku11/MandibIe

Adult 1

l_

Imm. 1

19 mos. 1

Imm. + 1

1

Imm. + 1

Imm. + 1

Inm. + 1

2

Left

Right

Right

Left
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Table 39. Continued.

Common Name Element Side Age n

Northern pike Dentary

Dentary

Angular

Angular

Parsphenoid

Frontal

Frontal

Hyonandibular

Preoperculum

Vomer

Prootic

Quadrate

Metapterygoid

Postclethrun

Rib

Scapula

Right

Left
Right

Left

Right

Left
Right

Right

Right

Right

Right

Right

L

1

l_

1

L

1

l_

L

1

1

1

t

L

1

25
Area A

Area C

Moose

Total

1

L

2
Area C Total
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Moose, caribou, red fox, beaver, river otter, and.

northern pike are represented in the faunar sampres and the
presence of these species compares favourably with John
wabino's list of species harvested while occupying the
island' rnformation provided by wabino indicates that the
shamattawa Lake area is favourable moose country and that
shamattawa Lake is productive for net fishing. caribou
frequent the region between early December and March and it
is a good area for trapping otter, beaver, mink, and marten.



Appendix B

Shamattawa Askiikan Site (cblj_1)

The shamattawa Askiikan site is situated within the
spruce forest on the northwest side of the shamattawa River.
The site covers a rinear distance of r-34 metres (Figure 59)
and represents the remains of a camp occupied through the
fall, winter, and, spring periods. From information provided
by John wabino (Janice Graham personal comrnunication r-985)
the site was occupied around 1950 by a number of farnilies.
John wabino arso remembers living with his father, Xavier
wabino, in an askiikan at the site around 

'967 
whire his

sisters - who !/ere attending school and mother remained in
Winisk.

At this rocation of the river, Environment canada has
established a Hydrometric Data station to monitor the
river's water conditions. The rnetal buirding which houses
the hydrometric equiprnent is situated within the area of the
site 36 metres inland frorn the river bank. whire forlowing
an estabrished path leading to the station an askiikan was
the first of the site,s structures found. The askiikan

3L1
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Figure 59. Shamattawa Askiikan Site (cblj_1).

Pran of the shanattawa Askiikan site as it appeared in July
t_984.
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domi-nates the site and this characteristic is reflected in
the site's name. Time spent at the site was devoted to
recording the physicar characteristics of the extant
structures, as well as recording the configuration of the
structures within the site for mapping purposes.

Askiikan

The term askiikan is a swarnpy cree word that refers
to a conical structure with a moss or earth exterior
covering- The moss or earth covering gives the structure
its name: askiikan roughly translates as rrearth l0dgerl
(Honigmann 1956.42) - The askiikan at this site is in a poor
state of repair with much of its frarnework nissing.
Decaying er-ernents of the frame were not apparent in the
vicinity of the askiikan and the extant frame is relatively
robust; therefore, it appears that the nissing menbers were
intentionally removed from the frame rather than having
succumbed to the decaying process.

For rneasuring purposes r dll eight rnetre square was
strung around the askiikan and at the four metre nark along
the north-south axis an east-to-west string was placed
through the 10dge. Exterior and interior ground
measurements were taken off the sides of the grid using a
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coordinate measurement technique (see iloukowsky
L980:222-223). Height measurements were made possibre by
the use of a ladder constructed from loca1 materials. Table
40 details the askiikanrs dimensions.

The askiikan is semi-subterranean in that the moss
ground cover was removed frorn the f100r area reaving a dirt
surface. The f100r is currently covered with grass and
weeds through which a central hearth pit is only slightly
discernible- The excavated floor was entirely frarned with
single logs giving the froor a rectangurar configuration.
The west floor 1og, however, has since been removed. Four
large vertical support posts are embedded in the ground on
the outside of each f100r 10g. The posts angle inward and
meet to forrn the apex of the conical frarne. At the top, the
southern support post is forked to accept the thinned end of
the northern support post in an interl0cking fashion. The
east and west support posts rest against the north and south
interl0cking posts cornpleti-ng the frarne,s major support
structure.

slightly below the apex of the frane, horizontar
crossbars which help to rnaintain the posts, conical
fornation are secured to each support post. The interior
walrs of the structure are conprised of straight verticalry
aligned pores that reach frorn behind the froor logs to rest
against the crossbars just be10w the structurers apex. rn
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Table 40. Askiikan: Dirnensions.

Element
Dimension

North Floor Log Length

Diarneter

Log Top to Floor Level_
East Floor Log Length

Dianeter

Log Top to FLoor Level
South Floor Log Length

Diameter

Log Top to Floor Level
North Support post Length

Diameter
East Support post Length

Diameter
South Support post Length
South Support post Diameter
East Support post Length

Diameter
Notch in South Support post Length

width
Planed End on North Support post Length

Depth

width

375

9

26

425

13

13

335

1L

25

454

t_5

501

L5

4L9

16

428

1l_

25

I

4L

J.4

6
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Table 40. Continued.

Elernent
Dimension cn

Top of North support post to the North East crossbar r_30
Top of East support post to the North - East crossbar 168
Top of East support post to the East - south crossbar r.45
Top of south support post to the East south crossbar 138
Top of south support post to the south - west crossbar JJ2
Top of west support post to the south - west crossbar r2o
Top of west support post to the west - North crossbar 110
Top of North support post to the west - North crossbar rr7
Height of Interior from Apex to Floor 333
Vertical Height of Doorway 

154
Width of Doorway at Base 

58
Width of Doorway at Top 

45
Maximum Exterior Length 

600
Maximum Exterior Width 

550

total, 27 walr poles - restricted to the askiikanrs northern
end - remain intact.

The door of the askiikan is oriented to the
southeast. The door-frarne is comprised of a warr pore on
the north side and the east support post on the south side.
From the ground a distance of ,.64 cm along the door watl



posts a horizontal crossbar completes the
door covering is not present and evidence
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door/s frame. A

of a vestibule
extendingroutfromthedoorwayaSreportedonsome@
(Honignnann l-956:42-43; Julig tg'2: photograph on p . L79;
Rogers r-963:223) is also not apparent. Five vertical wall
poles span the distance between the crossbars be10w the apex
and the top of the door_frame.

Many of the waII poles, including those above the
door' are split with the split side facing into the interior
of the 10dge- The bark on the interior faces of unsplit
poles has been removed. John Michael Hunter (personal
communication 1985) explains that wal1s devoid of bark and
with sprit faces increase the interior liqht revels by
providing the fire with a reflective surface. The exterior
surface of the 10dge walls and frarne are left with the bark
intact: the bark provides a rough surface into which the
moss cover anchors. The extant noss covering is restricted
to the northern side of the l0dge where the wall pores are
intactl however, layers of moss wourd have formerly covered
the entire surface of the 10dge's walls with the exception
of a small 0pening at the apex. The apex opening a110wed
smoke to escape and light to penetrate. smoke draft and
protection from the weather would have been controlled by
canvas or hide coverings over the apex opening.

Rogers (1963 2223) has delineated the eastern
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subarctic distribution of earth-covered lodges to incrude
northwestern Quebec, northern ontarj.o, and northeastern
Manitoba. rn the Hudson Bay Lowlands, askiikans have been
l0cated on the Albany River (Dean 1957260; Julig Lg82:150),
in the Attawapiskat area (Honigrrnann 1956:42; 1951- 252) , and
near the mouth of the winisk River (Mcrnnes Lg72:134).
Among the winisk cree, askiikans are built at the rocations
of winter base camps- They are constructed, however, in the
fal. so that the f100rs can be excavated prior to the
freezing of the ground. occupied throughout the winter
rnonths, askiikans became beneficial for the more sedentary
settlement pattern promoted by the fur trade (Rogers
1963:226-227)' rn the latter years of this century,
however, the use of the askiikan has decreased in favour of
the European-style log cabin.

Tent Frame

A conical tent frarne r,rith a 10g wa1. foundation is
located at the extreme western end of the site. The war-l
foundation is roughly square in configuration and built to
height of three logs horizontalry placed and joined at the
corners using the saddle-notched rnethod of construction.
Frorn each corner, secured with nails to the top logs,
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vertical support posts angle inward and meet to forur the
apex of the coni-caI frame. Tde'southwest support beam has
broken leaving the bottor ="Jtioh of the post on the ground
and the top section hanging frorn the structurers apex. The
support posts at the apex of the frame are secured together
with wi-re. Two poles, secured with nair-s to the top of the
south foundation warl, extend to the apex of the structure
where they are fastened to the rnain support posts with wire.
rt is thought that these two poles served the function of a
door-frame. The tent frame was likery canvas-covered and
10gs situated on the outside of the foundation wa'1s rnay
have served to hold the canvas cover snug against the
foundation top. The remains of a hearth are centrarly
located on the structurers floor. The structurers
dirnensions are detailed in Table 4L.

Table 4L. Tent Frarne: Dirnensions.

Elernent
Dimension

fnterior Length of North WaLl

fnterior Length of East WaII
fnterior Length of South Wall
fnterior Length of West WaLl

Diameter of Foundation Wa1I Logs
Height of Log Wall Foundation

375

3L1

388

333

11-15

37Northeast Corner
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Table 4L. Continued.

Element
Dimension

Northeast Support post Length

Diameter
Northwest Support post Length

Diameter
Southwest Support post Length

Diarneter
Southeast Support post Length

Diameter
West Wall post on South Side Length

Diameter

Side Length

Diameter

East Wall post on South

Width Between WalI posts on South Side

Distance Between Southeast Corner and East
Distance Between Southwest Corner and West
Height of fnterior from Apex to Floor
Height of Hearth Mound

Northwest Corner

Southwest Corner

Southeast Corner

Base

Top

WaIl Post

WaIl post

35

34

34

429

8

456

8

427

Lo

420

8

332

7

380

8

7I

30

L67

r.3 3

279

1_3
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Tent Bases

The log bases for two,tents are located in the
eastern half of the site. 

..".&!i bases are comprised of four
10gs set on the ground forming rectangular configurations.
rt is thought that the bottom edges of canvas tents v/ere
secured to the 10g bases. The eastern tent base has a
length of 350 cm and a width of 320 cm. The western tent
base is 340 crn in length and 3OO cm in width.

Storage Racks

The remains of three storage racks used for the
purpose of storing equipnent and household goods above
ground 1evel are l0cated in the central area of the site.
sirnilar to the storage racks recorded at the cabin rsr.and
site, these storage racks were conprised of horizontalry
placed platform poles extended across two opposing
cross-beans that r{rere secured to vertical uprights. Tree
trunks served as uprights and the cross-beans were secured
directly with nairs or with rope lashings. Alternativery,
the cross-bearns $/ere supported within natural and carved
anglesr of by braces placed be10w. The platforms of all
three storage racks have now farr-en. The eastern storage
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rack has four extant platform poles with general lengths of
372 cm. The platform rested a rnaximum r_3g crn above the
ground' The platforrn of the central storage rack consisted
of an undetermined number of poles and rested 143 cm above
the ground. The platforrn of the western storage rack also
had an undetermined number of poles and it rested a maximun
l-88 cm above the ground.

rn association with the eastern and centrar_ storage
racks are the remains of two ladders which wourd have
provided access to the storage platforms. Both ladders are
constructed of poles and each r_adder has five rungs nailed
to two uprights. The eastern radder is rg2 cm in maxi-mum
rength with rungs that range between 51 crn and 60 crn in
length. The western ladder has a maximum J_ength of 232 cm
with runqs that range between 55 cm and 69 cm in rength.

,/sn,o,ftng and srnoking/cooking Racks

The rernains of a smoking rack and a smoking/cooking
rack - both with quantities of burned wood bel0w _ are
located in the far eastern and centrar portions of the site
respectively. The srnoking rack consisted of horizontaL
poles praced over cross-bearns that were secured to verticar-
uprights- The platform is no 10nger in prace and five pores
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with rengths around 240 cm are either lying on the ground or
resting against one of the cross_beams. The platform rested
a maximum l_01 cm above the ground.

The srnoking/cooking rack is comprised of four
verti-cally placed poles that angre inward neeting to form
the apex of a conical frarne. The vertical posts are
approximately 8 cm in diameter and the distance between the
apex and the ground measures 333 cm. The frame provided a
structure from which meat and/or hides could have been hung
for cooking or srnoking purposes.

Faunal Remains

Four bone specimens representing caribou and moose
were cor-rected fron the surface of the site. The one caribou
specirnen hras recovered from the surface of the askiikan
floor. The faunal identifications were performed by patricia
Austen (L984) and the results of the analysis are presented
in Table 42' rn addition, a beaver skurl - which was not
collected - rested upon the platforrn poles of the eastern
storage rack. The faunar remains colrected from the surfaee
of the sharnattawa Askiikan site indicate that hunting and
trapping activities were part of the site,s economic
structure. The askiikan, tent frarne, storage racks, smoking
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Faunal Collection.

Common Name Elernent Side Age

Caribou

Moose

Tibia

Nasa1, Orbit,
Maxilla

Tibia/Fibuta

Tibia

Right

Right

Right

Right

Adult 1

L8-21 mos. 1

Imm. + 1

frnm. + 1

4
Total

rack' and snoking/cooking rack suggest that the area was
occupied on a .ong-tern basis. As we1l, the siters
structures al0ng with the site's protected l0cation are
appropriate for a winter base camp from which the inhabitants
dispersed to hunt, trap, and fish. As excellent hunting,
trapping, and fishing are cited as reasons for the
establishment of John wabinors and Alfred Metatawabin,s
recent winter canp on the island one kil0metre south, the
shanattawa Askiikan site shows that the region had sirnilar
significance for earlier generations.
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LITHTC ATTRTBUTES

The lithic collections from the sharnattawa Rapids and
washagami point si-tes are divided into core, f1ake, biface,
and debri-s classes- where appropriate the classes are
further subdivided into subclasses. For cataroguing and
analysi-s purposes, qualitative and quantitative attributes
for each class and/or subclass are entered into the
Ashton-Tate dBASE rrr 

'LUS 
database management program.

Hand lenses with 5X, 1ox, and 20X rnagnifications and a wild
Leitz M3c incident light microscope with a five-step
nagnification changer to 80X nagnification are enpl0yed
where necessary for attribute recognition and rneasurement.
Alr dirnensionar measurements are measured with calipers to
the nearest tenth of a rnirrimetre. Angle measurements are
measured with a gonometer to the nearest degree. weight is
measured with a ohaus Triple Beam Barance to the nearest
tenth of a gran. specinens weighing r-ess than .05 grams are
recorded as O.OO grams.

325
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Statistics

eualitative attributes refer to speclfic
characteristics pertaining to individuar classes and
subclasses. The statistical data recorded for these
attributes include number (n) and frequency ?").
Quantitative attributes refer to neasurements, such as
length, width, thickness, weight, and. angle. The
statistical data recorded for these attributes pertain to
frequency and distribution tendencies and include number
(n) , mean (x) , rnedian (med) , range (r) , standard deviation
(s) ' coefficient of vari-ation (v) , and skewness (sk) .

a' Number (n): This statistic refers to the totar
number of specimens.

b' Mean (r): The mean is a measure of centrar tendency
found by dividing the total value by the number of
values (Hammond and Mcculragh L974:7; Howell 1985:38;
King j_969 224) .

c ' Median (med) : The median is a rneasure of central
tendency which equals the rniddle varue in the
complete ranked distribution of the values. The
median is found by adding 1 to the total number of
values and dividing the total by 2 (Doran and Hodson
L9Z5z39; King 1969 222_24).
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Range (r): For this analysis, range does not refer
to the difference between the rninimum and maximum
values (Doran and Hodson Lg75:39); it sirnply refers
to the minirnum and rnaximum spread of the values
observed.

standard Deviation (s): This statistic is a measure
of dj-spersion that equals the average of the
deviati-ons of each value from the mean. The standard.
deviation equals the square root of the [ (sum of each
squared value which is then divided by the number of
values) minus the squared meanl (Harnmond and
McCulragh t97 4: 1-o-r-1; Howerl 

'985 
i 52 i King rg69 :27 ) .

coefficient of variation (v): This statistic is a
measure of dispersion where the standard deviation is
expressed as a percentage of the mean. The
coefficient of variation equars the [ (standard
deviation divided by the nean) tirnes loor (Hanrnond
and McCullagh Lg74:15) .

Skewness (sk): This statistic is a measure
indicating the degree to which a distribution
deviates from symrnetry. The significant
characteristic for this analysis is the recognition
of positive and negative skewness. A positively
skewed distribution indicates an asymnetrical
distribution skewed toward the higher values. A

f.

g.
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negatively skewed distributionr oD the other hand,
indicates an asyrrmetricar distribution skewed toward
the 10wer values. The measure of skewness equars the
[ (nean mi-nus the nedian ti-mes 3 ) divided by the
standard deviationl (Arkin and Colton 1958:4O;
Croxton 1953 :93-94; Howel1 1985:30_31) .

Raw Material

A11 lithic specimens are analysed for the type of raw
material utilized. For both sites the raw material is
represented by chert. The chert displays various col0urs
and corour combinations which are recorded according to the
colour classification system in the Munsel-l soil color
Charts (Munsell Colour L}TS).

Thernal Alteration

A11 specirnens are analysed for evidence of heat
exposure. The attributes recorded include heat fracture,
crazing, and lustre (collins and Fenwick r974; Mandevilre
L973; purdy 1974, 1,975; Rick 1978).

a' Heat Fracture: refers to conchoidal shaped scars
left by the expl0sive rernoval 0f ,,potlid,, spalls. As
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well, heat fracture results in irregular surfaces as
a result of specimen fracture.
Crazing: refers to shrinkage cracks caused by
exposure to direct heat.
Lustre: surfaces that are flaked fo'10wing heat
exposure tend to display a greater degree of lustre
in comparison to unflaked surfaces. These vi_treous
surfaces wilt often have a ,,waxy,, feel and
appearance.

Core Class

The term core refers to chert specimens that exhibit
negative flake scars produced from prevj-ous flake rernoval-s
(McMi1lan L977:L62). The nucleus of cores consists of chert
nodules (white 1963:G) or thick flakes (Le Blanc 1984.62).

r" subclass: The core class is divided into eight
subclasses based upon core nucleus type and
modification.

a' & e. Nodule and Flake cores - unrnodified: refer to
nodure and flake cores that bear no evidence of
having been utilized as too1s.

b' & f. Nodule and Frake cores - utilized: refer to
nodure and flake cores that have edges exhibiting

b.

c.
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microscars thought to have been produced through
utilization. For attributes pertaining to
utilization wear refer to utilized flakes.
Nodu1e and Flake Cores _ Retouched: refer to
nodule and flake cores with intentionalry rnodified
edges. For attributes pertaining to retouch
modification refer to retouched flakes.
Nodule and Flake cores - piEces Esquill.es: refer
to nodule and flake cores possessing opposed
margin crushing. This type of damage is
interpreted as having been produced through
utilization rather than through the bipolar
techni.que of core reduction. For attributes
pertaining to pidces esquill6es refer to flake
class pidces esqui1l6es.

2.

a.

b.

categorv: cores are divided into single platform and
nulti-platforrn categories based upon the number of
rerna j-ning platforms .

single platform cores: one platform area remains (Le
B'anc 1984:62) . This category incorporates White/s
( 1963 : 6) 'rsingle-endedr core
Multi-platforrn cores: more than one platform area
remains (Le Blanc 1984:62). Whiters (1963 :6_7)
rrdouble-endedr and rrpolymorphicrr cores are
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3.

a.

b.

incorporated into this category.

Platform Variety: Reference is rnade to
varieties: cortex and secondary.
Cortex: platforms are characterized by
surfaces (Le Blanc 1984:60_61) .

Secondary: platforms are characterized
fractures, such as previous fLake scars
fracture (see Le Blanc 1984:60_61_) .

Flake Scar Nurnber: The number of flake
exhibited on cores are counted. Due to
difficulty in identifying distinct flake
scar overlap occurs, scars are recorded
or 3+ (greater than 3).

: As far as is possible, the

two platforrn

cortical

secondary

specimen

SCATS

the

scars when

as L, 2, 3l

by

or

4' crushed Marcrins: refers to opposed crushed margins,
or areas, that may have been crushed due to biporar
force or due to use as a pidce esquil16e. crushed
margins are recorded as present or absent.

5.

6.

type of flake scar

identified. These

terrnination types.

ternination exhibited on cores are
include feather, hinge, and step
Identifying characteristics for
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each type are discussed in the section pertaining to
flake class scar terrninations.

7 ' cortex: The amount of cortex remaining on core
surfaces is recorded in percentage increments: oz,
3,-242 , 25_492 , SO_7 42, and 7S_ggZ.

8' Thermal Arteration: Evidence of heat exposure is
recorded as present or absent. on specimens where
characteristics of heat exposure are present, the
thermal types of nodification (see Thermal Alteration
section above) are recorded. The degree to which
specimens are affected is noted in percentage
incrernents.

a. Alteration: present, absent.
b' Thernar Type: potrid fracture, explosion fracture,

crazj.ng, lustre.
c. Coverage: I_242, 25_492, SO_74eo, 7S_ggZ, 1OOA.

9' Measurements: Measurements include length, width,
thickness and weight.

a. Length: the specimenrs naxi-rnun dinension.
b. width: the rnaximurn dirnension perpendicurar to the

Iength.
c' Thickness: the maximum dimension perpendlcurar to



d.

the length and rotated 90 degrees
Weight: the maximun weight.
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on the length axis.

Flake Class

The flake class includes those specimens that are
considered to be by-products of core reduction, or tooL
production- Foll0wing the work of Bonnichsen (L977:2'3) and
sullivan and Rozen (r-985:758) flakes dispray single interior
surfaces and exhibit striking platforrns, lips, bulbs of
force, eraillure flakes, and/or ribs. The classification
system pertai-ning to the flake class includes the foll0wing
categories: raw material, flake orientation, thermar
alteration, flake morphology, and subclass attributes.

2.

1_. Raw Material: see above discussion.

Flake Orientation: All flakes are viewed in a
sirnilar orientation (Le Blanc 1984:86). The flakers
interior surface (ventral face) is faced down and the
proxirnal end is positioned cl0sest to the analyst.
The flake's left and right nargins relate to the
observer's left and right sides respectively.
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3. Therrnar Alteration: Evidence of heat exposure is

recorded as present or absent. on specimens where
characteristics of heat exposure are present, the
thermal types of rnodification (see Thermal Alteration
section above) are recorded. The faces of
modification affected by each thermal type are noted
and positions are recorded. The degree to which each
face is affected by each thermal type is recorded in
percentage increments.

a. Alteration: present, absent.
b. Face of Modification: dorsal, ventral
c' Thermal Type: potlid fracture, expl0sion fracture,

crazing, lustre.
d' Positions: proximar, medial, distal-, proximal and

rnedial, rnedial and distal, whole.
e. Coverage: L-24eo, 25_492, SO_742, 7S_ggZ, LOOZ.

Flake Morphology

Attributes recorded with respect to frake norphorogy
pertain to category, striking platform, dorsal face, ventral
face, distar termination, lateral edge condition, frake
shape, and measurements.

4. Categorv: refers to flake condition.
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a. comprete Flake: a flake is considered complete when

its striking platform remnant, distal termination,
and lateral edges are intact.

b. Distal Flake Fragment: the flake's distal end is
present in whole, or in part, but the proximal end

with the striking platforn is absent.

c. Proximal Flake Fragrment: the striking platform is
present in who1e, oF in part, but the distal end is
m j-ssing.

d. Lateral Flake Fragrnent: the proxirnal and distal
sections of the frake are present, but due to laterar
edge fracture one side of the flake is rnissing. The

ross of the lateral edge prevents a reliabre width
measurement of the original f1ake.

e- Medial-horizontal Frake Fragrment: both the distar
and proxinal ends are missing so that the remaining

fragment consists of the original flakers central
section (horizontal axis). The lateral edges may or
rnay not be intact.

f. Medial-vertical Flake Fragment: portions of the

distal and proximal sections of the frake are present

(vertical axis), but the lateral edges have been

fractured or crushed.

5. Strikinq Platform: The striking platform is the
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surface of the parent material that is struck to
remove a flake. This area is often modified
(crabtree r97s:11-1) in order to prepare a suitable
striking surface or angle. The platforrn refers to
that portion of the striking area that was removed
from the parent material with the flake (Geier
L973:8; patterson 1983:302) .

Condition: absent (crushed, fractured., retouched),
present (unreduced, partially crushed, partially
fractured, partially retouched) .

1 Crushed: the platform is missing and the proximal
end is characterized by compound, irregurar frake
scars.

Fractured: the platform, or proximal end, has
been snapped off.
Retouched: intentional retouching of the platform
area has removed the platform surface.
Unreduced: the platform area displays little or
no crushing, fracturer or retouch.
Partially crushed: a portion of the pratform area
is crushed whire the remaining portion is intact.
PartiaLly Fractured: a portion of the platform is
fractured whire the rernaining portion is intact.
Partially Retouched: a portion of the pratforn is
retouched while the remaining portion is intact.
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Platform Surf ace: p1ain, faceted, cort j_cal_.

1 Plain: the platform surface exhibits no cortex or
flake scars (see E11is L979229; Geier L973zL3;
Pilon 19gO:51).

Faceted: the platform surface exhibits portions
of flake scarsr or facets (see Ellis ir979:27;
Geier L973:L2; pilon 19gO:51).

Cortical: the platform surface is comprised of
the cortex of the original raw material (see E'Iis
1979:29 ; Geier Lg73:13) .

Dorsal Edgre Characteristics: abraded, faceted,
trimmed, unaltered.

1 Abraded: the dorsal edge of the platforrn displays
evidence of having been battered (compound,

irregular step scars with step terminations) or
fraked (srnar1, isolated flakes). This abrasion
rnay have been intentional for the purpose of
strengthening the edge in order to prevent edge
collapse during flake removal (crabtree L966:L4;
Sheets L973:2t7).

2 Faceted: scar ridges fron previous core/preform
flake removals intersect the edge of the platform
surface and the dorsal face (Geier Lg73:13).

3 Trirnrned: ridges that originalry intersected the
edge of the platforrn surface and dorsar face have

c.
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been removed or trimrned (Geier Lg73:13).

4 Unartered: the pratforrn dorsar edge displays none
of the above characteristics.

d. platform Shape: refers to the cornbined

configurations of the platformrs dorsal and ventral
edges. No attempt is made to fit the combined
configurations into standard geometri-c shapesr. the
dorsar shape is merely risted before the ventrar
shape. rn instances where the dorsal and ventral
edges have similar configurations the shape is
sinplified to a single term (e.g. biconvex,
bi-concave, bipeaked, irregular). Dorsar and ventral
edge configurations include convex, concave,
rectilinear, peaked, recurvate, and irregular.

e. Platform Contour: refers to the platformrs
horizontar configuration between its reft and right
margrins- contour configurations include flat,
convex, concave, peaked, and irregular.

f. pLatforrn scar count: refers to the number of frake
scars that appear on the platforn surface (Magne

1985:113-114). The number of scars is recorded as !,
2, 3, or 3+ (greater than three) .

q' platforrn Angle: refers to the angle formed by the
intersection of the platform surface and the dorsal
face of the flake (Geier 1973 8; patterson 1983:301).
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h. platforrn Length: the maxirnurn distance between the

platformrs left and right rnargins.
i. pratform width: the maxi.mum distance between the

platform's dorsal and ventral rnargins.

6' Dorsal Face: cortex, flake scar pattern, flake scar
count.

a' cortex: refers to the amount of cortex on the
flake's dorsal face. cortex coverage is recorded in
percentage increments: oeo, r-242, 25-492, 50-742,
75-992, 1OO?.

b' Flake scar pattern: l0ngitudinal, marginal, comprex,
unfaceted.

r- Longitudinal: frake scars on the dorsal face run
a10ng the l0ngitudinal axis of the flake (Geier
t973zL3; pilon 19gO:53) .

2 Marginal: flake scars on the dorsal face run
perpendicuLar to the longitudinal axis of the
flake (Geier L973:L3; pilon 1980:53).

3 Complex: flake scars on the dorsal face run in
divergent directions (Geier L973:L3; pilon
1990: 53 ) .

4 unfaceted: the dorsar face disprays no flake
scars.

c' Flake scar count: refers to the nunber of flake



scars that appear on the dorsal
(Magne l-985:113). The count is
or 3+ (greater than 3).
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face of the flake
recorded as L, 2, 3,

7. Ventral Face:

ribs.
bulb of force, lip, eraillure flake,

Bulb of Force: refers to a protrusionr of bulb that
is often displayed on a flakers ventral face adjacent
to the striking platform. The degree of protrusion
is measured i-n three increments: salient, diffuse,
and undetectable.

1 Salient: the bulb of force projects prominently
above the ventral face of the flake (E1lis
1979:32; Geier t973z14; pilon L98O:54).

2 Diffuse: the bulb of force displays a flatter
nuch less conspicuous protrusi-on (Elris L979232;
Geier 1973:I4i pilon 1980:54).

3 undetectable: the ventral face of the flake racks
a recoqlnizable bulb of force (Ellis L979:32; Geier
1973:14) .

Lip: refers to an overhang of the platform edge over
the ventrar face of the flake (Etlis 1979:29; pilon
l-989:52) . The lip nay be prorninent or poorly def ined
(Morlan L973: L3) ; however, only its presence or
absence is noted.

b.
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c. Eraillure Flake: refers to a small flake scar

exhibited on the bulb of force (Geier L973:7;

Patterson 1983:300; Oakley 1,958:1-6). Its presence or

absence is noted.

d. Ribs: refers to arcuate ridges that are formed

concave to the point of irnpact and indicate the

direction of fracture (Bonnichsen L977:LL7; Geier

L97327). The degree of protrusion is measured in
three increments: prominent, moderately distinct,
and indistinct.
l- Prorninent: the ribs can be seen clearly with the

unaided eye and the ridges protrude significantly.
2 Moderately Distinct: the ribs can be seen with

the unaided eye, but the ridges protrude

insignificantly.

3 Indistinct: the ribs are not apparent to the

unaided eye.

8. Distal Termination: The attributes recorded with
respect to distal terrnination pertain to condition

and termination type.

a. Condition: absent, present.

1 Absent: crushed, fractured, retouched (for
definitions see Platform Conditions) .

2 Present: complete, partially crushed, partially
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fractured, partialry retouched (for definitions
see platform Conditions) .

Termination Type: feather, hinge, step, block
L Feather: a feather terminated flake has a distal

end that is relatively thin and sharp. A feather
terminated scar disprays a distal end with a

smooth transition to the rock surface (Bonnichsen
L977 :L32; Brink L97g:51) .

2 Hinge: a hinge terminated fIake, in cross
sectj-on, has a convex shaped distal end. The

hinge terminated scar displays a distar end with a

concave terminus (Bonnichsen Lg77:134; Brink
L978:52).

3 step: a step terminated flake has a transversely
broken distal end. The frake detached at a right
angle to the direction of fracture and the frake
scar displays a right angle terminus (Bonnichsen

L977:134; Brink Lg78:51) .

Block: a flake with a brock termination retains a

portion of the core base. This type of
terinination is likery caused by extrerne force (Le

Blanc 1984:98).

Lateral Edcre Condition: refers to
of the flakers lateral edges. Four

the cornpleteness

conditions are

9.
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recorded: intact, fractured, crushed, retouched.

l-0. Flake Shape: face shape, face edge shape,
longitudinal shape, rnarginal shape.

a. Face shape: refers to the geometric shape of the
flakers lateral edges (Geier L973:L4). The

configurations include expanding, contracting, and
para11e1.

1 Expanding: the lateral edges expand frorn the
proximal to distal ends.

2 contracting: the lateral edges contract from the
proximal to the distal ends.

3 paralrel: the laterar edges are paraller- arong
the longitudinal axis of the fl_ake.

b. Face Edge shape: refers to the outline shape of each
edge. Both edges with similar types of
configurations are recorded as convex, concave,
expanding-contracting (outward peaked),

contracting-expanding (inward peaked) r oF

rectilinear. Edges with diverse edge outrines are
recorded as varied. with varied edge configurations
each left and right edge shape is recorded as convex,
concave, expanding_contracting, contracting_
expanding, rectilinear, or recurvate.

c. Longitudinar shape: refers to the longitudinar shape
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of the flake's ventral face: concave-distal,
concave-proximal, concave-synmetrical, convex_distal,
convex symmetrical, flat, irregular.
r- concave-Distal: the flake exhibits a concave

distal end.

2 concave-proxirnal: the flake exhibits a concave
proxirnal end.

3 concave-symmetricar: the frakers rongitudinal
shape is symrnetrically concave.

4 convex-Distal: the flake exhibits a convex distal
end.

5 convex-symmetrical: the flakers longitudinal
shape is symmetrically convex.

6 FIat: the flake displays no significant
curvaturel therefore, its l0ngitudinal shape is
considered to be flat.

7 rrregurar: the flake/s longitudinar shape cannot
easiry be classified according to one of the above
configurations.

d. Longitudinar curve: refers to the degree of
longitudinal curvature: substantiar, ninirnal, not
applicable.

1 Substantial: the curvature displayed is
proninent.

2 Mininal: the curvature is noticeabrel however,
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its prorninence is not well rnarked.

3 Not Appricabre (N/A): refers to flakes with flat
or irregular longitudinal shapes.

e- Marginal shape: refers to the marginal shape of the
flake's ventral face: convex, concave, flat,
irregular.

f. Marginar curve: refers to the degree of marginal
curvature. similar to the l0ngitudinar curve, the
degree of rnarginal curvature is recorded as
substantial, rninirnal, oF not applicable.

1L. Measurements: measurements include length, width,
thickness, and weight.

a' Length: the maximum distance between the proximal
and distal ends.

b' width: the rnaxi-mun distance perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis.

c. Thickness: the point of maximurn thickness between
the ventral and dorsal faces.

d. Weight: the maximum weight.

Subclass

The flake class is divided into five subclasses based
upon the presence or absence of modification and
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nodification type: unmodified flakes, utilized flakes,
unifacially retouched flake too1s, bifacialry retouched
frake tooIs, and pidces esquill6es. The five subclasses are
not mutually exclusive in that any one flake may exhibit
more than one type of nodification; therefore, one flake may
belong to rnore than one subclass.

Unnodified Flakes

unmodified flakes are defined as f]akes that exhibit
neither unintentional utilization wear nor intentional
retouch scars-

Utilized Flakes

The tern utir.ized flakes refers to those flakes that
exhibit unintentional utilization wear along one or more
edges. This analysis of utilization wear concentrates upon
tool edge darnage characterized by microflake scars. This
type of scar is produced through the removal of smaIl frakes
(rnicroflakes) fron edges used for raw materiar manipulation
(Brink L978246; odell L981; oderl and odell-Vereecken 1980;
Tringharn et al. Lg74). The attributes recorded with respect
to utilization wear include the folrowing: number of
locations, location, position, intensity, modified edge
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type, face of rnodification, bifacial scar pattern, scar
spacing, scar termination, edge configuration, rounding, and
measurements.

l_. Number of Locations: refers
discrete areas on one flake
scars that are considered co

utilization.

to the nurnber of
exhibiting microflake
be the result of

2. Location: each area of rnicroflaking is rocated with
reference to consistent orientation on a polar
co-ordinate grid (Figure 60). The grid consists of
eight loci radiating out from a rnedial point. Each

locus is divided in half so that in total there are
sixteen secti-ons to the grid. solid lines demarcate
each nurnerically laberred locus and each locus
division is marked by a sLashed line. Loci L,g,4,
and 5 are divided into right and left sections while
Loci 2'3'6, and 7 are divided into proxirnal and
distal sections. The flake is aligned over the
mediar point according to normal flake orientati_on
(see Flake orientation above). with the flake in
proper orientation, the l-ocation of each microflaked
area is recorded with reference to its position on
the grid. This system is particularly useful for
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Figure G0. polar Co-ordinate Grid.
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relocating previousry identified microflaked areas (for a
sirnilar approach see Tringham J:974:186).

3. position: refers to the position of each microfraked
area according to the four edges of a flake:
proxinal edge, distal edge, right lateral edge, and
left lateral edge. Each edge is divided into three
sections.

a. proxirnal Edge: 1eft, rnedial, right
b. Distal Edge : 1ef t, rnedial , right
c. Right Lateral Edge: proximal, medi_al, distal
d. Left Lateral Edge: proximal, medial, distal

4' rntensity: refers to the degree of visibirity
exhibited by the nodified area (Ahler 1g7g:314-315):
pronounced, moderate, and moderate/pronounced.

a' pronounced: rnodification over the conprete
microflaked area is visible under direct light
without the aid of rnagnification.

b' Moderate: modification is difficur-t to detect
without the aid of magnification, but it is clearly
visible with 10X magnification using direct right.

c' Moderate/pronounced: the intensity of the edge
darnage varies between moderate and pronounced.
Portions of the microflaked area are macroscopicarry
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visible whi-le other portions require the aid of up to
1OX magnification.

5. Modified Edge Tvne: refers to facial fraking:
unifacial and bifacial.

a- unifaciar: the modified area is flaked on one face.
b. Bifacial: the rnodified area is flaked on two faces.

5. Face of Modification: the faces of rnodification are
recorded according to the modified edge type: dorsal
or ventral (unifacial), dorsal and ventral
(bifaciat) .

7 - Bifacial scar pattern: refers to the pattern of
microscars as they occur a10ng the two faces of the
nodified edge: opposite and alternate.

a' opposite: microscars are aligned in direct
opposition on the ventrar and dorsar faces.

b. Alternate: along the modified edge the microscars
alternate between the ventrar and dorsar faces in
such a nanner that they do not occur in direct
opposition.

8. scar spacinq: refers to the distribution of
microscars along each face of the rnodified edge. The
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scar spacing categories include the following:
continuous, serni-continuous, and. discontinuous.

a. continuous: microflakes occur in an uninterrupted
fashion along the nodified edge.

b. Semi-continuous: mi_croflakes occur in an

uninterrupted fashion along the modified edge with
the exception of one narror^r unf laked area.

c. Di-scontinuous: microfrakes occur in an interrupted
fashi-on along the rnodified edge. This type of
microflake distribution is classified according to
the amount of edge rnodified (light, heavy), type
(isolated fr-akes, crustered), and, interval (close,
wide, uneven).

r- Light: microflake scars are exhibited over r-ess

than half of the total rnodified area.
2 Heavy: microfrake scars are exhibited over more

than half of the total rnodified area.
3 rsorated Flakes: nodification is characterized as

separate, individual nicroflake scars.
4 clustered: modification is characterized by two

or more overlapping flake scars. When edges

exhibit both isolated frakes and crustered types,
the more prevalent type is listed first.

5 close: intervars between the isolated microfrake
scars and/or clusters are narrow and the spacing
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is relatively uniform.

6 wide: intervals between the isorated microflake
scars and/or clusters are wide and the spacing is
relatively uniforrn.

7 uneven: intervars between the isolated microflake
scars and/or clusters are not uniform in that
spaces are both narrow and wide.

9- scar Termination: termination types recorded include
feather, hinge, and, step (for type characteristi_cs
refer to the Terrnination Type discussion under Frake
Morphology). when edges exhibit more than one

termination type, the types are listed in order of
predorninance.

10. Edge configuration: refers to the outline shape of
each modified edge. shapes recorded incrude convex,
concave, rectilinear, recurvate, point (spur),
peaked, and irregular.

l-1- Rounding: refers to abrasion that appears on the
nodified edge and microflake ridges. Brink
(L979:53-54) divides rounding into truncated and

smoothing types while Ahler (Lg7g:308) refers to the
rounding processes of brunting and smoothing. rn
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this analysis, rounding is noted as present or
absent. where rounding is present it is classified
according to the degree of abrasion by the fol10wing
categories: slight, distinct, and slight/distinct.
Magnifications most useful for rounding
identifications are 3OX, 5OX, and BOX.

a. Absent: crests of microflake scar ri-dges and

rnodified edges are sharp showing no signs of rounding
or abrasive wear.

b. Present: slight, distinct, slight/distinct.
L sright: rounding occurs only on the crests of the

rnicroflake scar ridges and modified edges.

Although rounding of the crests is apparent the
degree of wear does not show significant removar
of crest peaks.

2 Distinct: the crests of the microflake scar
ridges and nodified edges display considerabre
wear so that the crests display well defined
rounding. The edges may range from an armost
conpletely flattened surface to rounded

denticulation. Arthough edge denticulation may

sti11 be apparent the edge is more undurating than
peaked.

3 sright/Distinct: refers to a rnediar condition
between slight and distinctp however, it also
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includes edges that display both slight and

distinct characteristics.

L2. Measurements: refers to spine_p1ane angIe,
microflake scar length, and edge length.

a. spine-prane Angre: refers to the angle formed by the
intersection of the dorsal and ventrar faces. This
angle refrects the strength and thickness of the
modified edge (Tringharn Ig7 4:l-79) .

b. Microflake scar Length: the maximum distance between
the proximal and distal margins of the longest scar
on the modified edge.

c. Edge Length: the maximum length of the rnodified
edge.

Retouched Flakes

The term retouched flakes refers to those specimens
that have been intentionalry rnodified for the purpose of
forning a specific toor and functionar edge. Flakes
exhibiting retouch are generarly characterized by the
presence of continuous overlapping scars al0ng one or more
of their margins. rn comparison to utilized edges

displaying nicroflake scars, retouched edges exhibit scars
that are generalry larger and more evenly patterned (odeJ_I
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and odell-vereecken 1980:96; Tringham et aI. Lg74:181). The
attributes recorded with respect to retouched flake edges
include the following: number of locations, rocation,
position, retouched edge type, face of rnodification, scar
termi-nation, proxirnal edge damage, edge configurati-on, and
measurements.

1. Nurnber of Locations: refers to the number of
discrete areas on one flake exhibiting retouch
rnodif ication.

2- Location: each retouched area is rocated with
reference to consistent orientation on a porar
co-ordinate grid (see Location under utilized
Flakes) .

3. position: refers to the position of each retouched
area according to the four edges of a flake:
proxirnar edge, distar edge, right lateral edge, and

left laterar edge. Each edge is divided into three
sections.

a. proxirnal Edge: left, medj.al, right
b. Distal Edge: Ieft, rnedial, right
c. Right Lateral Edge: proxinal, rnedial, distal
d. Left Lateral Edge: proximal, medial, distal
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4- Retouched Edge Tyne: refers to faciar flaking:

unifacial and bifacial.
a. unifacial: the retouched area is fraked on one face.
b. eifaciar: the retouched area is flaked on two faces.

5. Face of Modification: the faces of modification are
recorded according to the rnodified edge type: dorsal
or ventral (unifacial), dorsal and ventral
(bifacial) .

5. scar Termination: termination types recorded incrude
feather, hinge, and, step (for type characteristics
refer to Termination Type under Frake Morphol0gy).
when retouched edges exhibit more than one

termination type, the types are risted in order of
predoninance.

7 ' Proximal Edqe Danage: refers to the degree and type
of damage exhibited on the proxirnar edge of the
retouched scars. The attributes recorded incrude
condition, intensity, and type.

a. Condition: present, absent.

b. rntensity: refers to the degree of visibirity
exhibited by the darnage: pronounced, moderate,
moderate/pronounced (for intensity characteristi-cs
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refer to fntensity under Utilized Flakes).
Type: the types of nodification reeorded include
microflaking and rounding.
1 Microflakingr: recorded as present or absent. rf

microflaking is present the type of rnicroflake
scar is recorded: feather, hinge, step, and

compound (for characteristics pertaining to
feather, hinge, and step fractures refer to
Termination Type under Flake Morphology).
compound fracture refers to dense concentrations
of overlapping scars and the scar terminations are
usually of the step type. Compound fracture is
sirnilar to Brinkrs (L978:52) rcrushingr category.
This form of darnage does not irnply utilization
wear since such darnage may be the resurt of the
rnanufacturing process (Brink L97B:67 , 1l_5_116;

Binnernan and Deacon 1986:22sp Lawrence LgTstgg-99;
Plew and Woods 1985 2225; Vaughan 1985:23).

2 Rounding: recorded as present or absent. Where

rounding is present it is classified according to
the degree of abrasion by the following
categories: slight, distinct, and slight/distinct
(for characteristics for each rounding category
refer to Rounding under Utilized Flakes).
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8. Edcre configuration: refers to the outline shape of

each retouched edge. shapes include convex, concave,
rectilinear, recurvate, and recurvate (spurred) .

9- Measurements: refers to edge angre, naximum scar
length, rninimum scar length, edge height, and edge
length.

a. Edge Angle: refers to the angle formed by the
intersection of the bifaciarly retouched frake faces
or the unifaciarly retouched frake face and the
opposed unnodified dorsal or ventral face.

b. Maximum scar Length: the maximum distance between
the proxirnal and distar margins of the largest scar
on the retouched edge.

c. Minimum scar Length: the maximum distant between the
proximal and distal margins of the scar considered to
represent the shortest retouch scar on the retouched
edge. The purpose of this measurement is for size
comparison with utilization microflake scars.

d' Edge Height: the maxirnurn verticar. height of the
retouched edge.

e. Edge Length: the maximum tength of the retouched
edge.
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Pidces esquill6es

The term piEce esquirr6e refers to lithic specirnens
that display damage on opposed rnargins. Margin damage

includes opposed crushed margins (Le Blanc 1984:183),
crushed margins opposite relatively flat surfaces that could
have been used as rareas of percussion, (Binford and euirnby
L972:356), or crushed edges and area surfaces opposite
rnargins that are absent or fractured. The attributes
recorded with respect to piEces esquill6es include the
following: category, axis of crushi_ng, location, margin
type, face of rnodification, bit edge, and measurements.

l-.

a.

b.

Category: complete, bipolar flake, fragrment

complete: refers to those specirnens with intact
opposed rnargins.

Bipolar Frake: refers to flakes that are products of
bipolar force.

Fragrment: refers to those specimens that possess one
margin with the opposed rnargin absent or fractured.

c.

2.

a.

Axis of Crushing: refers to the direction
and its orientation to the flake/s axis:

of force

vertical,
horizontal, and vertical/horizontal.
Vertical: force was directed along the flake's
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the

b.

c.

3.

vertical axis. Therefore, the edges affected are
proximal and distal ends.

Horizontal: force was directed along the flake's
horizontal axis. Therefore, the margins affected are
the flake's lateral edges.

vertical/Horizontal: force was directed arong both
of the flake's vertical and horizontal axes.

Locati-on: refers to the location of each affected
margin with reference to a polar co-ordinate grid
(for details of the polar co-ordinate grid see

Location under Utilized Flakes).

Margin Tvpe: refers to margin crassification based

upon the terminorogy developed by Binford and euirnby
(L972:356) for bipolar cores: ridge of percussion,
point of percussion, and area of percussion. The

rnargin types are written in hyphenated forrn ( i. e.

ridge-ridge, area-point). opposed margins oriented
along the vertical axis are recorded with the
proxinal end type listed first and the distar end

type listed second. Sirnilar1y, opposed rnargins

oriented along the horizontal axis are recorded with
the right lateral edge type listed first and the teft
lateral edge type Iisted second.

4.
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a. Ridge of Percussion: refers to the n. . . Iine of

convergence of the two opposite creavage facesrl
(Binford and euimby Lg72:356).

b. point of percussi-on: refers to the r... convergence

of three or more cleavage faces resulting in a

pyranidal form, the apex of which is the point of
percussionil (Binford and euirnby tg72:356).

c. Area of percussion: refers to a relatively thick
edge which lacks a ridge or point distinction.

5- Face of Modification: refers to the face(s) of the
flake affected. For each opposed margin the face(s)
modified is (are) recorded as ventral, dorsarr or
both. rn cases where the damage is bifacial the face
with the greatest damage is recorded first. rf
damage occurs on the area of percussion, it is
recorded as rarea surface.rl

6- Bit Edcre: refers to the edge that is considered to
have been the primary edge, or the opposing edge to
the one that received the percussive force. The bit
edge is recorded for each axis of crushing.

7. Measurements: refers to the lengths of the vertical
and horizontal axes of crushing.
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vertical Axis Length: the maxirnurn distance between

two opposing margins oriented along the flakers
vertical axis.
Horizontal Axis Length: the maximum distance between

two opposing margins oriented along the flake's
horizontal axis.

Bi-face Class

The biface class consists of chert objects that
display retouch on opposed surfaces and exhibit various
degrees of facial flaking. Bifaces are shaped from flake or
non-flake nuclei and the attributes recorded include thermal
alteration, subclass, category, cortex, retouch, shape, and.

measurernents.

Thernal Alteration: Evidence of heat exposure is
recorded as present or absent. on specimens where

characteristics of heat exposure are present, the
thermal- types of rnodification (see Therrnal Alteration
section above) are recorded. The faces of
rnodification affected by each thermal type are noted
and positions are recorded. The degree to which each

face is affected by each therrnar type is recorded in
percentage increments.

1,.
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a. Alteration: present, absent.
b- Face of Modifi-cation: dorsar, ventral (frake);

obverse, reverse (non-flake) .

c. Thermal Type: potlid fracture, explosion fracture,
crazing, lustre.

d. Positions: proximal, medial, distal, proximar and

nedial, medial and distal, who1e.

e. Cortex: L-242, 25-492, SO-74eo, 75-992, 1OO?.

2. Subclass: stemmed, unstemmed.

3. catecrory: refers to the nature of the biface
nucleus: flake, non-flake.

4- cortex: refers to the amount of cortex remaining on

both of the specimen,s faces. cortex coverage is
recorded for each face in percentage increments: oz,

L-242 , 25-4gZ , 5O-7 42 , 7 s-gge,, loou .

5. Retouch: refers to the retouch characteristics
displayed on the biface. For a discussion of the
retouch attributes recorded refer to the section
pertaining to retouched flakes.

6. Shape: bIade, shoulder, base, stem, tongitudinal,
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and marginal biface shapes.

a- Blade Element: shapes recorded for each blade edge

include rectilinear, convex, and concave. The

symnetry of the combined blade edges (symmetrical,
asymmetrical) is also noted.

b. shoulder Element: shapes recorded for each shourder
element include rounded and peaked.

c. Base Erement: this attribute is recorded for both
stemmed and unstemmed specimens. Base shapes include
rectilinear straight, rectirinear oblique, convex,

concave, bivectoriar, trivectorial, basal notch, and

irregular.
d. stem Element: refers to the shape of side notches,

tangs, and corner notched stems.

1 side Notches: attributes recorded pertain to the
shape and size of each notch. Notch shape

incrudes rounded curve and elongated curve. Notch
size refers to shalrow (the notch rnouth is greater
than the notch depth) or deep (the notch nouth is
less than the notch depth).

2 Tangs: shapes are recorded for each tang and

configurations include pointed, rounded, and

square.

3 corner Notched stern: shape refers to the conbined
configuration of both stem edges: parallel,
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expanding (toward the proxinal end), and

contracting (toward the proxinal end).
Longitudinal Shape: refers to the combined

longitudinal shapes of both specimen faces: convex,
concave, and frat. with specimens shaped from flake
nuclei the dorsal shape i-s listed before the ventral
shape. with specimens shaped frorn non-frake nuclei
the obverse shape is risted before the reverse shape.
rn instances where the two faces have similar
configurations the shape is simplified to a single
term (e.9. biconvex).

Marginar shape: refers to the combined margina]-
shapes of both specirnen faces: convex, concave,
flat, and peaked. Similar to the above, d.orsal and

obverse faces are listed before ventral and reverse
faces. where two faces have sinilar configurations
the shape is sirnplified to a single terrn.

Measurements: length, width, notch depth, thickness,
width/thickness ratio, angles, and weight. The

specific measurements recorded are adapted from the
attribute list presented by Bonnichsen (1978:

153-175).

Length: maxirnum length, blade length, sten J_ength,

base length, and tang length.

7.

a.
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1 Maximum Length (sternrned, unstemned): maximum

distance between the extreme proximal and distal
margins.

2 Blade Length (stemrned, unstemmed): maximum

di-stance between the rnost proximal shourder point
(the intersection of the blade with the stem or
base elements) and the blade's distal end.

3 stem Length (sternned): maximum distance between

the proximal end of the biface and the rnost

proximal shoulder point.
4 Base Length (stemmed, unstemrned) :

a stemmed: maximum di-stance between the proximal
end of the biface and the most proximal point
marking the intersection of the stemrs basal
and lateral margins.

b Unstemmed: maximum distance between the
proximal end of the biface and the nost
proximal shoulder point.

5 Tang Length (sternned) : rnaximum distance between

the most proxinar and distal points of the basal
tangs.

b. width: includes maximum width, shoulder width, blade
rnid-length width, brade distar end width, tang width,
notch width, and between notch width.
1 Maximurn width (stenmed, unstemmed) : maximum
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distance between the extreme points on the laterar
margins.

2 Shoulder Width (stenmed, unstemmed):

a Stemmed: maximum distance between the two
points marking the intersection of the blade
and the stem.

b Unstemmed: maximum distance between the two

points rnarking the intersection of the blade
and the base.

3 Blade Mid-Lenqth Width (sternrned, unstemmed):

maximum distance between the two l-aterar edges of
the blade at the bifacers rnid-length.

4 Blade Distal End Width (sternmed, unstemmed) :

maximum distance between the two lateral edges of
the blade L/LO of the specimenrs length from the
blade's distal end.

5 Tang width (stemmed): maximum distance between

the tangrs extrerne lateral edges.

6 Base width (sternrned) : maximum distance between

the two points narking the intersection of the
stemts basal and lateral rnargins.

7 Right and Left Side Notch Widths (sternrned) :

maximum distance between the two points narking
the extreme proxirnal and distal margins of the
notchrs mouth.
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8 Between Notch width (sternrned) : maxirnum distance
between the extreme internar points of each notch.

c. Right and Left Notch Depths (stemrned): maximum

distance between the nid-point of the notch's width
and the notchrs extreme internal point.

d. Thickness: maximum thickness, stem thickness,
mid-length thickness, brade distar end thickness,
stem-b1ade thickness, and base-brade thickness.
L Maximum Thickness (stemmed, unstemrned) :

maxirnurn distance between the obverse and reverse
faces.

2 stem Thickness (stemrned) : maxi-mum distance
between the obverse and reverse faces of the stem

element.

3 Mid-Length Thickness (stemmed, unstemmed):

maxirnum distance between the obverse and reverse
faces at the specimenrs mid-Iength.

4 Blade Distal End Thickness (stemrned, unstemmed):

rnaximum distance between the obverse and reverse
faces t/LO of the specinen's length from the
bladets distal end.

5 sten-Blade Thickness (sternmed): maximum distance
between the obverse and reverse faces at the
i.ntersection of the stern and the blade.

6 Base-Blade Thickness (unstemmed): rnaximum
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at

e.

distance between the obverse and reverse faces
the i_ntersection of the base and the blade.

Width/Thickness Ratio (sternmed, unstemmed) : a

statistic equalling the maxi-mum width divided by the
maximum thickness.

Angles: right and reft base angles, right and left
notch angles, right and left shoulder angles, tip
angle, and edge angles.

1 Right and Left Base Angles (sternrned) : angle
formed by the intersection of the stemrs basal and

lateral margins. The proximal arm of the angle
connects the proximal end of the biface and the
intersecting point between the stemrs basal and

Iateral margins. The distal arm of the angle
forlows the inmediate lateral edge of the stern.

2 Right and Left Notch Angles (stenrned): angle
formed by the intersection of the stem and the
notch's proxinal rnargin. The proxinal arm of the
angle follows the inrnediate Lateral edge of the
stem. The distar arm of the angle connects the
point narking the extreme proximal edge of the
notch's mouth and the notch's extreme internal
point.

3 Right and Left Shoulder Angles (sternmed,

unstemrned) :

f.
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a stemmed: angre formed by the intersection of

the blade and stern elements. The proximar arm

of the angle connects the shourder point and

the notch's extreme internar point. The distal
arm of the angle follows the lateral edge of
the b1ade.

b unstemmed: angre formed by the intersection of
the blade and base elements. The proxirnal arm

of the angle connects the proxirnal end of the
biface and the shoulder point. The distal arm

of the angle follows the lateral edge of the
blade.

Tip Angle (sternmed, unstenmed) : angle forrned by
the intersection of the right and left r-aterar
edges of the b1ade. The apex of the angle is the
blade tip and the arms of the angle intersect the
points on the brade's rateral edges L/Lo of the
specimen's length from the brade's distar end.

Edge Angles (sternrned, unstemmed) : angles forned
by the intersection of the obverse and reverse
faces of the blade. proximal end, rnid_len9th, and

distal end angles of the right and reft lateral
blade edges are recorded.

Weight: maximurn weight.g-
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Debris Class

The term debris refers to those items that are not
considered to belong to the core, flaker or biface classes.
rt i-s a morphological designation and a specimenrs inclusion
in this class does not preclude its use as a tool.
Attributes recorded for this class include subcrass, cortex,
thermal alteration, and measurements.

1-. subclass: unutilized chip, utirized chip, unutirized.
chunk, utilized chunk, potlid spa1I, explosion spaIr.

a. unutilized chip: a chip is a piece of lithic debris
with a thickness equal to less than one-half of the
specirnents width. The chip displays no evidence of
having been used as a tool.

b. utirized chip: the chip displays evidence of having

been used as a tool.
c- unutilized chunk: a chunk is a piece of lithic

debris with a thickness equal to or greater than

one-ha1f of the specimen's width. The chunk displays
no evidence of having been used as a tool.

d. Utilized Chunk: the chink displays evidence of
having been used as a tool.

e. Potlid spall: refers to conchoidar shaped spalrs
removed from rithic specimens as a result of exposure
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to heat.

f . Explosion spalr: refers to lithic fragrments with
markedly irregurar surfaces that are thought to have

been fractured from the parent material as a result
of exposure to heat.

2- cortex: The amount of cortex remaining on debris
surfaces is recorded in percentage increments: oz,

L-242 , 25-492, 5O--7 42, 75-992.

3. Thernal Alteration: Evidence of heat exposure within
the chip and chunk subclasses is recorded as present
or absent. on specimens where characteristics of
heat exposure are present, the thermal types of
nodification (see Thermar Alteration section above)

are recorded. The degree to which specinens are
affected is noted in percentage increments.

Alteration: present, absent.

Therrnar Type: potlid fracture, explosion fracture,
crazing, lustre.
Coveragez L-242, 25-49eor SO-742t 75-ggT, 1OO?.

Measurements: Iength, width, thickness, weight.
Length: refers to the itemrs maximum dimension.
width: the maxirnum dirnension perpendicular to the

c.

a.

b.

4.

a.

b.
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length.

c. Thickness: the maxirnum dimension perpendicular to
the length and rotated 90 degrees on the length axis.

d. Weight: rnaximurn weight.



Appendix D. Shamattawa Rapids Site (cblj_2,).

Table 43. Retouched Edges: Unifacial.

Accessi-on
Number

Face Position Edge
Shape

Measurements

Scar L Edge
Max Min L H A

984.245.3

984.245.4

984. 245.5

984 .245 . 6

984. 245.8

984.245.9

984.245.LO

984.245.J,L

984.245.J.2

984.245.L4

984.245.25

984. 245.34

984. 245.36

L;D

D

L

D

R

P;L;D

D

D

D

P

L;D

L

L

P

R

L

D

cv 3.3

cv 2.3

R 3.5

cv 4.9

cv 2.9

cv 2.4

cv 4.4

cv 7.2

cc 7.7

cv 6.6

cv 4.1

cv 3.7

Rc(s) 4.1

R 5.3

cc 1.6

cc L.7

cv 2.9
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D

D

D

D

D

V

D

D

D

V

D

v

D

D

D

D

V

1.6

1.0

1.8

3.3

2.6

0.5

L.9

1.0

0.8

2.2

1.5

3.0

L.4

1.3

t.L

L.2

t.2

20.7 2.9 63

L2.L 1.8 45

r_3.0 3.1 63

L2.7 4.3 70

L2.8 2.7 60

18.1 1.8 62

lL.3 2.9 48

L9.1 4.5 5L

16.8 6.7 55

8.9 6.L 65

11.0 3.5 49

9.5 3.0 63

15. 6 3.8 83

14.0 4.4 75

6.3 1.1 50

4.9 1.5 74

g. 1 2,7 91
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Table 43. Continued.

Accession Face position Edge MeasurementsNumber Shape
Scar L Edge

MaxMinLHA

984.245.46 V P cv 6.9 3.6 7.s 6.0 63

984.245.49 D D cv 2.9 0.9 4. O 2.O 72

D R cc l_.5 1.0 6.0 1.3 74

984.245.53 V P RC 3.4 1.0 5.0 3.2 8l_

Face Position Edge Shape

D - Dorsal D - Distal CV Convex

V - Ventral p - proximal CC Concave

L-LeftLateral R -Rectilinear
R - Right Lateral RC - Recurvate

RC(S) - Recurvate
(Spurred)



Appendix E. Shamattawa Rapids Site (GbIj -2).

Tabre 44. Biface (984.245.t): Non-metric Attributes.

Attributes Condition

Thermal Alteration
Subclass

Category

Cortex

Shape

Dorsal Face:

Ventral Face:

Right Blade Edge Shape:

Left Blade Edge Shape:

Blade Edge Symmetry:

Right Shoulder Shape:

Left Shoulder Shape:

Base Shape:

Right Notch Shape:

Right Notch Size:

Left Notch Shape:

Left Notch Size:

Right Tang Shape:

Left Tang Shape:

Longitudinal Shape:

Absent

Sternmed

FIake

oz

O9o

Convex

Convex

Asymetrical

Peaked

Rounded

Bivectorial

Rounded

Shallow

Rounded

Shallow

Square

Square

Convex Concave

376
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Table 44. Conti-nued

Attributes Condition

Marginal Shape: Peaked Convex

Table 45. Biface (984.245.t) t

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Length width

Length:

B1ade:

Stem:

Base:

Basal Tang:

5L. 6

29.5

22.1

8.3

2.O

width: 23 .8

Shoulder: 23.4

Blade - Uid-f,ength: 22.8

Blade - Distal: 8.l_

Basal Tang: 2L.4

Base ? 2L.4

Notch - Right:Thickness nm

Thickness

Stem:

Mid-Length:

Blade - Distal:
Stem-Blade:

Width/Thickness

7.6

7.6

7.2

3.9

7.5

Ratio: 3.13

r.0.9

Notch - Leftz LL.7

Notch Depth - Right: 4.0

Notch Depth -Left: 3.3

Between Notch Widthz L5.7

I{eight: 8.3 grams
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Table 46. Biface (984.245.L)z Angles.

Angle Degree Angle Degree

Base - Right: L28 Edge - Right proximal: 51

Base - Leftz L27 Edge - Right Mid-Length: 57

Notch - Right: 148 Edge - Right Distar: 48

Notch - Left: 155 Edge - Left proxirnal: 60

Shoulder - Right: 131 Edge - Left Mid_Length: 77

Shoulder Leftt J.2Z Edge - Left Distal: 70

Tip: 7 6

Tabre 47- Biface (984.24s.L3): Non-Metric Attributes.

Attributes Condition

Therrnal Alteration Absent
Subclass Unstemmed

Category Non_flake
Cortex Obverse: 1_24eo

Reverse. 2S_4gZ

Shape Right Blade Edge Shape: Convex

Left, Blade Edge Shape: Convex

Blade Edge Symrnetry: Asyrnmetrical

Right Shoulder Shape: peaked
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Table 47. Continued.

Attributes Condition

Left Shoulder Shape:

Base Shape:

Longitudinal Shape:

Marginal Shape:

Rounded

Bivectorial
Biconvex

Biconvex

Table 48. Biface (984.245.13) :

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Dimension nm

Total Length:

Blade:

Base:

Total Width:

Shoulder:

Blade - Mid Length:

Blade - Distal:

Lencrth

widrh

67.7

53.7

14.0

36 .4

36.0

31. 4

7.8

Total Thickness:

Thickness

10.6
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Table 49. Continued

Length, Width, Thickness, Weight.

Dimension
rnm

Base - Blade:

Mid-Length:

Distal:
Width/Thickness Ratio :

Total Weight:

Weiqht

t_0. 5

9.3

5.4

3 .43

24.4 grams

Table 49. Biface (984.243.l-3) z Angles.

Angle Degrees

Right Shoutder:

Left Shoulder:

Tip:

Edge - Right proxirnal:

Edge - Right Mid-Length:

Edge - Right Distal:
Edge - Left proximal:

Edge - Left Mid-Length:

Edge - Left Distal:

r_15

L22

86

89

65

57

45

50

56



Appendix F. Washagarni point Site (cblg_l).

Table 5O. Tree Disfigurements:

Character and Dimensions (crn) .

Tree Character Length Width Depth Bearing

1 slash ZL.O LO. O 9.5 East
2 slash Zg .O 6. O 2.O Northeast
3 slab removed 43.0 26.0 9.0 North
4 slab removed 20.O 18.0 5.O Southwest
5 srab removed 57.o L2.O 9.0 North
5 slash & two wedges zo.o 1i-.0 4.o southeast
7 slash 27.O LO.O 5,5 East
8 srab removed 140.0 26.0 5.0 Southwest
9 slab rernoved 153.0 26.0 g.o south
10 peeled bark 105.0 13.0 Northwest
11 slab removed 89.0 22.O 5.0 North
L2 A number of narrow slashes were cut into the trunkon all sides but the north. specific dirnensions werenot recorded.

13 slab removed 72.o 24.O L7.5 South
L4 slab removed 135.0 3G.O 5.0 West

Tree i-4 is located north of the point area
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Appendix G. Washagami point Site (cbfg_l).

Table 5r,. Hearth: rdentified Marnmalian Remains.

Common Name Element Side Age n

Snowshoe Hare

American Red
Squirrel

Tibia
Phalanx

Incisor

Innominate

Innominate

Lumbar Vertebra

Femur

Tibia

Calcaneum

Incisor

Mandible

Mandible

Mandible

Mandible

Mandible

Riqht
?

Right

Right

Left

Left

Left

Left

Left

Right

Right

Right

Left
Left

Juv-fmm

Juv+

Juv+

Juv+

Imm+

fmm+

Imm+

Juv

Juv+

1

L

L

1

l_

2

2

L

1

Arnerican Red/
Northern Flying
Squirrel

Muskrat Juv-Imrn z

Juv+ 1

fmm+ 4

Juv+ 1

fmm+ 2

382
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Table 51. Continued.

Common Name Elernent Side Age n

Muskrat Maxilla

Premaxilla

Zygomatic Process

Incisor

Incisor

Mol-ar

MoIar

Sternal Segment

Cervical Vertebra

Thoraci-c Vertebra

Lumbar Vertebra

Sacral Vertebra

Sacral Vertebra

Caudal Vertebra

Innominate

Innominate

Innominate

Innominate

Innominate

Innominate

Scapula

frnm+ 1

Imm+ 1

Imm+ 1

Imm+ L

Imm+ L

?2

Imm+ L

Juv+ 1

Juv-Imm 1

Juv-Imm 2

Juv-Imm 2

Juv-Imm 4

Juv+ 1

Juv-Imm 52

Juv+ 1

Imm+ 4

?L

Juv+ 2

Inm+ 5

?1

Juv-Imm 1

Left

Right

Left
?

a

Right

Right

Right

Left

Left

Left

Right
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Table 51. Continued.

Common Name Element Side Age

Muskrat Scapula

Scapula

Scapula

Hurnerus

Humerus

Hurnerus

Humerus

Humerus

Humerus

UIna

Ulna

Ulna

UIna

UIna

Ulna

Ulna

Ulna

Radius

Radius

Radius

Fenur

Left
Left
Left

Risht

Right

Riqht

Left

Left

Left
Right

Right

Right

Right

Left

Left

Left

Left

Right

Right

Left

Right

Juv+ 1

Imm+ 1

?1
Juv-Imm 4

Juv+ 2

Irnrn+ 2

Juv-Imrn L

Juv+ 2

Irnm+ 1

Juv-Imm 1

Juv L

Juv+ 3

Imm+ 3

Juv-Imm 3

Juv+ 1

Imrn 1

Imm+ 3

Juv-Imm 1

Imm* 1

Imm+ 6

Juv-Imm 1
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Table 51. Continued.

Common Name Element Side Age n

Muskrat Right

Riqht

Left
Left
Left

Left

Right

Left
Left
Left

Right

Right

Right

Right

Left

Left

Right

Left

Right

Right

Left

Femur

Femur

Femur

Femur

Femur

Fernur

Tibia-fibula

Tibia-fibula
Tibia-fibula
Tibia-fibula
Tibia

Tibia

Tibia
Tibia

Tibia

Tibia

Metatarsal

Metatarsal

Astragalus

Astragalus

Astragalus

Imm 1

Imm+ 3

Juv-Imm 3

Juv+ 1

Irnm 1

Imm+ L

Juv-Imm 1

Juv-fmm 1

Juv+ L

Imm+ 2

Juv l-

Juv-Imm 1

Imrn 1

Imm+ 1

Juv 2

Ad1

Juv 2

Juv-Imrn 3

Juv-Imm L

Juv+ 2

Juv+ 3
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Table 51. Continued.

Common Name Element Side Age n

Muskrat

American Mink

Astragalus

Astragalus

Calcaneus

Calcaneus

Tarsal

Tarsal

Tarsal

Phalanx

Phalanx

Phalanx

Phalanx

Phalanx

Phalanx

Phalanx

Phalanx

Mandible

fnnominate

Humerus

UIna

Metatarsal

Imrn+ 1

?1

Juv+ 1

Imm+ 3

Juv-Imm 1

Imm+ 1

fmm+ 2

Juv+ 1

Imm+ 5

Juv-Imm 2

Juv+ l_

frnrn 1

Imm+ 5

Juv+ 1

fmm+ 1

Left

Left

Right

Left
Right

Right

Left

Right

Right

Left
Left

Left

Left
?

?

Left

Right

Riqht

Left

Right

fmm+

Juv+

Imm+

fnm+

fmm+

1

1

L

I

1

2L3Total



Appendix H. Washagami point Site (cblg-l).

Tab1e 52. Hearth: fdentified Avian Rernains.

Common Name Element Side Age n

Common/Arctic
Loon

Canada Goose

Canada/Snow Goose

Greater Scaup

Surf Scoter

Hurnerus

Ulna

Carpometacarpus

Tarsometatarsus

Phalanx

Coracoid

Coracoid

Radius

Humerus

Carpal Ulnare

Coracoid

Furcula

Sternum

Coracoid

Scapula

Left
Left

Right

Right

Riqht

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

Right

Left
Left

Imm+

Imm+

fmrn+

Imm

Juv

Imm+

Imm+

Imm+

Imm+

fmm+

Inm+

Juv

?

Ad

Imm+

4

1

t

l_

2

L

1

1

1

1

2

L

l_

L

L

387
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Table 52. Continued.

Common Name Element Side Age

Surf Scoter

Common Merganser

Red-breasted
Merganser

Humerus

Humerus

Ulna

Ulna

Carpometacarpus

Carpometacarpus

Tibia

Metacarpal

Scapula

Ulna

Cervical Vertebra

Cervical Vertebra

Scapula

Scapula

Coracoid

Coracoid

Coracoid

Humerus

Radius

Scapholunar

Right

Left

Left

Left

Right

Left

Left
Left

Left
Right

Right

Left

Right

Left

Left

Right

Right

Left

Imn+

fmm+

fmm+

?

fmm+

Imrn+

Imm+

fmm+

Imm+

Imm+

Juv+

fmm+

Irnm+

Imm+

fmm+

Imm+

?

Irnm+

fuun+

Juv+

2

L

l-

1

L

l_

L

1

1

L

1

1

L

t-

1

1

1

L
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Table 52. Continued.

Common Name Elernent Side Age n

Phalanx

Femur

Femur

Cornmon/Red-breasted
Merganser Coracoid

Common/Red-breasted
Merganser Carpometacarpus

Tarsometatarsus

Ducks

Right

Right

Left

Left
Right

Left
Left

Right

Left
Right

Right

Right

Left
Right

Inm+

Imm+

fmm+

?

Imm+

fmm+

fmm+

Imm+

Juv+

fnm+

Imm+

Imm+

Juv+

Imm+

Imm+

Imm+

Juv+

L

2

2

Right Imm+

Cervical Vertebra

Synsacrum

Furcula

Scapula

Scapula

Coracoid

Coracoid

Hurnerus

Humerus

Ulna

Ulna

Radius

I
L

2

1

1

2

5

L

L

1

2

2
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Table 52. Continued.

Common Name Element Side Age n

Spruce Grouse

Ruffed Grouse

Spruce/Ruffed
Grouse

Carpometacarpus

Scapholunar

Carpal Ulnare

Pollex

Phalanx

Femur

Tarsometatarsus

Tarsometatarsus

Coracoid

Tibiotarsus

Coracoid

Tarsometatarsus

Tarsometatarsus

Tibiotarsus

Hurnerus

Radius

Carpometacarpus

Phalanx

Ti-biotarsus

Left

Right

Right

Riqht

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

Right

Left

Left

Right

Right

Left

Left

Right

fmrn+

Juv+

Imm+

fmm+

Imm+

Imm+

Imm+

Imm+

Irnm+

fmm+

Imm+

Imm+

Imm+

Imm+

?

Imm+

Inm+

Imm+

Imm+

1

1

l_

1_

1

2

L

1

1

1

l_

1

1

L

l_

1

1

1

5
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Table 52. Continued.

Common Name Element Side Age

Herring GulI Humerus

Greater Yellowlegs Tarsometatarsus

Black-Backed Three-Toed/
Northern Three-Toed
Woodpecker

TotaI

Carpometacarpus Left

Left

Right

Imm+

Ad

Imm+ L

1-0 3



Appendix r. Washagrrni point Site (GbI9-1).

Table 53. Hearth: rdentified osteichthyes Remains.

Common Name Elernent Side Age n

Lake Whitefish

Cisco/Lake
Whitefish

Northern Pike

Walleye

Brook Trout

Longnose/White
Sucker

Angular

Ceratohyal

Trunk Vertebra

Trunk Vertebra

Dentary

Palatine

Trunk Vertebra

Dentary

Dentary

Truck Vertebra

Trunk Vertebra

Maxilla

Dentary

Dentary

Left

Left

Right
2

Right

Left

Right

Right

Left

2

?

?

?

2

2

?

1

L

53

t

l_

t0

430

1

1

47

2

4

5

2

.)

2

392
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Table 53. Continued.

Common Name Element Side Age n

Longnose/White
Sucker

Total

Operculum

Autopalatine

Ceratohyal

Ceratohyal

Urohyal

Pectoral Spine

Trunk Vertebra

Right

Left
Right

Left

Left
2

1

2L4

78]-

a

2

?

a

2

l_

1

1

2

a

?



Appendix J. Washagami point Site (cbrg-L).

Table 54. Retouched Edges: Unifacial.

Accession Face position Edge MeasurementsNumber Shape
Scar L Edge

Max.Min.LHA

984.245.L D L

984.245.2 D L

984. 246.3 D D

R 6. O L.8 t-6. O 5.s 90

R 2.7 0.8 24.3 2.5 75

cv L.7 l_.1 3.9 L.4 53

Face Position Edge Shape

D - Dorsal D - Distal CV Convex

V - Ventral p - proxinal CC Concave

L-LeftLateral R -Rectilinear
R - Right Lateral RC - Recurvate

RC(S) - Recurvate
(Spurred)
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Appendix K. Washagarni point Site (Gblg_l).

Table 55. Test Squares: Fauna1 Rernains by Test Square.

Square CIass Species zn

2

3

l_3

Mammalia

Aves

Marnmalia

Unidentified

Aves

Mammalia

Unidentified

Mammalia

Aves

Mammalia

Aves

Unidentified

Black/Mallard Duck

Unidentified

Trumpeter Swan

Unidentified

Unidentified

Unidentified

Unidentified

Canada/Snow Goose

6

t

32

3

2

5

1

1

1

L

1

54

1L. 1L

r..85

59.26

5.56

3.70

9.26

L.85

L.85

L.85

1 .85

1_.85

99.99

L7

22

Total

23

31

35
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Appendix L. Washagani point Site (clg-1).

Table 56. Test Squares: Identif ied Avian Rernains.

Common Name Element Side Age

Trumpeter Swan

Black Duck/
Mallard Duck

Canada Goose/
Snow Goose

TotaI

Cervical Vertebra

Cervical Vertebra

Humerus

Radius

?

?

Right

Left 1

4

396



Appendix M. Washagami point Site (cbfg-1).

Table 57. Excavated Unit Level 2z Faunal Remains by Square.

Square CIass Species n

N]_W1

N1W3

N2E1

N2Wl-

N2W2

N2W3

N3El

Mammalia

Mammalia

Osteichtyes

Mammalia

Aves

Unidentified

Mammalia

Pelecypoda

Manmalia

Aves

Mammalia

Aves

Mammalia

Unidentified

Unidentified

Unidentified

Unidentified

Caribou

Canada/Snow Goose
or Duck Species

Unidentified

Caribou

River Otter

Unidentified

Unidentified

Caribou

Unidentified

Unidentified

Unidentified

Unidentified

397

3

1

L

11

L

1

4

16

t-

2

1

10

3

L

3

3

7

1.36

0.45

0.45

5. O0

0.45

0.45

L.82

7.27

0.45

0.91

0.45

4.55

r-.36

0.45

L.36

1.36

3.18N3WL
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Table 57. Continued.

Square Class Species z

N3W2

N3W2

N3W3

Total

Mammalia

Aves

Osteichtyes

Unidentified

Marnmalia

Aves

Osteichtyes

Unidentified

Caribou

Unidentified

Unidentified

Beaver

Unidentified

Unidentified

Unidentified

Caribou

Dog

Unidentified

Unidentified

l_

3

15

7

3

1

22

74

4

2

10

L

8

220

0.45

1.36

6 .82

3.18

l-.36

0.45

10. 00

33 .64

L.82

0.91

4.55

o. 45

3 .64

99.95



Appendix N. Washagami point Site (cblq_].).

Table 58. Excavated Unit Leve1 2:

Identified Mammalian Remains.

Common Name Element Side Age

Caribou

River Otter

Beaver

Antler

Radius

Radius

Tibia

Radius/Ulna

Radius/U1na

Phalanx

Lumbar Vertebra

Humerus

Ulna

Phalanx

Humerus

Ulna

?

Right

Right

Right

?

2

Left

Left

?

Right

Left

fnm+

Irnrn+

?

Ad

fmm+

?

?

a

Irnm

2

?

?

?

2

L

L

1_

L

1

2

1

4

2

l_

399
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Table 58. Continued.

Common Name Element Side

Rib

Rib

Right

Left

.)

?

1

1

2L
TotaI
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